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Conduct Board Defers Decision
BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
The University Conduct Board,
meeting on Wednesday, October
31, decided that incidents relating
to the October 20 disruption of
Navy recruiting interviews did
not warrant investigation or
consideration by the Board at this

time.
Fr. Edward Hanrahan, Dean of
Students, told The Heights that
the matter will be handled
'administratively' out of his
office. He said that seven students
involved in the demonstration
outside of the Lyons
Rathskellar-cafeteria have been
notified to appear before him in
his office in the near future.
One member of the Conduct
Board told The Heights that the
Board does not plan to investigate
the case further

One member of the Conduct

Board stressed to The Heights that
the Conduct Board does not plan
to investigate the case further at

this time . Should Hanrahan do
something the demonstrators
consider to be unfair, then 'they
can come to us for an appeal. He
explained that the Dean of
Students was acting much like a

'lower court' in this respect.
Hanrahan explained that the
Conduct Board did not press for a
full hearing into the matter
because of the 'apparent
compliance with University

The demonstrators promised
after the Navy incidents to meet
Marine recruiters scheduled for
the following week with 'much
larger and determined action.
However, the larger action did not
Demonstration Policy' during the materialize as the Marines,
stationed in Alumni Hall, met
following week.
with a handful of interested
The October 20 demonstration students on October 26 and 27. A
in Lyons involved approximately group of approximately ten
20 students, seven of whom sat on students did spend three hours
the Navy recruiters' table, tearing with the Marines discussing
up brochures and posters. The opposing viewpoints.
students were protesting what
they termed 'militarism and the
The failure of any significant
continuing role of the armed disruption of Marine recruiting to
forces in Vietnam and South materialize was crucial in the
America.' One recruiter's opinion Conduct Board's decision not to
that the two hour demonstration consider or further investigate the
was not disruptive was presented October 20 incident, according to Students at Boston
State boycotted classes Friday to protest the firing
to the Board.
a member of the Board.
of two faculty members. Photo by Joe Foley.

Boston State Students Protest Firings, Master Plan
BY STEVE FISCHER
Students at Boston State
College boycotted classes last
Friday to protest the firing of two
faculty members and to voice
dissatisfaction with the state's

new "Master Plan" for public

SAaneancluysrditI:sIreli mperialism
BY EDWARD KNOX
Assistant Professor, History Department
All assumptions, especially unquestioned ones, deserve to be
analyzed closely. Certainly, this is true now that popular wisdomboth
here and in Israel holds that Arab lands conqueredin 1967 provided the
margin of safety that preserved the state from annihilation. Did they
indeed? Or are the Israelis marching down the slippery slope travelled
by so many previous imperialists? Is a perceived need for security being
distorted into justifying permanent territorial expansion at the expense
ofweakerneighbors?
Russian pogroms in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
anti-Semitism expressed in France during and after the Dreyfus trial,
and the more terrible trauma of attempted genocide at the hands of the
Nazis, plus the terrorist campaign against the British after World War 11,
the civil war against the Palestinians, and then the subsequent wars
against the Arab states would imprint upon the people of any nation a
pattern of extreme security consciousness. In fact, the Israeli nation has
taken as its symbol the fortress in the Negev where Hebrew soldiers
chose to commit suicide rather than surrender to besieging Romans.
They have adopted a motto: "Massada will not fall again." They believe
in it with a passionate intensity, and with the Western world's record of
anti-Semitism and brutality, who is going to tell them they are wrong?
And yet, if Israel really is determined to hang onto hundreds of square
miles of Arab soil and be the conquerer of over a million Arabs, then I
find nothing safer than to predict another war, and then another one,
perhaps a whole series, until either they are defeated or they take
greater stretches of Arab land. With these alternatives before us, might
it not be a legitimate question to ask if Israel's very drive for security
has caused and is causing the situation it is trying to escapefrom?
Back around 1963 an Israeli psychologist, Dr. G. Tamarin, carried
out an investigation of Israeli attitudes toward the Arabs. The results
are illuminating in terms of the question above. He asked 1066 Israeli
schoolchildren, aged eight to fourteen (some of whom undoubtedly
fought in the recent war), from a full variety of backgrounds, including
kibbutzim, to read two texts and then to answer two questions on each
text, explaining their answers.
(Continued on page 6)

the students, has introduced
"imagination and innovation"
into his elementary education
courses, a conservative genre with
accepted means and methods.
Morrissey has attributed the
faculty dismissals to
"overstaffing" in the departments,
but has produced no concrete
evidence to substantiate his
claims. One of the 14 professors
whose contract is being
terminated alleged that
boycotters would reiterate two Morrissey's action was the
weeks later: that Professors Henry manifestation of "an arbitrary
Allen (History) and Blaney Lee attitude on his part and a total
(Education) be rehired with disregard for the participation of
tenure and that Boston State both faculty and students in the
"repeal the Master Plan," the decision making process in the
impending comprehensive college." Over 2500 students,
guideline for the evolution of nearly half of Boston State's
education within the state college enrollment, signed a petition
system over the next few years. demanding that Lee and Allen be
The students and faculty vacated reinstated with tenure.
Morrissey's office only when the
Of equal import is the
College obtained a restraining opposition of students to what
order preventing them from was known as the "Master Plan"
"blocking of any University for state colleges, later changed to
activities."
the "Agenda for Renewal" when
Allen and Lee were among 14 students implied that the plan
Boston State faculty members created in the form of
issued terminal contracts by administrators just what the plan's
President Morrissey earlier this name suggested. The Agenda,
year. The situation is far from a according to its critics, provides
new one for Allen, who has been for the demise of liberal arts
fired twice before by the college, programs at state colleges in favor
only to be reinstated in the wake of more vocation-oriented
of student protests. Allen, who training. The plan indicates "a
teaches "American History since need to re-examine current
1865," is considered by many to be program offerings to implement
one of the most popular new programs to meet the shifting
professors on campus. What interests and needs of both
invokes student support and students and potential
administrative outrage is his employees." It encourages state
inclusion in his course of colleges to develop disciplines "in
discussions of the struggles of areas of projected employment
blacks, women, and the working growth in the Commonwealth."
class in this period. In addition,
The Agenda also advocates the
Allen has been active in other use of "automated teaching
areas. He has gone into the black techniques" as effective means of
community to recruit students, education. "Radio programs,
created a black scholarship cassette tapes, educational
program, and recently forced the television
would be more cost
state to hire more minority effective than lectures and
workers at the campus' seminars in a college classroom."
construction site, which did little One student claimed that "the
to endear him to either Morrissey Master Plan proposed a two-class
or the state trustees.
system of education: the affluent
Blaney Lee, according to
who can afford private college and

higher

education

within

Commonwealth.
This action was the latest in a
series of uprisings on the Boston
State campus which culminated in
the occupation of the office of
President Kermit Morrissey and an
adjoining communications center
for 27 hours two weeks ago by
some 50 students and faculty. The
occupiers demanded of President
Morrissey and the State College
Board of Trustees what the

..
.

tuition would get a broad liberal
arts education; the non-privileged
state college students would get
job training."
In addition, the Agenda for
Renewal provides for the
establishment of a "System-wide
Task Force on Tenure, to study
tenure within the system and the
Board's tenure policies, and to
develop recommendations for
additional major reform of the
system." It encourages the task
force to consider as "possible
courses of action:
a.a system of long-term
contracts for faculty, either as a
complement to or substitute for
tenure;
b. a moratorium on tenure;
c. a percentage limit on tenure
within the System;
d. tenure by discipline."
Critics claim that the plan's
chief aim is to economize at the
expense of quality education.
They predict that a revision of the
existing tenure system will enable
administrators to more easily
dismiss faculty members like
Allen or Lee. They term it a
means of reducing expenses by
continually hiring junior faculty
members rather than granting
tenure to experienced professors.
Nevertheless, none can deny that
Boston State is faced with a
serious problem in this area, with
64% of its faculty tenured, more

.

than any other Massachusetts

state college.

The students were supported in
their demands by a wide
assortment of campus
organizations, but one notable
opponent
was the student
government, which rejected,
largely through the efforts of
President Michael Sereceno, a
resolution to support the boycott
of classes last Friday. Student
claims that Sereceno is little more
than an administrative lackey
were somewhat substantiated last
week when he cut off University
funding of The Outlook, Boston
State's student newspaper, which
has been a constant foe of his
administration.

NEWSBRIEFS
Monday, Nov. 5

Wednesday, Nov. 7

Interviewing: Zayre, interviewing
for entry level positions in store
management development

Army and Air Force Exchange.
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Friday, Nov. 9
Interviewing: Arthur Young &

Co., CPA.
Freshman Assistance Program,
Advisement for Second Semester, Sub-varsity Football: BC vs.
program.
12:00 noon4:00 pm, Resident Milford, 1:30 pm. Home.
Mendel Club: Seminar with Dr. Student Lounge, McElroy.
Film Board and Film Studies
Soloman, Cushing 001 1-2:00 pm.
Travel Day, McElroy lower foyer, Program present Experimental
Theology Majors: meeting, ll:00am-2:00 pm.
Film Fest, 4:00 pm-2:00 am
McGuinn Auditorium. Part. I: Fri.
Murray House, 3:00 pm.
Karate, Resident Student Lounge, 4-9 pm, Sat. 9 pm-2 am; Part II:
Fri. 9 pm-2 am, Sat. 4 pm-9 pm.
Benjamin Waterhouse Society 4:00 pm.
presents History of Medicine in
Pick up free tickets in the Office
the U.S. Fulton 412, 4:00 pm.
Photo Club meeting, 4:00 pm, of Student Activities, McElroy
114.
McElroy 114.
314 Forum: T.P. O'Malley: The
Deanship Perspectives. Haley CIVILIZATION with Sir Kenneth O'Connell Event-To be
House , 4 :30-6 :00 pm. Clark, 7:00 pm, Murray announced.
Refreshments.
Conference Room. Tonight: The
Freshman Assistance Program,
Great Thaw.
Advisement for Second Semester,
Tae Kwon Do, 7:00 pm, Campion
12:00 noon-4:00 pm, Resident
Auditorium.
Kwon
7:00
pm,
Campion
Do,
Tae
Lounge, McElroy.
Student
Auditorium.
Kundalini Yoga, 7:00 pm,
McGuinn sth floor lounge.
Fulton Debating Society: Karate, Resident Student Lounge,
Resolved that BC should 4:00 pm.
Black Student Forum meeting, substantially reduce its
7:30 pm, Cushing 001.
committment to its intercollegiate
football program. Affirmative:
Alpha Kappa Psi meeting, 8:00 Bruce Sutton, Paul Hughes and
Nov. 10
pm, Fulton 400.
Tom Maloney; Negative: Tom
Flannigan, Robert Rosenthal and
in
Students International Meditation Tom Flynn. 7:30 pm O'Connell Football:
BC vs. West Virginia,
Society: Lecture, Cushing Faculty House.
1:30 pm. Away.
Lounge, 7:00 pm..
The Pulse Program, Religious
Education and the Chaplain's Soccer: BC vs. URI, 3:00 pm.
Office present the film, Juvenile Away.
Court 7:00 pm in Devlin 008.
Nov. 6
Judo Clinic, 9:00 am-6:00 pm,
William Arrowsmith: Celebrated Roberts Center.
translator of Satyricon, of the
Bacchae, and of Pavese's prose, O'Connell Event-To be
reads
from the new translations announced.
Charlie
Chaplin
Eat lunch with
and the Commuters, 12:00 noon, which "suddenly make Pavese
present within English as a Alpha Kappa Psi dinner dance,
Murray House.
personal pleasure, a public 6:00 pm-12:00 midnight, Faculty
resource." BU's School of Nursing Dining Room.
Auditorium, 635 Comm. Aye.,
8:00 pm.
Film Board: See previous listing.
Interviewing: Sears & Roebuck,
seniors interested in programs and
Beers and Careers: The staff of
systems. All positions in New
the Career Planning and
York City. Laventhol, Krekstein,
Nov. 11
Placement Office is sponsoring a
Horwath & Horwath, accountants. series
of seminars to discuss with
students various implications of
majors, careers and their influence
on life style. First meeting in Yacht Club Dinghy Invitational
at
Soccer: BC vs. RI, 3:00 pm. Rathskellar, 6:00 pm.
Coast Guard, 10:00 am.
Away.

Saturday,

Tuesday,

Sunday,

314 Forum: Prof. John Rosser:

Today's

House,

Archeologist.

4:30-6:00
Refreshments.

Thursday, Nov. 8

Haley
pm.
Interviewing: Arthur Young &
Co., CPA. Eaton Corp.,
Management Training Program.

Science Fiction Club meeting,
7:00 pm, McElroy 114.

Resident Fellow Program presents
three shorts: Why Man Creates, a
fast moving film that explores the
creative process, Yantra, creative
computer film short; and Claude,
3-minute creative cartoon. Welch
at 7:30 pm, Phelps (South St.) at
9:00 pm.

Black Forum Meeting, 7:30 pm,
Cushing

001.

Tae Kwon Do, 7:00 pm, Campion
Auditorium.
O'Connell Film Freaks. Bye Bye
Birdie. 7:00 pm.
Four Young Poets: Mary Baures,
Roberta Goldshlag, Judith
Mandelbaum, James Morgan. BU's
SON Auditorium.8:00 pm.

Announcements
Murray House has all sorts of
good things brewing, coffee, tea,
lounge space, meeting rooms,
stereo, ping-pong table, kitchen,
etc. Come over to 292 Hammond
Street

and relax.. To book for

meetings, call Deidre or Kevin at

731-3650.
International Students, there is a
unique opportunity for you to
meet local people and share a
meal with them in their homes,
talk about your home country
and your impressions of the
U.S.A. Transportation will be
arranged. For further information
see Tammy Thomas in the
Foreign Student Office, McElroy
229, ext. 2603, Monday through
Friday, 12:00 noon to 4:00 pm.
Interested in travelling to other
cities, meeting new people,
helping BC and yourself too? The
Alumni Association is looking for
students willing to meet with
Alumni in various U.S. cities and
talk about life at BC in the 70s.
This is an opportunity for you to
make an impression on Alumni
regarding your hopes for BC's
future. Contact Bill Gerson in the
Alumni Office, ext. 2298.
The Office of Student Activities

BC Musicians and Dancers: If you
sing, play any instrument (in a
group or as a soloist), dance or
give dramatic readings, please
register in the Office of Student
Activities. We are trying to get a
list of available talent on campus.
Fill out registration forms and
leave a message for Renee Rubin.
DO IT SOON! Also: Mass. Bay
Community College interested in
talent. Contact Bell Shano,
926-2600, ext. 45.
Fine Arts Spring Course: FA 220
Picasso TTH 9 am. Instructor to
be announced. The Innovative
genius of Picasso will by studied
in relation to the artist's life and
as a source of many of the major
movements in the first half of the
20th
century.
Further
information: contact Prof. John
Baker, Lyons 403, ext. 2626.
The Freshman Assistant Program
Advisory Committee will be
sponsoring a Student Advisory
Service (SAS) November 7-9.
SAS is a program designed to
help all students that may have
any questions or problems
concerning the core curriculum. It
will be a three day program that is
aimed to help students with class
registration.

Students advisors will be
available in the areas of English,
History, Economics, Theology
and Philosophy. The advisors will
have information concerning core
requirements and will be able to
answer questions concerning
classes and professors in any one

of the core areas.
Beginning

Wednesday

November 7 and lasting through
Friday November 9, in the
McElroy Student Lounge, advisors
will be available between 12:00
pm to 4:00 pm to answer any
questions you may have
concerning core requirements,
classes, and professors. Hope to

see you there.

..

.

"Foam RubberIs OurBusiness"

Monday, Nov. 12
Interviewing: Coopers & Lybrand,
staff accountants.

Women's Center presents Blood of
the Condor. 7:00 pm, Murray
Conference Room. This film
depicts how Americans in the
Peace Corps are involved in the
Hatha Yoga with Steffi Shapiro, sterilization of Bolivian Indian
7:00 pm, Campion Faculty Women.
Freshman Assistance Program,
Advisement for Second Semester,
12:00 noon4:00 pm, Resident
Student Lounge, McElroy.

Lounge.

Penance Service-Thursday, Nov.
8 9:30 pm, St. Joseph's Chapel.
Service will develop the
The Correctional System Today: communial dimensions of sin and
John Boone, Charles St. forgiveness as well as provide the
Meetinghouse, Beacon Hill, 8:00 opportunity for private
pm. $1.00.
confession.

Blood Bank: November 12-16.

pm

Telephone extension numbers MCH Enterprises is pleased to
have been changed. As of announce it has won___its first
Thursday, October 26, we may be proxy fight. A number of
reached at extensions: 2640 and subversive stockholders attempted
2641.
topple the present
to
administration, but miserably
Cultural Committee presents a
Festival of Greek Culture^eats, Opera Tickets: Association Artists failed. Our stock is once again
Shares
music, song, dance, exhibits. Opera Production of Mozart's back on stable ground
Cosi Fan Tutti, November 15 & can be purchased in any of the
O'Connell Hall, 7:oopm.
17, available at the Office of MCH offices.
Scuba Club Meeting, 4:00 pm, Student Activities. See Sue
Rosenstock for information.
r
McElroy 114.

Yacht Club meeting, 3:30 pm,
McElroy 114.
Chess Club meeting, 6:00 pm
McElroy 114.

Kundalini Yoga, 7:00
McGuinn sth Floor Lounge.
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Corps
\u25a0\7lSTA&Peace
If have hundreds of job
openings for Seniors.
From agriculture to
zoology. Get experience you can find in
no other organization. Reps will be in
the Placement Office
soon. Sign up now
in Placement for an

interview.

ANOPOLYURETHANE FOAMS. DACRON

\u25a0

CUT TO ANY SIZE & SHAPE
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

M

For Every Purpose

.

Discount Prices^}
MATTRESSESCUSHIONS-BOLSTERS
PILLOWS PADS SHREDDED
imported

DANISH DESIGN

FURNITURE
& Cover

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

J2l HARRISON AYE. BOSTON 426-4210 j

FOAM RUBBER

H
H

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material Is sold for
research assistance only.

/k^SmmWlsunnn,

M

Hr**H

Replacements
Made to Order In
Vinyls & Upholstery Fabrics

Foam Rubber
Discount Center
Store Hours; Daily 9am to s:3opm
Saturday to 4:3opm
165 BriB nton Aye\u25a0
Allston

i 254-48191

' '
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University Budget Committee
Approves $25,000 for O'Connell
financed." When asked if he and
Father Monan generally follow
Budget
Committee
recommendations, he observed,
''This varies from
Student Affairs Vice President recommendation to
each
James Mclntyre, a member of the recommendation
Budget Committee, spoke in favor proposal has to be judged on its
both building proposals, terming own merits." He added that he
them "modest."
values the input of the committee
According to Campanella, "for the work they've done and
funds for any supplementary also for its composition." He said
proposals approved, will be taken he would generally be inclined to
from the university's contingency follow the Committee's
fund. He noted that the fiscal year recommendations "unless I have
still has eight months to run and specific reasons for not doing so."
commented, "It would be
John Smith, Financial Vice
imprudent to use up the money in President told The Heights that
the contingency fund." He cited the Budget Committee "is trying
that BC will probably have to dip to come up with a reasonable
recommendations were, into the fund to meet rising fuel policy" for dispensing
information about committee
Campanella did say that the costs as an example.
While refusing to mention meetings." He stated that
committee recommended that BC
consult an architectural firm to specifics, Campanella felt that "all "Members want to talk about
determine whether any more the requests were serious" and things (which occur at the
but added that
money should be invested into added, "If we had more funds, meetings),"
future work on the O'Connell they all would have been members were not sure of how
building. Campanella observed,
"This is an additional
proposal
so we don't get into
the possible position of putting
good money into something bad."
According to Carole Wegman, BY MAUREEN SCOTT
Duffy told The Heights that as
Director of Student Activities, she
The Housing Office is awaiting soon as the Cushing situation is
and the membersof the O'Connell a "firm word" on the leasing of known, "We'll hold a mini-lottery
resident staff updated the original two dormitories from Cardinal and let the girls choose either any
proposal, calling for $31,000 in Cushing College in Brookline housing available or the Cushing
renovations. She said, "We before deciding on the future dorms."
knocked $6,000 off the original housing of 45 female students
Occupancy of the dorms now
proposal." This money was currently residing in interim rests upon approval by the
provided by UGBC for O'Connell housing at the Terrace Motel, Brookline Board of Appeals of a
furnishings. She also stated that according to Kevin Duffy, Variance Permit and a Dorm
the Budget Committee "took Director of University Housing.
License. The appeal process will
take about six weeks, according to
Arthur Hanflig of the Brookline
Board of Appeals. Duffy added
that some of the renovations
BY MIKE MORGAN
The University Budget
Committee has made
recommendations concerning the
O'Connell and McElroy buildings,
University Safety and Security,
and the Program for the Study of
Peace and War. Executive Vice
President Frank Campanella told
The
Heights that the
recommendations "are on my
desk," and that the Budget
Committee will be informed of his
decisions by tomorrow's meeting.
The Heights has received
information which indicates that
the Budget Committee approved a
$25,000 request for renovations
in O'Connell Hall. While declining
to state what the committee's

...

some pot shots" at the McElroy
request, and said these were
mostly concerned with proposed
furnishings for vacated rooms in
the building. She said that

.. .

Pending approval of Executive Vice President Frank Campanella,
O'Connell Hall will receive $25,000 for much needed renovations.
Photo by Maglione.
much they were permitted to say. He said, however, that he thought
Campanella commented, "I'm the Budget Committee should be
generally against secrecy in any the first to hear about the
event... I see no reason why decisions which he and President
proposals should not be known." Monan will make.

Terrace Motel Residents Await Word on Cushing
were completed last week.
The Terrace Motel's lease
expires December 22, and in the
event that the Cushing dorms are
not available, Housing "will offer

students. He wanted to stress two
points, one that "Selection of the
housing is contingent upon when
the girls' original applications
were received. Secondly, the
them (students in Terrace) all longer the girls wait the greater
available housing from dropouts, the selection they'll have to
etc.," according to Duffy.
choose from."
Duffy estimated the openings
Duffy met with some of the
in housing to be from 130-160 girls on October 10 and discussed
places based on the drop out rate their general concerns. He noted
of the first semester of last year. that students wanted to "stay as
These spaces are largely the result close as possible to the friends
of second semester seniors leaving, they've made," and not be "asked
people transferring out of to move during exams." He
requested by the Brookline housing, and the University.
promised to honor their requests
Building Department concerning
Duffy expects roughly 65-80 as best he could.
the sprinkler system and fire exits available

spaces

for

female

Goals Statement Readied
By Planning Council
BY CHRIS HEDGES

Prof. John Mahoney, Chairman of the UAPC's Subcommittee on
Academic Goals. Photo by Silver.

Planning Council Seeks Response
Members of

the academic
community of Boston College are
invited to assist the University
Long Range Academic Planning
Council by submitting responses
to the following questions:
l)What area or problems do
you think should receive the
prime attention of the UAPC?
(Please indicate briefly up to five
such areas and problems.)
2) Are there educational
developments outside of Boston
College to which you think the
UAPC should pay particular

attention as it goes about its
work? (Please specify briefly up
to five such developments.)
Replies should be sent to:

Steering Committee, UAPC
Dean of Faculties Office
Hopkins House
116 College Road
Inclusion of respondent's name
is optional. Respondents may
wish to indicate whether they are
students, faculty members,
administrators or professional

staff.

The University Long Range promote faculty relations with the
Academic Planning Council will community and in particular the
discuss a tentative statement on greater Boston community; and
Boston College's academic goals, the social and cultural climate of
prepared by the Goals Committee, the school.
In making this statement of
this week, according to Prof. John
Mahoney, chairman of the goals, the committee has
committee. A final goals consulted within the university,
statement should be ready for Mahoney said. "Each member of
release
to the University the steering committee submitted
community before Thanksgiving. the five highest priorities. The
The statement will outline the subcommittee met four to five
university's major goals for the hours a week since September.
next five years. According to Students and faculty were invited
Mahoney, the statement will talk to meetings to think out loud."
When the statement is ready, it
about the distinctive character of
BC as a private, religious will be presented to each school
institutionand BC'S academicgoals and department to be studied over
for the next five years.
the next three months. Then in
"There are five areas to which the spring, each individual unit's
we addressed ourselves," Mahoney recommendations will go back to
explained. "What are the relations the committee, and will be acted
between graduate and on according to what extent those
undergraduate education, which recommendations can be fit into
has priority and what are the the overall university budget.
Commenting on "the
attitudes to each? In the area of
liberal learning (rather than liberal distinctiveness of Boston College
education), we discussed the core as a private, religious institution,"
curriculum, plans for coordinating Mahoney said, "It's much more
it, and whether the best teachers complex than it used to be.
should be used." Other areas Instead of the all-Jesuit faculty of
Mahoney listed included: a few years ago, we now have a
problems in balancing teaching primarily lay faculty, and the
and scholarship for faculty students come from a more
members; the need to recruit and diverse background."

The

sentiments

at

Terrace

Motel were expressed by Nancy
Hesslin as, "We just want to know
what's going on." She added, "I'll
believe it when I see it" as to a
definite move. Lydia Fekula, a
junior transfer, described her
feeling as one of "transiency
hanging over our heads."

Students spoke of their fears

about adjusting to any new
housing, and other difficulties
such as some people getting back
on the meal plan, and the
possibility of an extra expense if
they chose to move into Hillsides
or the Modulars.

Maggie Diamond, one of the
RAs at the Terrace Motel, said,
"We can't wait to move to
Cushing but generally life up here
is pretty good." Mary Wallace
described Cushing as a "beautiful
school, although really isolated."
"As a group, we'd probably be the
best to move into Cushing," said
Anne Marshall.
None of the students had any
towards Housing
for their situation: "I give credit
where credit is due, and Housing's
doing what they can," said Lydia
Fekula. Maggie Diamond saw it
great resentment

more as "the fault of Admissions
than of Housing as to where they
placed the freshmen and some
transfer students."
Nancy Hesslin went so far as to
say

that she "wouldn't mind

staying." Everyone was quick to
mention that was "just her
opinion," however.
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The Boston City Council and School Committee Elections:
Mr. Nelligan, a BC Law recent memory.
Student, was himself a candidate
The tragedy of this
all-pervasive
apathy is that Boston
Boston
Council
a
City
for
for
period ofone month over the past voters are again wasting the
chance to do something about
summer.
improving the quality of
BY TOM NELLIGAN
There's going to be an election government on the City Council
in Boston tomorrow. If you didn't and School Committee level. For
know or didn't care, you're far a city that prides itself on
from alone. In recent weeks about liberalism, intellectualism, and
the only noteworthy thing open-mindedness, both the City
newspapers have been able to Council and School Committee
report about the campaign is that are dominated to an incredible
it's been the dullest, quietest, and extent by political neanderthals,
least issue-oriented of any in dottering hacks, and out-and-out
racists.
One reason for all the
confusion is the at-large system
under which both bodies are
elected. Rather than having two
or three candidates run from
neighborhood districts, everybody
runs city wide. Thus the voter is
confronted with eighteen names
on the City Council ballot, and
ten on the School Committee,

from which he is expected to
intelligently pick nine and five
respectively. Since the average
voter will probably know only

Louise Day Hicks:
Bunkers alive & well?

four or five candidates by name or
reputation, the whole thing
degenerates into a lottery, where
ethnic-sounding names (read Irish
or Italian) and a position on the

top or bottom of one of the ballot
columns can make the difference
between winning and losing.
The campaign this year has
been devoid of serious

campaigning, probably because
the incumbents are by and large
fairly sure of re-election, and the
challengers are reticent to spend
lots of time and money on what
will probably be unsuccessful
challenges.
Here's a rundown of who's
who, starting with the candidates
for City Council, in no particular spending, and all the other nasty
things. She took on the Mayor
again in 1971 and got beaten even
more badly than in 1967. She was
defeated for re-election to
Congress by liberal Joe Moakley
in 1972, and being out of work
decided to run for the Council
again this year. As you can see,
Louise gets around. She will be
overwhelmingly elected this year,
proving that Archie Bunker is
alive and well in Boston.
ALBERT
"DAPPER
O'NEIL-Of all the incumbent
councillors seeking re-election, 01'
Dapper is by far the worst. He's
an t i-s tuden t, anti-black,
an t i-S pa nish, anti-women,

Dapper O'Neil:

Anti-student,

anti-women,

anti-black.

Elections ?73: The Students Blow It
BY TOM NELLIGAN
student-types, even during the
There was once a time, within summer, I figured 1500 signatures
the memory of many living men, would be no problem.
when the key to revolution, social
I quickly discovered that such
change, or whatever grand and was not the case. A lot of students
glorious political action to which live here, certainly enough to elect
The Movement could aspire was two, or three, or four people to
summed up in the idea of the the nine-person City Council. The
student vote. There were enough problem is that no one is
of us, the reasoning went, to start ?registered to vote. They may be
outvoting the bad guys, putting in registered in Peoria or Dcs Moines,
the good guys, and take over but they're not registered in
every office from municipal Boston?the city where they pay
dogcatcher to the presidency of property taxes (read your lease),
the US.
suffer from discriminatory
The sad demise of Eugene treatment by landlords, and are
McCarthy in 1968 pretty much endlessly harassed by
put a damper on those plans, for ticket-wielding traffic cops.
it seemed that even if we all did
During the three weeks given
vote, there were more of them to gathering of signatures for
than there were of us. The equally nomination, I personally spoke
woeful fate of George McGovern with upwards of a thousand
last year served only to confirm 18-to-30 type potential voters in
this.
the Allston/Brighton and Back
But in between, in places like Bay neighborhoods. My incipient
Berkeley, and Ann Arbor, and campaign was based on a
Madison, and even our very own reform/radical platform designed,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, people hopefully, to benefit this
went out and voted in local particular segment of Boston's
elections. Berkeley and Ann population.
Arbor elected student-dominated
Perhaps one out of five people
City Councils, Madison elected a signed my petition. From the rest,
27-year-old mayor, and the response was usually the
Cambridge wound up with a same: "Hey, man, that sounds
50/50 reformer/reactionary split, great, but I'm not registered to
which at least was better than vote here." A number of people
what had been there before.
didn't even know that Boston had
Metropolitan Boston is the a city council, much less a
second-largest student center in corrupt, reactionary one.
the world (after Tokyo, I'm told),
The end result of this was that
and as a result might be expected time ran out before I obtained
to be something of a center of a enough signatures to qualify for
student/youth/reformer voter the ballot. That, needless to say,
movement.
was something of a sadness. But
It's not, and I really wonder what's worse, is that most of the
why.
other radical/reform/alternative
As a would-be candidate for candidates met the same fate. The
City Council early this summer, I traditional candidates, with their
faced the task of assembling 1500 power bases in Dorchester or
signatures of registered voters on Southie or the North End, with
nominating petitions. That's their thousands of favors to be
Boston's theoretically democratic repaid, with their loyal legions of
method of nominating candidates. thirteen-year-old campaign
No bosses, no ward healers, just workers, have no trouble gettingsimple, ou t-in-the-streets on the ballot. The reformers who
democracy. Considering the way seek support in the student
Allston/Brighton swarms with community have no chance.

order.
LOUISE DAY HICKS-The lady
from South Boston made a name
for herself as an advocate of
segregated schools while a
member of the School Committee
from 1965 to 1967. She ran as a
conservative (to say the least)
challenger to Mayor White that
year and lost, and then went to
the Council in 1969. She ran for
Congress from John McCormack's
old district in 1970, and voted in
favor of the war, defense

represents a genuine
alternative to the mess we've
come to live with in the Council.
actually

three or four other

candidates represent something
slightly less than disastrous. In the
case of the School Committee race,
again there is only one candidate
whose election would represent a
real change, Patricia
Bonner-Lyons. The other nine
range from mildly ineffectual
bureaucrats to vicious racists.

won't become

Boston

a

Ann Arbor or
Madison this year because no one
cares. And it's not because we
didn't have the chance. Thanks to
Mayor White, Boston is one of the
easist cities in the country in
which to register to vote.
Dormitories are considered legal
residences, only sixty days of
residence are required, and the
registrars tend not to press
students too closely on whether
they intend to spend the rest of
their lives hereabouts.
Following Boston's election
tomorrow, we'll be stuck with
another two years of a City
Council that spends its v time
passing anti-hitchhiking laws and
ignoring corruption in the
Housing Inspectors Office, the
Police Department, and the
School System. We'll be stuck
with a School Committee that
takes delight in fostering
institutional racism by ignoring
Federal Court orders to integrate.
In short, Boston city government,
with the notable exception of the
officers of Mayor White and

Berkeley

or

incurred the Mayor's wrath by
fighting city budget cuts, and was
less than enthusiastic about a
proposal to reform the School
Committee. His chances for
re-election are less secure than the

others.
PATRICK

McDONOUGHand

Conservative, anti-White,

generally undistinguished. He too
is in danger of losing his seat.

JOSEPH M. TIERNEY-Another

undistinguished conservative who
has done relatively little
campaigning. Voted against

anti-media, anti-intellectual, and
Christopher lanella:
anti-Kevin White, and he's proud
Sure Shot for re-election
of it all. First elected to the
Council in 1970 when Louise School Committeereform.
vacated her seat to go to FREDERICK LANGONE-The
Washington, he too will probably

There won't be any flowering
of reform in this year's Boston
election. Of the eighteen
candidates going into the final
election for nine City Council
seats, only one (John Powers of
the Socialist Worker Party)

Perhaps

4

seventh and last incumbent
running for re-election (two are
not), is the North End's favorite
mortician, Freddie Langone. He
always votes Mayor White's
position, is a middle-of-the-roader
by Council standards, and will
writes illiterate letters to the probably be returned for another
Globe.
two years. He's been spending a
CHRISTOPHER lANNELLA- lot of money?Langone signs are
Another sure-shot for re-election, all over the city (including on the
side of this reporter's apartment,
courtesy of my landlord. Langone
is no enemy of the real estate
lobby).
JOHN E. POWERS JR.-Moving
to brighter prospects, John
Powers of the Socialist Workers is
a professional candidate (he's run
for mayor and US Congress) who
surprised everybody for qualifying
in
September's primary. His
chances of winning are slim, but
he'd definitely bring some life to
the normally dead council

be overwhelmingly re-elected. He
once walked out of a Council
meeting when MayOr White
brought in a consultant who lived
in Newton, claiming he wouldn't
listen to an "outsider." He also

chambers.

LENA SAUNDERS-Saunders is
the only black candidate in the
Council election this year. She has
been building
a strong
organization in the black areas of
Lawrence S. DiCara:
the city and has an outside chance
Closest to a reformer.
of pulling off a victory.
lannella is a decent moderate who THOMAS SULLIVAN-He's the
opposed Park Plaza and fellow with the huge signs on the
introduced legislation for the side of MBTA buses. Aside from
proposed "urban homesteading," the fact that he's spent an awful
under which the city will sell lot of money, and has Mayor
abandoned buildings to developers White's backing, and a Globe
for one dollar.
endorsement, he has an excellent
LAWRENCE S. DiCARA-DiCara
made national news two years ago
when he was elected to the
council at age 22. He's
super-straight in appearance, but
the closest thing to a reformer on
the council, and has consistently
voted to the left on important
issues. His biggest proposal, a
reversion to a council elected
from neighborhood districts, was
defeated 7-1, but it was a nice try.
He's a tremendously
hard-working, ambitious, and
Police Commissioner DiGrazia, skillful politician, and he'll be
will continue to be a re-elected easily.
backward-looking, GERALD O'LEARY-Another
narrow-minded, racist mess.
fairly decent moderate who,
Gerald O'Leary:
And the students have no one among other things, is a director
Incurring the Mayor's wrath
but themselves to blame.
of the Boston Ballet. He has
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BC student, to run for council

Tom Nelligan, a 23Irish name and Council experience flaming liberal, and is one of the about the present orientation of
-year
old Boston College
the
Committee.
from about ten years ago. He may saddest creatures Boston politics
Law School student, has
J.
FOLEY- A
make it, and wouldn't be a bad has ever produced. His school WILLIAM
announced his candidacy
City
Councilor
choice.
committee is under investigation former
for Boston City Council.
JAMES
M I C H A E L by the state for abuse of who doesn't like bussing or the
Nelligan said one of the
CONNOLLY-Another fellow testimonial funds, he's defying a state racial imbalance law. He also
major issues is unreprewho's spent a lot of money and court order on integration, and he dislikes Mayor White, Governor
sentative upkeep of the
has White's tacit backing. Not hates reporters. Still, this man will Sargent, Senator Kennedy,
council."The recent negamuch else is known about him.
be easily re-elected. With the Senator Brooke, and unemployed
tive vote on restructuring
The remaining candidates are money to print a couple hundred Elliot Richardson, and probably
the council indicated that
pretty obscure. For the record, thousand four-page newspapers, deserves some sort of award for
most councilmen don't
they are Anthony DeFeo, Martin who wouldn't be?
being the only School Committee
even care whether all cf
J. Ridge, James Y. McManus, JAMES W. HENNIGAN-Another candidate to whom Elliot
Robert P. Kane, and Kenneth G. blatant racist who will easily win Richardson has become an issue.
the city's neighborhoods THOMAS NELLIGAN
housing is concern
Whelan. None has a real chance of re-election. There are a lot of KATHLEEN SULLIVAN-A
have a voice in its government," he said:
winning. (Kane, incidentally, voters in Southie, Dorchester, teacher whose father owns the
He favors' the neighborOf particular concern are
rivals Dapper O'Neil for his Jamaica Plain, and even Brighton Foxboro Patriots, Ms. Sullivan has
who are scared silly of blacks, and been spending an enormous
hood-base type council reproblems in housing incently rejected.
spection and conditions in
see the School Committee as one amount of money on ads that
Nelligan also thinks that public housing projects.
of the last salvations.
contain little but her name. By
more attention should be
Nelligan lives at 1840
JOHN KERRIGAN-Having an and large she has avoided public
paid to the problems of the Commonwealthay., Brighf
Irish name does help, doesn't it. stands on issues, in the School
city's low-income tenants. ton.
Otherwise, ditto above.
Committee tradition, but since
PAUL R. TIERNEY-A many people vote on name
The author's big chance: from The Boston Globe, July 18, 1973
quasi-moderate, supports Kevin recognition alone, she might make
White and feels uneasy about the it.
corruption surrounding the JOSEPH KEARNEY-A state rep, was 18.3 per cent. Election that means that only one out of
Committee.
came in fifth in the primary. officials estimate the turnout every eight eligible Boston citizens
PAUL ELLISON-The other Haven't heard much from him tomorrow will go no higher than will vote tomorrow. With a
25 per cent. Since only about half turnout like that, the sad state of
quasi-moderate incumbent. A since.
former teacher, he's got the
As a final thought, the voter the eligible adults in the city are city government is not only to be
support of Mayor White and the turnout in September's primary registered voters to begin with, expected, it's inevitable.
Boston Teacher's Union and
should be back for two more
years. Not great, but decent.
PATRICIA BONNER-LYONSJamesMichael Connoly:
Wish her luck. Pat Bonner-Lyons BY PHIL LANDRY
Rivals Dapper's devotion.
our money, in terms of the service been living up to the spirit and
is a young, articulate black
Tuesday,
2,
On
November
the
we provide." On the other hand, letter of the charter since I've
devotion to law 'n order and woman who almost made it in
keep-the-niggers-out-of-Southie 1971 and could pull off a surprise citizens of Newton will be electing Carmen contends that "the issue been in office," Mann said.
(or re-electing) a mayor for the that concerns most of the people
thinking.)
victory now. She attacks the
THE CAMPAIGN
And now for an even greater institutional racism of the school next two years. Theodore Mann, that live in the city is taxes, real
Mann feels that his campaign is
disaster, the School Committee. system, the inferior quality of present mayor and former estatetaxes."
Carmen, stressed that the running well. "I've got thousands
JOHN J. McDONOUGH-I education, and the lack of Alderman will vie with William
received an interesting piece of concern on the part of many Carmen, a former six term increase in taxes under Mann is of people working for me now. I
unsolicited mail the other day: a school administrators and not a Alderman of Newton for the "the largest net increase in first have an awful lot of friends."
term of any mayor in the city. Carmen has indicated that "the
four-page, newspaper size, red few teachers. She has a strong position.
The candidates, who faced Under the present mayor the real problem in Newton is that
white & blue flier with the words organization and enough money
have
up a net communication is terrible. I have
"HE'S AGAINST SCHOOL to make her campaign a serious each other in the 1971 final estate taxes $13 gone
per thousand to try and meet people on an
mayor, both told The amount of
election
for
BUSING-ReElect John one.
(assessment)." He explained that individual basis." - Carmen also
McDonough." The remaining DAVID FINNEGAN-A Heights that they had a '50-'5O
the rate increased $18 the first noted that "the mayor has refused
winning.
chance
of
Carmen
feels
three pages went on to explain in 32-year-old moderate, Finnegan
year's election will be year of Mann's term and this year to debate me in public."
that
this
great detail what Mr. McDonough has White's endorsement. He
the 1971 three the rate went down $5.
Asked why he should be
is doing to keep Boston schools opposes bussing and wants different from
Mann linked the rate increase elected Carmen said it's "simply
man
race
in which he lost by 942
white and keep the savages where financial grants to parochial
votes because the field is limited with the inflation plaguing the because of my whole philosophy
they belong. John McDonough school parents. The fact that this
to two candidates. Mann sees his country. He stressed, though, that (in light of what's happening). It's
makes George Wallace look like a makes him a moderate says a lot primary victory
as a significant "Carmen was an Alderman in about time that someone was
factor to the outcome of the 1971" and noted that the factors uncommitted to any block or
election. Mann carried five of the that made up the '72 tax rate are power structure. The office of
eight wards in Newton's primary dealt with in a committee of mayor is an extension of
Aldermen. "Carmen voted for community service not a political
contest.
Marjory Arons, political writer each one of these budgets. If he position." He indicated he wanted
Students registering for Sc is pass/fail and not applicable to for the Newton Times, indicated felt this way, why didn't he do it an "opportunity to serve people
001.01 and Sc 003.01 will be credit for the major in the 'nothing' is arousing the [force down the rate] when'he, and not self-interest groups."
required
to register for sociology). "Sociology of' public in this election. "By and was an Alderman working on the
Mann, in reply to the above
discussion groups at the same Literature and the Performing large, the community seems fairly budget."
questioned, answered "I have a
time. Sc 001.01 groups will meet Arts." Patricia Gadban, MWF 9
Another factor in the campaign record of achievement. This city
well satisfied," Arons said.
on Fridays at 9, 10, 11 or 12. Sc and 10.
is
the
party affiliation, new to the has been well run." He praised the
this
agreed
noting
Carmen
with
003.01 groups will meet on
Sc 563.01
"Corporate that there is no enthusiasm and affiliation, new to the city management saying it is one
Wednesdays at 10,11, or 12. Dynamics", the advanced
knowledge about the campaign constituents of Newton. Aron of the best in the United States.
These are the only courses that capitalist economy in social and even at this point.
says "Carmen is making a big deal Mann went on to say. "I'm not a
will have discussion groups.
historical perspective. Prof. Lee
Mann feels the issues are "the (over the fact) that Newton has promise guy. I want to keep the
NEW COURSES:
Mintz, TTH 9.
financial resources of the city in never had a Democratic mayor." basic residential character of the
Sc 005.01 "Social.
Sc 575.01 "Science and terms of how we spend our Carmen, a Democrat, said that he city (and improve the quality of
Evolution", a study of human Society" a study of the
money, in terms of how we raise "felt it was essential" to city life)."
evolution with emphasis on the relationship between science and
emphasize this point. "The
origin of social institutions, technology and other
Republican party in this city has
offered by Rev. Edward institutions. Mrs. Paula
not looked out for the best
O'Flaherty, MWF 2.
interests of the people in this
Leventman, MWF 3.
city", Carmen contended. He
Sc 080.01 "American
Sc 522.01 "Police and
National Character", a study of Society," a study of the
went on to say, "it's about time
the sociohistorical influences on
that someone was uncommitted
historical development of police,
"modal" personality type in the their ethos, function, operations,
to any block or power structure.
U.S.A', offered by Prof. Patricia powers, accountability, etc.
The office of mayor is an
Gadban, MWF 12.
Prof. Gary Marx, Friday 1-3.
extension of community service,
Sc 583.01 "Society and
not a political position." He
Sc 133,01 "Perspectives on Psyche," The theory of mind
wanted an "opportunity to serve
Contemporary Society," with and personality as an essential
people and not self-interest
special emphasis on gaining an facet of the theory of society.
groups."
understanding of society and Prof. Lee Mintz, TTH 1:30.
Mann explained that "Carmen
constructing alternative social
Sc 227.01 "Childcare
was formerly a Republican" who
realities. Mr. D. Kruse, MWF Supervision I," A'Development
recently turned Democrat a few
Sc
160.01 "Sociological of theory, methodology and
years ago. "The man (Carmen)
Study of Religion," Theo analysis of attitudes and
supported the city charter calling
Steeman, O.F.M. MWF 12 procedures in childcare and
for non-partisan elections." Mann
description same as TH 292.
corrections. Mr. Westerkamp. By
also said that Carmen was in
Sc 360.01 and Sc 360.02(02
Arrangement.
violation of this charter. "I've

-

...

The Newton Race: Mann vs. Carmen

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
NEW COURSES

ANALYSIS
Security and Israeli Imperialism
BY EDWARD KNOX
(Continued from page 1)
The main portion of the first text read: "You are well
acquainted with the following passages from the book of
Joshua: 'So the people shouted when the priests blew with
the trumpets; and it came to pass that when the people
heard the sound of the trumpet and the people shouted
with a great shout and the wall fell down flat, so that the
people went into the city every man straight ahead and
took the city. And they utterly destroyed all that was in
the city, both man and woman, young and old, and ox, and
sheep, and ass with thiTedge of the sword. And that day
Joshua took Makkedah, and smote, it with the edge of the
sword and the kings thereof he utterly destroyed and all the
souls that were therein; he let none remain in it; but did
unto the king thereof as he did unto the king of Jericho.' "
Then came the questions the children were to answer:
I.Do you think that Joshua, and the Sons of Israel
actedright or not? And explain why you think so.
2. Suppose the Israeli army conquers an Arab village in
battle. Do you think it would be proper or not to act
against the inhabitants as did Joshua with the people of

Jericho and Makkedah? Explain why you think as you do.
Some 60% expressed total approval of Joshua's action
and its application to the Arabs, 20% totally disapproved,
and the remainder was spread out between the two poles of

opinion.
The second text involved the outline of the same story
set in a Chinese context with a General Lin in place of
Joshua. Appropriately parallel questions were posed, with
the result that total approval dipped to 7% while total
disapprovalrose to 75%.
Might we not conclude from these figures that an Israeli
educational elite (the Ministry of Education directly
controls the educational system) has stressed security to the
point that a whole generation of young Israelis is strongly
inclined to support and justify a harsh and oppressive
policy line toward the Arabs? Might we not also conclude
that faced with the alternatives ofrelying on peace through
concessions to the legitimate needs of neighboring
populations, or on the other hand of achievingpeace on the
strength of extensive buffer zones and absolute military
superiority, the Israelis would tilt decisively toward the

latter solution?
When the results of Dr. Tamarin's research were made
public in an Israeli daily newspaper, they produced a great

deal of controversy. But, the uproar was not over the
revelation of standard attitudes in Israel, but over the
publicity they received. It was not goodpublic relations.
Of course, the indoctrination of a highly security
conscious population does not stop with schoolchildren.
You may remeber a television documentary about a year
ago on the superbly trained Israeli Airforce. It was pointed
out there that airforce pilots are constantly reminded that
they are the country's first line of defense and that if they
fail there will be a repeat of the German death camps.
Israeli tank commanders are required as part of the ritual
accompanying confirmation of rank to spend a night at
Massada pondering the meaning of that dubious symbol. In
the process of motivating its elite personnel in this way,
how can Israeli authorities avoid a transferance of guilt
from the Nazis and the Romans to the Arabs? The Arabs
might be excused from believing this to be a rather heavy
burden.
Israeli attitudes toward security and Arabs goes beyond
indoctrination and the motivation of fighting forces. They
have heavy implications in international relations. Israel
would not be the first nation to have founded an empire on
the need for security. One of our own sacred cows is now
embodied in the term 'national security' which is invoked
not only in a questionable military alert during the current
Middle East crisis, but also to justify a long and wasteful
war in Vietnam, as well as the burglary of a psychiatrist's
office in California.
Perhaps even more pertinent is the example of Britain
during the 19th century. The British Government justified
'leasing' Cyprus from the Ottoman Empire in 1878 on
grounds of security. Cyprus was to be a place d'armesand a
forward observation post, so the British could prepare for
any aggressive Russian moves toward India, the Persian
Gulf, and the vital Suez Canal. In 1882 they invaded and
occupied Egypt in order to secure the Suez Canal from the
consequences of a nascent national struggle that might have
eventuated in a blockage of the artery. In 1907 the British
and Russians partitioned Persia into three zones?a northern
Russian, a southern British, and a central neutral zone?in
the name of imperial security. There was no commercial
advantage in any of these activities. The British felt driven,
reluctantly, for strategic reasons in the service of greater
security. The end result, of course is that the British
Empire is no more. Cyprus, Egypt, and Persia have all
thrown off their foreign yokes, but only after long,
sometimes bloody, struggle.
The Russians, too, justified the acquisition of a Central
Asian empire on grounds of security. In the 1860's and
1870's they pushed forward into the famous oasis cities of
Tashkent and Samarkand, Khiva and Bukhara. Often the
incorporation of these territories involved not a national
policy determination but a judgment on the part of local
commanders that Russian security was threatened on the
borders and that the solution was to enlarge the borders
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and pacify the threatening area. This involved them in
serious disputes will', the British who thought the Russians
had ultimate desipns on India. The British, in fear of the
security of India, then fought wars against the Afghans so
they could meet the Russians, who never arrived, beyond

the plains of India. Madness? The search for security almost
ended in war among the powers more than once.
The French justified their overseas empire, late in the
19th century, by claiming it was needed to redress the
balance that had gone against it in Europe. The security of
metropolitan France was threatened by an aggressive
Germany which had already stripped away France's beloved

provinces of Alsace and Lorraine.
It should be abundantly clear by now that security is a
two-way street. What was safety for Britain, Russia, and
France was insecurity andloss of status and independence
for Cyprus, Egypt, Central Asia, Afghanistan, Persia,
Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia. Not only that, but new
crises and alarms arose over these places acquired for
security's sake.
The German example is instructive in an additional
sense. In 1866 the Prussians defeatedAustria in a short war
that eliminated Austria from its dominantposition over the
German question. Yet Bismarck treated Austria with
consideration, not taking undue advantage of his victory
and not giving any permanent sense of grievance. By 1873
the two countries were allies again, and in the meantime
Austria did not try to take advantage ofPrussian problems.
In 1870 Austria permitted the Franco-Prussian war to run
its course without interference. But, it was in this war that
Bismarck lost control of his generals and was therefore
unable to duplicate his Austrian diplomatic feat. The
generals argued that the French were the aggressorsand had
threatened Germany twice in the century. Therefore
national security demanded that the new German Empire
(Greater Prussia) control the fortresses of-Belfort and
Strasbourg, which would mean taking the French provinces
of Alsace and Lorraine. The result was humiliation for
France and a sense of grievance. Revenge was the cry down
to World War I. Germany had won a great military and
diplomatic victory. But as one famous diplomat has said:
"The only thing worse than a diplomatic defeat is a

diplomatic victory."
Conclusion: The security conscious Israelis might in

their own best interests dwell less on past defeats and
misfortunes lest they in turn inflict similar grievances upon
Egyptians, Syrians, and Palestinians. In 1970, Nahum

Goldmann, former president of the World Zionist
Organization,said it precisely right: "History proves that an
imposed peace does not last for long, even if a defeated
people is forced for a certain time to accept a truce

extracted by arms." Real and durable peace and security
often rests on something less than complete victory.
Imperialism is not the answer for Israel.
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A Conversation with Laura Shapiro

BY MAUREEN DEZELL

Photo by Maglione.
The first thing that I did that had anything to do with women was in 1970, in August. Betty Friedan was leading all of these marches up and down
Fifth Avenue and they had one here, too. I had joinedthis little group called "Media Women"and we wereparticipatingin the march. I was asked to make a
little one minute speech on women in the media...I did, and I really loved it, thatfirst time, marching with all of these women, so I wrote about it. I was a
music and a dance criticfor thePhoenix then, but I had never writtenanything about women ...

I went to Radcliffe, and Igraduatedin 1968as an English major. I alwaysknew that I wouldbe a great writer when I grewup, but I never bothered to do
anything about it. I never went out for the Crimson or anything, I was too scared. After I graduated,I went to England to find myselfand realized that I
was not there. I decided to go back to school, and I started writing to schools of journalismand went through a littlebed and breakfast thingapplying to
graduate schools. I heard from Berkeley, where I was accepted for the following February. I needed a job until then, and I heard that the new Cambridge
Phoenix needed an editorial assistant. Even I, being stupid, knew that an editorialassistant meant being a secretary, but that was how I viewedmyself in
those days. I identified with being a secretary, and yet I knew that one day a great hand would reach out of the sky and I wouldbe a writerwithout ever
having written anything.
Laura Shapiro

We met Laura Shapiro at the Real Paper Office in
Cambridge and moved to her apartment to tape the
interview.
Shapiro, who in 1970 began a then singular effort to
cover women and the local women's movement in the
Boston press, now writes a weekly column, "Women's
Notes," as well as doing dance and music reviews for the
Real Paper.
We talked for close to two hours during which Laura, a
highly spirited and animated conversationalist both
informed and entertained us with descriptions of her
experienceas a feminist writer in the alternative press.
The interview his been edited for both space and
chronology.
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Laura Shapiro: ?In day to day life, I do things with more or le
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Heights: What was your original job at the Phoenix?
Shapiro: During my interview, this madman who was the
head of The Phoenix in those days said, "you have a lot
of music in your resume, do you want to be a music
critic?" Then and now I don't know very much about
music, but I sing, and I took it as a challenge to myself:
Either you're gonna do it, or you're gonna confess you

.
.
.

..

get them to print it, you would have thought I was Mar-

tin Luther suggesting the Reformation. It was quite a

struggle in those days. A lot of them thought the book
was the living end, you know: "Norman Mailerhas really
done it to women."
Then as the year progressed, women were getting
bigger and more important, and my articles were getting
a certain amount of response. The abortion articles
started to get a huge amount. As all of this was happening, I started getting a lot more sure of myself, and I
started fighting and screaming a lot
Before I had
come in with my little music and dance articles begging
for them to be printed and I would gratefully accept
whatever little droppings of money they would fling at
me. I still wasn't sure about asking for money, or
whether I was worth anything, and it was a long time
before I discovered that I was being paid a lot less than a
lot of other people.
Heights: Was there a lot of criticism of you within the
paper itself at that time?
Shapiro: Well, the setup of the Phoenix at that time was
basically male oriented, and like a lot of alternative institutions it was full of favoritism based upon who was
the coolest and who was the toughest. It was a big
struggle to get women's articles into the paper at
not just for black and white political reasons,
first
but because I was writing it and I was a nobody and
because there were so many more interesting things to
write about than women.
Heights: Like what?

Mailer's 'Prisoner of Sex' ... to get
them to print it, you would have thought
I was Martin Luther, suggesting the
Reformation."

.. ..
..

..

..

Shapiro: Like rock music.
Heights: How many other women were on the paper at
that point?

Shapiro: There was a woman writing about art, and a
woman editorial assistant, and women who were
secretaries, and women who answered the
phones. The Real Paper changed a lot of those things,

though.
Heights: When youfirst began writing the columns, did
you anticipate that you'd be writing women's notes
weekly
and when you ended up doing that, did you
set up a vague idea of who you wanted to reach or antagonize?
Shapiro: No, when I first started, I thought I'd do a
column when there seemed to be something interesting to
write about?maybe once a month or so. But the

read all of the things that were written about the conference before I turned it in. I thought that that was awful
and that it was censorship. But I was more upset at their
being upset. I mean, it made such a line between
feminism and the rest of the world, the way the press is
run, and between feminism and other kinds of freedom. I
have since talked to them about it, and they really had
decent motives and were just trying to make sure that all
of the crap that is usually printed about women and self
defense was not going to be written about this thing.
But the women's movement in that case was being so
petty and political that I just couldn't go along with it
and I felt that I had to say so. That was REALLY hard
to do, because I believe in being supportive, and I hate to
fan the flames of anti-feminism in the minds of people
who think that the women's movement is 100 percent petty and political.
And then I started thinking about all of the other
places where, ultimately, you have to do what you believe
in no matter what role it falls into, and that feminism
cannot come before humanity?it has to be part of the
person you are, but it can't dictate it.
Heights: You said that you get a lot ofpositivefeedback
on your writing, but thatyou try not to let it affect you all
that much. What about negative responses? There are
people who seem to single you out as a target, or write
letters saying you ought to be aborted, and there are peoHow do you react to them?
ple like Frazier.
Shapiro: That sort of, stuff bounces off like the good
stuff. Some of it is crazy. I really hope, though, to convince people of things and to change the way that they
think about women. In these cases I've totally failed, and
I end up thinking "who cares?" because it's women that I
really want to reach. They're the ones whose criticisms I
to

Shapiro: In 1971, when the New York abortion law
changed. There was a little editorial meeting going on at
the Phoenix, and all of these men were sitting around
saying: "We should have a story on abortion, do we know
You know; they were all sort of women's movement really generates a lot and what's
any women writers?"
"uhhhh,
I know a woman in amazing to me now is that I don't think I repeat myself. I
looking around going,
Albequierque ..." So finally I said / WILL WRITE mean, I repeat my politics and my feelings, but I try not
IT! I was so incensed. After that everything changed. It to descend into my own ravings.
was like a whole new world.
I don't see myself as an antagonizer. Actually, to reach
Then I wrote an opus replying to Norman Mailer's
"Prisoner of Sex." Well, it was way too long, and I'm
sure it was no masterpiece when I look back on it, but to "I wrote an opus reply to Norman

the number of people that the Women's Movement wants
reach, you would have to write for the Globe, or the
Herald
but there you wouldn't get the space or the
freedom.
Heights: Do you feel as if the women's movement has
to

.

of being too large to write about in
general weekly notes?
Shapiro: Yes, and you sometimes sound silly when you
do keep running around saying "women should be
Ultimately, I hope that it won't be necessary to
free"
have a column like that; that women would be so incorporated into things that there wouldn't be all of this garbage to complain about all the time; that the legislature
would be half women and that it wouldn't keep
gotten to the point

.

..

perpetrating these outrages on citizens .
Heights: In terms of your own writing, what else are you
planning to do? Would you like to do more news reporting, or writing for national magazines?
Shapiro: I think that I'll probably outgrow it (The Real
Paper). I'm having stirrings of that now?that I should
be writing for bigger things. I still have another step to go
as a writer.
I'm not a very good news reporter, which is really what
the paper needs, and I'm not very good for reasons which
I think have a lot to do with feminism. I don't have inborn a lot of aggressive ways to get what I need, and I
think that most men are. This does not mean that I think
men are better news reporters; there are plenty of
aggressive women around who are fine reporters ... I
had a long talk with Ellen Goodman of The GLOBE
about this
It's very hard. You're so used to coming
on to a situation with a syndrome of sidling around and
getting what you want out of little odds and ends and
nooks and crannies. You're never used to barging up to
someone with this ugly look on your face and saying,
"hey, man, uh, tell me this." Of just really attacking.
And I don't really want to. I just decided to drop that
whole aspect of the Real Paper and to write what I want.
I'm also going to do a book on abortion. I love writing

..
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about birth control and abortion. To me they tell so
much about people's social attitudes and changes.
Heights: Do you feel as if a lot of writers on the paper
view you as afeminist entity more than as a co-worker
and writer?
Shapiro: That's an interesting question. I do a lot of
writing and I've gotten a lot of favorable response, so I
think there's respect there, which I'm grateful for. I do
think that people watch themselves when I'm around.
It's not often that things get down to a real guts on the

floor fight on a women's issue, though it has happened.
There was an article last fall called "I'm David?fly me"
about this revolting man. It was as a story about how in
one two month period he picked up some 821 women or
something, it was just awful. It was written in a- nonoffensive way, and it did not directly put down women,
but the whole idea of even including this person in the
paper was just so totally reprehensible that we had a huge
fight. It went in because all of the ultimate decisions are
the editor's
But it's not often that something like that
comes up. The woman who is copy editor sees everything
and catches all of those between the line sexisms that are
written by people who are really not aware
Then again, there was one time when BAD ran a full
page color ad for Maximus beer, which was a picture of a
woman's stomach. Well, someone brought it into the office and asked if we should go after this ad, or would I "just die." I said that I would die, and I would bring
everyone down with me when I did. We didn't run it;
there was no fight, they came and asked. As far
as working with men goes, you go into it hoping it will be
illuminating, and it is. But when you're thinking about
women all the time and writing about them, it gets discouraging when you realize that you're light years behind
what youVe writing about and saying; the accomodations
that you make and the ways you give in.

.
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Heights: Do you everfeel awkward in terms of writing
about the women'smovement in a male dominated press?
You wrote an article about your position in relation to
the media last spring that seemed to be expressing that.
Shapiro: It doesn't fall into those terms exactly, but
sometimes I feel a split in trying to live my life and trying
to write about it. I seem to feel yards and yards behind
what I'm writing at times, though I believe everything
that I write. In day to day life, I do things with more or
It is hard, trying to be as alive and
less two visions
human as you are, and then also trying to bring all of it
into what you're writing about all the time, too.
Heights: What prompted that article?
Shapiro: It was prompted by a lot of complaints I had
gotten about things that I had written that were not 100
percent supportive of the sisters in the movement and all
of that ... It was after the Self-Help people had wanted
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"Ultimately, I hope that it won't be
necessary to have a column like that;
that women would be so incorporated
into things that there wouldn't be all of
this garbage to complain about ..."

don't know anything about it. And I did it... I was just
really lucky, and I started to write.
This was classical. I did mostly features and interviews
and I would soend hours LABORING at the typewriter.
After that I went to the American Dance Festival as a
critic. No, I was never a dancer, but it seemed to lead
right from the music, and when I came back to Boston I
got a job as dance critic for the Herald Traveler.
Is
Heights: You still write quite a bit about dance
that for pure enjoyment?
Shapiro: Oh, yes, and because I think it's important. I
have a big commitment to the Arts and to public support
for them. And I also really love it. the dance saves me
from going crazy by only writing about women, and
writing about women does the same in terms of dance.
Heights: When did you begin to do regular women's
notes?

HEIGHTS INTERVIEW
two visions

.

take seriously.

.
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Frazier, well, I have a really low opinion of the quality
of his writing. There are times when he will praise me
very highly and two weeks later totally tear me down. But
one or the other really doesn't matter to me. He doesn't
The
know what I'm writing about, he doesn't care
words just sort of flow out of his typewriter, and I could
I met him
They put me in a sports
be anybody
huddle once. They wanted a "women's libber" in there
with George Frazier to tell him that he was badly written
and not funny so that he could tell me I was badly written
and not funny
He was a sweet old man.

.
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"1 really hope, though, to convince people of things and to change the way they
think about women. In these cases I've
totally failed and I end up thinking, 'who
cares?' because it's women that I really
want to reach."
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Backs?
Shapiro: Well, I don't write for anyone now but the Real
Paper. I also write for a living, and a lot of those
magazines don't pay. When I started writing, magazines
like Second Wave did not exist.
I
Maybe I thought that I was in another camp
never really considered it, and I was in the male/female
rather than purely feminist press, writing about women.
That's where I started and that's thekind of world that
I'm used to in writing.
Heights: What about women who are beginning to write
for The Real Paper now Are there more applying,
and are they expressingan interest in any general areas of

...
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writing?
Shapiro: There are fewer applying than should. Just a
fraction. I am certain that good women writers are a
dime a dozen in Boston, and I've asked to hear from
them. I got a few responses, and I ask them to send story
ideas or completed articles and nothing ever
I mean, I know all of the reasons and I can
happens
understand, but we end up with very few women writers
and then get flack for not having more. Most of the

...

.

women we do get are feminists, but in terms of the paper,
they're just straight forward reporters. And that's
Heights: Do you sometimes feel like an institution
I don't agree that you have to have a political
fine
around Boston? A lot ofpeople seem to look at you that
perspective
in everything that you write. The subject itself
way, probably because you were the first to write
can stand on its own.
specifically about women in the Boston press.
Shapiro: The quality of how well known I am is kind of
strange. There are a lot of women who read me and know "
writing about women all the time
my name and a lot who don't too. I mean, as much as I
to
me
means that you have to do it from
love to write for women and get feedback, I don't ever
want that Gloria Steinem sort of thing. I really admire a lot of different angles and with a lot of
some of the things she's done, but I'm sure that in a one different approaches
besides just
to one conversation she's just totally 'famous.'
'woman as oppressed creature' and

...
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I hate the feeling that I'm going to have to live up to hammering home that depressing
images
people are constantly coming up to me and thought in article after article."
But that's
saying, "gee, I thought you were 59"!"
good too; nobody expects me to look like some kid from
Cambridge and I can always'sort of slip into things and
watch people be stupid while they're waiting for the great Heights: What do you think about feminist publications
like Ms and the newspapers put out by all women's
reporter.
groups?
Heights: Why do you writefor the Real Paper than an all Shapiro: It's really hard to pin down an opinion on Ms. I
women's publication like Second Wave or Off Our think that their trend has been better, but that they are in
danger of imitating themselves. They've certainly made
an impact. Everybody reads it, and I really believe all of
those letters from people in Ohio who say that it's chang-

ed their lives.
Heights: What about feminist newspapers?
Shapiro: I think that their overriding problem is that
they're taking themselves so seriously and their problems
so seriously that you just get tired even reading them.
There's no variety in tone, and writing about women all
the time to me means that you have to do it from a lot of
different angles and with a lot of different approaches
besides just "woman as oppressed creature" and
hammering home that depressing thought in article after
article.
A lot of them seem to be written with a sort of "group
think" so that everything has to be written so that it
won't offend anyone on the staff. That's just milque
toast?that isn't even worth reading. Second Wave, I
think, has avoided that beautifully. They're not afraid to
offend anyone, even each other.
Heights: One last general question: Boston is probably
ahead of most cities in proportional hiring of women in
the media but, looking at the size of the local media the
numbers seem incredibly tokenistic. You seem to feel
that it's importantfor women to take these jobs anyway.
Why?

..

...
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Shapiro: Well, the media probably feels as if it's paying
its dues for the moment and that women will either continue to work within the structures this way or forget it.
Television will probably be the hardest to budge, and the
press seems to be the easiest
even the Globe is
sending more women out on more assignments now.
I'm not convinced though, that the best response is to
cut everything off and have a separate women's media. I
think that the only way to do it is to move in by numbers
and change things by your presence and also by what you
think. It's just a question of staying around long enough
until you're cow-towing the pigs into moving.

TRANSPORTATION

.

BY ADRIAN TAYLOR
The steady rain had subsided around ten o'clock on the
morning of October 31. The channel 5 weatherman said
that a million inches of rain had fallen on New England
over the past 24 hours. By eleven, the sun was
even in ClevelandCircle.
shining
Tucked behind Mary-Ann's on a small alley off Beacon
Street is the Resevoir Stationhouse for the MBTA Green
Line. Outside in the yard, the familiar green and orange
streetcars are coupled together and readied for the trip
downtown. A few of the streetcar operators, clad in their
drab blue-grey uniforms, huddle together and talk in small
groups before climbing aboard.
Adjacent to the switching yard, behind the station
master's office is a large open room. All around are more
streetcar operators, standing around sipping coffee, joking
with each other, eating their lunch, playing Knock
Rummey or grabbing a quick cat nap.
The air is stale and almost unbreathable to someone
unfamiliar with the surroundings. Tacked to the walls is
everything from labor union campaign leaflets to a large,
glass enclosed message board listing the names of the men
from the Resevoir Station who served in WW II and Korea.
Dusty light fixtures and last summer's fly paper (boasting
few victims) hang from the ceiling.
Jim Riggs stood near one of the crusty wooden tables,
holding a cup of coffee and taking a drag from a cigarette.
At the age of 30, he has been an MBTA operator for five
years.
"I voted for Richard Nixon in '72 because I thought he
was the lesser of the two evils at the time," he said as he
contemplated the newly lit butt. "There was no choice'
really. McGovern was a good man, but I just didn't go along
with his ideas."
Jim's union activities are "no more than average,"but he
spoke as a working man in assessing the five year reign of
Richard Nixon. "The only good thing I can say he's done
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like meeting people. Of course, some things can be very
funny and some things I see can be very sad." But as a 30
year old bachelor, Jim would someday "like to try
somethingelse."
Frank Corbett was born 59 years ago in Dorchester and
has resided for the last 35 years down the street from the
Reservoir Station in Brookline. He has been riding the rails
in Boston for a long time. We sat at the end of a long
wooden bench and talked.
"I think the job President Nixon is doing is terrible. I

Five Card, Three Draw. Photo by Douria.
never liked him, anyway," he offered bluntly. He admits to
voting for George McGovern and adds, "I guess I was one of
the few."
Continuing on the subject of the Nixon administration,
Frank believes that the President is, "just trying to make
himself rich. He's in with the big money interests. He's not
interested in the working man."
Like most of his co-workers, Frank is upset and a bit
bewildered over the Watergate scandal. "I think he should
have straightened the thing out when it started. He should
have brought out the tapes and told the truth."
"1 don't think impeachment is a very good idea. We need
a President in there. If they took some of the poweraway
from him, it would be better than impeachinghim."
With the recent flare-up of the Mid-East war, he sees the
U.S. and Russia getting into another situation not unlike
the Vietnam conflict. "The only thing I realize is that this
country supplies Israel. It's another Vietnam . and Russia
is doing the same thing for the Egyptians."
Looking ahead to the '76 presidential election (if one
isn't held before then), Frank thinks that Senator Edward
Kennedy (D-Mass.) "has had it as far as politics goes. I like
that (Senator Henry "Scoop") Jackson (a Democrat) from
Washington. I think he would have been a good man this

.

time."
Across the room, a heavy-set figure, resembling baseball
immortal, Curt Simmons, stood overseeing a boisterouscard
game. The topic of conversation was this week's football
pool and more specifically, the Patriots-PhiladelphiaEagles

Frank Corbett.Photo by Douria.
for the working man is to stop the war. All his other
legislationhas been against labor."
As the Watergate story broke during the summer of '72,
Jim, like many others, wasn't convinced ofany wrongdoing
on the part of the President. In light of recent events, his
attitudehas changed.
"First, I thought it was a frame-up of the President. Now
I see that he's lived-up to his name of 'Tricky Dick. When
he didn't hand over the tapes, I was further convinced that
he was almost guilty. He's probably guilty of many things
that haven't come up yet."
His new attitude toward the President and Watergate
notwithstanding, Jim doesn't see impeachmentproceedings
as the immediate recourse. "I'd rather not see him
impeached. I'd rather see him resign. But if he doesn't
resign, I think impeachment would be the only way out."
With five years in the mass transit business under his
belt, Jim has no beefs about his job. "I like my job and I Chris Kougeas. Photo by Douria

game.

"That's a joke,"Chris Kougeas shouted as he chomped on
his cigar with all the self-assurance of a veteran armchair
quarterback. "Like Will Rodgers said,'When Congressmakes
a joke, it's a law. When they pass a law, it's a joke.' He's a
modem-day Art Buchwald," Chris noted, a bit befuddled in
chronology.
Chris had apparently gotten wind of the fact that
someone in his midst was initiatingpolitical discussions and
he was ready to take part.

"This will go down as the worst administration in
history," the World War II veteran began. "I voted for
McGovern. I'm primarily a Democrat at heart. I haven'tliked
Nixon since the year he ran for Congress, in '46. To me he
was a man who assassinated character. I didn't like his
role in the Alger Hiss case and I don't like his efforts to
stifle the news media."
As for Watergate. "Watergate was stupid because it was
needless. Their motive was just to get him (Nixon) elected
and to let everything else go by the board.
"But to be truthful, I don't think they (Congress)
through with impeachment. I think they can use the threat
of impeachment to bring Nixon to his senses."
Chris isn't sure of the President's involvement in
planning the Watergate break-in, but says, "There is no
doubt in my mind that he knew about the cover-up."
Commenting on the recent firing and resignations in the
ranks of the Watergate prosecution, Chris feels the
President "was within his rights, constitutionally, to fire
(Special Prosecutor Archibald) Cox," but that Nixon was
"very imprudent in doing so."
Within a six foot radius around where Chris was seated, a
thick cloud of cigar smoke stood stagnant as he puffed
away, careful not to disturb a fellow operator who was
asleep near him.
Like Frank Corbett, Chris shares the belief that Senator
Henry Jackson would make a good Chief Executive. But
Chris won't rule out Ted Kennedy, either. "Henry Jackson
would be my first choice and maybe Ted Kennedy would
be my second choice. Or better yet, run them as a team.
Jackson for President and Kennedy for Vice President."
In June of next year, Chris, who is 52, will be beginning
his 26th year with the MBTA. He continued to sit on the
bench. He hesitated for a moment and began speaking in
quieter tones.
"All in all, I think the world is in a bad state of affairs
with all the hatred and starvation. I thought the advent of
the 'Jet Age' would bring the world closer together, but
we're farther apart than we ever were."
Chris says he is not a regular church goer, but he has
raised his family in the Catholic faith. "I think people
ought to go back to the churches. Like St. Paul said
Without compassion in my heart, I am nothing ..."
Chris got up and walked over to check out the card game
that was still in progress. On one of the tables, an operator
was displaying some three-dimensional cartoon
pictures
suitable for framing. One of the younger men
in the room picked up one of the pictures depicting
Goldilocks' encounter with the Three Bears. After
examining it thoroughly, he place it on the table and pulled
out a racing form from his breast pocket.
As we left the station, Chris Kougeas was seated at the
card table. It wasn't Monte Carlo, but Chris was smiling. He
had a good hand.

.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
him "asshole Nixon." The article was written by Bob
Barker (and I'm surprised because he doesn't look like a
commie on "Truth or Consequences") and I think he
should be fired for disrespect of the President of the United
To The Editors:
States of America. In fact, if Joe McCarthy were still
The inaccuracies and unwarranted implications in the around, I'd write him a letter or make a citizen's arrest
recent article by Bernard Bellon on Weston Observatory myself.
and research at Boston College require unfortunately that I
As a parting remark, I'd like to say that you hippies are
write to you just to note for the record that Bernard's piece in for it when we, the good silent majority, unite in the
is far from being a specimen of objectivereporting.
near future.
I see no need for further comment because there is no
God Bless America,
sense in beating a dead horse, but I should like to observe
Rikardo Malonos
that it seems unfortunate that The Heights pages should be

White

cluttered up in such fashion when recent issues so clearly
show that the paper otherwise can and does provide so
many useful and stimulating services to the community.
Indeed, a prime example of that was the subsequent piece
by Professor George Goldsmith that generallyput things in
a proper perspective.
Sincerely yours,
Donald J. White
Dean
EditorialBoard Reply:
We object to the innuendos, "unwarranted
implications,"and totalcondescension expressedin White's
letter. "I see no need forfurther comment," is the classic
escape clause we've gotten used to.
Whites transparentattempt to discreditBellon's analysis
unfortunately fails to specify one instance of the
"inaccuracies"he presumes to object to.
The Heights stands by Mr. Bellon's article in toto.

howzat?

is he dead?
To The Editor:
I would like to suggest that there is some skulduggery
afoot concerning the death of Mr. J. Phineas Pijewski,
whose journal you are now publishing. I think it wouldbe
in the interest of all, and especially of the journalistic
integrity of your newspaper, for you to get down to the
bottom of this affair.
I refer specifically to the headline in the Oct. 8 issue,
which places the date ofPijewski's death as August 4, 1973.
In the most recent issue of the Stylus, however, on page
334, appears a copy of a postcard addressed to Mr. Robert
Polito, and signed "Mr. Pijewski." The postal is dated and
postmarked August 10, or six days after Pijewski's
supposed death.
The postcard bears an English postmark, and a cancelled
English 4p stamp, so it must be assumed that it was actually
mailed from England. Assuming the authenticity of the
postcard, two possibilities present themselves-1) that the
person who mailed the Polito postcard was not Pijewski
and, in fact, an impostor, or 2) Pijewski did not die on
August 4, and was still alive on August 10.
Having stated my case, I would like to close by posing a
question?is it possible that the wily Pijewski is using the
publicity generatedby his supposed "death" to advance his
literary career? If so, your newspaper is being taken for a
ride.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Anson
A & S '77
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choose the candidate of our choice for that office. In this
way we can elect into office those we feel who can best
represent us. We also have the power to remove a
representative from office when we feel that he is no longer
qualified to hold office. We can do this at the polls or by
the process of impeachment. There may be better ways of

running our government, but until these ways are
incorporated into our system we should make the best of
what we have.
It is ironic that in this form of society there could be so
many who feel that they are helpless and powerless when it
comes to influencing their legislators. We must realize that
this feeling of helplessnessalongwith that of apathy are the
biggest threats to our form of government, and will
inevitably lead to its downfall. To believe in democracy is
to minimize apathetic feeling as well as utilizing our rights
to their fullest degree. To be concerned and to show this
concern, is the greatest combatant of the disease called
apathy. In order to have the government feel and be
directed by the power of the people, we must let our
representatives (congressmen, senators, President) know
how we stand on the issues. At election time these
representatives must be submitted to a full review of their
actions along with their integrity, and be voted on
accordingly. In this way, and only this way can a
democratic government be democratic. Write your
representatives. They are supposed to be representing you,
make sure they are. It is up to us all to prove that a
democratic society, one that is built on Life,\Liberty, and
the pursuit of Happiness can truly survive.
Martin Droz
SOM '76

into the gutter

To The Editors:
Regarding Dean Donald White's letter of response to
Heights articles by professors Hughes and Lowry: "You will
know that I have written to the otherbecause I should like
it very much if you would be kind enough to mass bash,
hashtrash, buck pass sassafrass. In suggesting a
differentiated system better employed, devoid murgatroyd,
shmoyd pandundlyoyd. James joyceaveyjoyceand I would
certainly most appreciate your thinking about this
flexibility, foldability, mobility,imbecility, punfundlidility,
community senility. We could lend emphasis to taking the
liberty of even better employed tranfundly faculty
concerns, ipsit, per se, say hey, may print it if they wish."
What did he say?
Dear Mary Lou,
Sincerely,
Sure, "you get angry, you say it's been three years and
Philip N. O'Toole nothing is that different." Well, I get angry too since you
A&S'75 were a UGBC Executive Assistant who did nothing to
further these "goals." Maybe I should write an analysis of
your performance?
JacquelynChermesino
Executive Assistant, UGBC

To The Editors:
Tasteless, senseless, absurd, vindictive and journalistically
sour. These are my impressions of last week's Analysis on
UGBC written by that butcher you people call an editor.
The two page spread reminded me of the good old days
when Mary Lou and I served on the same UGBC cabinet,
under Flynn. Her job as Executive Assistant to the
President demanded more responsibility, talent and brains
than any position on the cabinet. Unfortunately Flynn
struck out on three straight pitches when he appointed her.
How can she dare criticize UGBC, or specifically Tom
Flynn, when she, herself, attended only two cabinet
meetings in the course of twelve months? And her
solutions? Where were her solutions to the great academic
problems of the University? She preaches petitioning to the
UAS. Well everyoneknows that Mary Lou spent two useless
years on the UAS and resigned in theface of incompetence.
Ah, you say, but she can write. Or can she. Did anyone
proof-read her analysis and see the contradictions? Did
anyone proof-read her interview and see the wrong
questions with the right answers? The real mistake was
letting this warrior take two pages for an obvious personal
character assassination. And before this, the "hatchet-lady"
struck Black Talent, and before that, SAGA. One can only
wonder who the cleaver's next victim will be.
Dear Sirs,
And yes, Mary Lou Doherty, I too agree that lunchtime
letter,
The last time I wrote you a
I found myself
Laurel
and Hardy movies are "minimal," but what have you
a
totally
absurd and irrational
reading it amongst section of
ever done that's better?
letters. Well, this time I want my letter to be recognized as To the Editors:
Sincerely yours,
The recent events that led up to and included the firing
a serious viewpoint from a conscientious student.
Rick Malone
I'll get to the point. In your last issue, you printed a of the "independent"special prosecutor Archibald Cox, has
story on the front page entitled "Students Protest Military brought us one step further to the State Orwell describes in
Recruiting." The article was obviously slanted against his classic?l9B4, a State in which individuals rights are
recruiting and was written by a known radical freak (he's in almost non-existent. The ever-changing present
my glass-blowing class.) My complaint here is not political administration has shown an unprecedented disregard for
though. I detest your usage of obscene language in the personal liberties, as well as the fundamentals for which our
article. I see no reason why the words "penis envy" were government is supposed to operate. Rights for which our
written. I mean, we all know implicitly about girls and what ancestors fought and died for are being withered away.
they envy (and the ones that are referred to in the article). Once basic rights are enfringed upon, it is only a matter of
Your abuse of the English language on the front page of time before all will be restricted. How can we put a stop to
your newspaper leaves one no recourse but to believe that these enfringements of rights as well as putting our
you are reared from broken homes.
government back pursuing those ideals for which it was
The second article I would like to protest was on page 8 instituted?
entitled "One Down, One to Go (Or Spiggy Cops a Plea).
We are blessed by being able to live in a democratic
Here again, I will not argue politics since I think the society, a society in which each citizen has the right of free
president is doing a fine job, despite some traitorous acts by speech and of the vote. These powersenable us to say what
a couple of his employees. What I object to is your calling kind of person we want in office as well as the power to

ugh, buck

envious

tempus fugit

The Heights

Needs Reporters

MORE LETTERS
fraud
Mary Lou Doherty,

I would just like to commend you on your great story
exposing student government as a fraud. As a transfer
student and former Vice President of the Undergraduate
Student Government at the University of Miami, I was
shocked to find this school's government to be operatingin
this manner. I have found that the students have no idea
who represents them, and after speaking with Tom Flynn, I
came to the conclusion that he is just riding out the rest of
the year and plans no positive proposals for improving the
housing problem, the food situation or anything in the
academic area. Again, thank you for enlightening the
students concerning our "powerful voice" that seems to be
a squeaking mouse.
Sincerely yours,
Joe D'Onofrio

generosity
To The Editor:
It was a generous editor indeed who would have been
willing to allow Mary Lou Doherty's recent article on
UGBC to be entitled an 'analysis.' Such a term generally
implies some measure of careful reflection and sound
information on the subjects discussed therein. Both criteria
were noticeable by their absence from Ms. Doherty's
statement.

Ms. Doherty's basic premise is that UGBC does little
more than talk about problems. She charges that UGBC has
allowed the University to "keep running down the same
worn path." That Ms. Doherty is inordinatelyvague on the
issue of just what newly enlightened and exciting path we
should be pursuing is adequate testimony to the obscure
viewpoint from which the article is written.
Even a cursory reading of her own newspaper would
have demonstrated to Ms. Doherty how successful UGBC
has been in the area of student life. Contrary to her
statement, "the concrete proposals that have really been
pushed" have not been few and far between. UGBC, for
example, has been instrumental in increasing the
effectiveness of security on campus, has helped to improve
conditions for commuting students, and has worked
effectively in other areas too numerous to mention here.
Recent UGBC efforts include an investigation of the Saga
Food Service, as well as the initiation of a comprehensive
study which will examine all possible effects of the
proposed Resevoir Dorms on the University and the
surrounding community. UGBC has also been working with
the Food Co-op in an attempt to expand their services, and
has come to a tentative settlement with the University on
new guidelinesfor University health services and fees.
Of course, the article failed to mention these facts, for
Student Affairs does not seem to be the great issue with the
author. What's really important, we surmise, are such issues
as tuition, academic reform, and student involvement.
Again, look at the record.
UGBC succeeded in holding the tuition increase to $50
last year not by talk alone, but also by action of a
constructive nature. By themselves, the four thousand
student signatures protesting a large tuition hike would not
have been sufficient to stop the increase; but coupledwith
a UGBC proposal for a $1.9 million budget cut, the effort
was successful.
In the area of academic reform, Ms. Doherty's
experience on the UAS should have shown her thatchange
comes slowly, perhaps too slowly, in a university. Often
times, however, there is good reason for caution. For
example, the tenure issue is not a clear and simple case of
deciding to commit the University to teaching exclusive of
scholarship, as some would have it. The issue is complex,
and its deliberations and resolution involves laws as
complicated as the University statutes.
As a result, we have chosen to deal with tenure not by
declaiming from a soapbox, but in three constructive ways:
first, by organizing channels for student input on
promotions decisions On the departmentallevel; second, by
working in the University Academic Planning Council to
achieve a statement on the primacy of teaching as the chief
standard for promotion and tenure; and finally, by
proposing amendments to the University Statutes which
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would more directly involve voting students in promotions in UGBC is voluntary and only one aspect of a student's life
decisions on the College level. As you can see, then, we at Boston College: While some of us choose to make a large
have not exactly been sitting on our hands gabbing about commitment of time and effort, that is a decision to serve
the problems which are of such great interest to Ms.
Doherty, and there is no basis for her charge that UGBC
takes little action on academicissues.
I raise the tenure example to demonstrate the fact that
the resolution of academic questions is not as easily realized
as Ms. Doherty would lead us to believe.Most of the simple
solutions have long ago been found; the more difficult
problems remain. That is why the UGBC Academic
Advisory Board, whose report will be presented in
December, has taken eight months to prepare its

recommendations.

and not a promise of a college Utopia. While Ms. Doherty
criticizes UGBC for not accomplishing everything from
peace in our time to a Rose Bowl bid, she does us the great
compliment of presuming that we could change the world
in two years. Ms. Doherty refers to proposals getting
defeated continuously, but student senators will always
remember her lackluster performance on the UAS. It is
most unfortunate that someone unsuccessful in 7Vi years in
student government, must now justify her performance by
attacking through innuendo and distortion, the record of
those who are at least dedicated to trying.
Although sometimes obvious, the interview and analysis
?reveal a personal bias couched in implication and "selective
editing." My answer on tenure is cut almost beyond
recognition. A question on pass-fail gradingmysteriously is
answered with references to tenure. Even though The
Heights itself has covered the role of UGBC in the
registration controversy, my comments on registration and
the judicial code have been edited to suggest inaction and
outright stupidity. Even in the analysis, certain quotations
are highlighted out of context and used for a caricature
effect.
Ironically, this "analysis" was delayed for a week, since
the previous Heights contained a lead story on the recent
achievements of UGBC. Yet, even this week, UGBC
representatives voted in the majority on a new budget
proposal for O'Connell Hall and advocated tenure based
primarily on teaching, a university commitment to minority
education, changes in advisement and curriculum, and
non-traditional forms of education on the Academic
Planning Council.
Constructive criticism by Ms. Doherty is an idle hope.
Persona] dislikes, deep-rooted biases, and journalistic
incompetence preclude any redeeming social value in this
article.
Sincerely,

Finally, the article attempts to paint the picture of a
closed student government administration, seeking to
gather all power to itself and conducting its business in
secrecy. A more objective look at UGBC would have found
that there are more students involved in UGBC now than in
the history of student government at Boston College, and a
large number and variety of students have direct input into
the policy decisionsof the government.
The most objectionable aspect of the article could be
gathered by implication. Somehow, Ms. Doherty does not
seem to attach too much importance to the deliberative
process. There is a cynical attitude which says, perhaps
understandably, that discussions and meetings and position
papers never produce real results. Too often, that is true;
but it is equally true that little of a constructive and truly
helpful nature has come about in this university except
through this process. In other words, 'demands,' so popular
a few years ago, will seldom serve to create the conditions
and terms under which student life becomes more
profitable, and this observation is especially true in regard
to academic reform.
If some members of The Heights Editorial Board are disappointed that UGBC has not come forth with spectacular
announcements, demands, and exhortations in the past year
to trumpet every achievement and program, we are sorry to
disappoint you. However, we have no intention ofrunning
Thos. F. Flynn
,' President, UGBC
a government-by-press-release. Instead, we plan to spend
our time running a government committed to the
realization of those academic and student-life goals which
will have a lasting positive influence on Boston College. In
MARY LOU DOHERTY RESPONDS:
pursuing those goals, we need and welcome the assistance
So, the expected letters and non-denials are in. UGBC's
of every member of this community, and we trust that Ms.
Doherty's 'analysis' has done nothing to discourage such for UGBC. It almost seems as though UGBC's unsuccessful assignment for the week was to stop "Ms.
support.
Sincerely yours, Doherty" from causing any more trouble.
Have therebeen any denials of the fact that registration
Stephen Fix
not, nor soon will be, changed? Or tenure? Or the
has
Executive Assistant, UGBC
status of a living-learning center? Or academic grading
restrictions? Or the judicial code? No. We are told again
they are still being talked about. What do you want?
Utopia? This year's tuition increase was not mentioned but
again we are reminded that student services have imTo The Editor,
proved. Hopfeully, these facts will not be lost in the recent
During my months as President of Undergraduate flow of denunciations.
Government, I have often been tempted to write a letter to
As for the interview?no, it was not substantially
the editor complaining when my remarks to a Heights changed. I have taken the precaution of saving the tape
reporter have been misquoted or more frequently printed and will allow it to be played on the campus radio station if
out of context. On several occasions, shoddy news UGBC feels further verification is needed.
reporting or careless analyses have deserved strong
Ho-hum, the attempt to sidetrack the issue through
condemnation. I have previously refrained from public character defamation. I have been completely open about
comment pardy because I still believe that students should my disillusionment with and subsequent voluntary
remain united and mostly because I understand the effort withdrawal from the life of a student politico. Unproducof The Heights to improve journalistically. In the past, I tive? Unquestionably, that's my point. Why didn't I stay in
have made my remarks quietly to the Editor in Chief or the to continue saying, "Please can students have a voice in
appropriatestaff member.
tenure decisions, please, UGBC, can't we do more than
Yet a brief comment on Ms. Doherty's "analysis"seems accept and discuss?" Because those attempts have proved
necessary. Now Ms. Doherty has on several previous futile. If you can't change it from within I guess you just
occasions used her position as Associate Editor to burden have to keep trying from without. It's sad, though, that
us with her biased and shallow analyses. Letters to the UGBC would wait until now to conjure up their
Editor have already appeared this year decrying her work as venom?immediately previous to my resignation from the
"tasteless and without basis." One student criticized her UAS I was appointed to its Executive Committee, an odd
journalistic effect of putting the BTP under a dark cloud as way of showing disgust.
"very weak and without background information." Mind
Let's see now, 1) former UGBC people are not supposed
you, I'm not surprised at her latest performance?Ms. to criticize UGBC and 2) you can't keep asking "Joe
Doherty worked as one of my Executive Assistants during Student" because he/she'd get involved if he/she really
my first year in office, and distinguished herself as cared. This leaves UGBC in a nicely settled position, unirresponsible and incompetent. Students who are familiar willing to see its own faults andunable to acceptproddings
with UGBC remember that the other members of the or suggestions. Is the idea of trying to interest more
cabinet workedovertime to neutralize her non-effort.
students in what goes on that incredible?
Unlike Ms. Doherty, I don't view UGBC as the panacea
There is no loyal opposition for UGBC, there is only
for students' problems, academic reform, etc. Participation UGBC. Beware the powerful student voice?
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Lanuitamericaine

BY EDWARD C. SHEA
In many ways it's appropriate that
Francois Truffaut should make a film like
Day For Night at this particular point in
his career. After thirteen feature films it
seems almost inevitable that a director of
Truffaut's insight should at least make a
film about the making of a film; that he
should reverse the prism and turn back on
himself and his art to look at the dialectics
of making a movie. And yet Truffaut's film
is no dry exercise in the phenomenology of
self-consciousness, but rather an ironic and
bemused look at the motives, compromises
and indeed dramas of sorts that surround
the making of films.
In Day For Night, a director named
Ferrand, played by Truffaut himself, is
attempting to shoot a film called Meet
Pamela. From the beginning, we realize
that it's a potboiler about a young man,
Alphonse, who marries and brings his wife
Pamela home to meet his parents. Pamela
quickly falls in love with the young man's
father, runs off with him and then finally
leaves him. Alphonse shoots his father and
the story ends. It's a plot that we've seen
played out in many movies, and a rather
silly and banal one, reminiscent of the
worst of the American studio productions

that were cranked out in the thirties and
forties. And yet again it isn't surprising
that Truffaut should pick this kind of film
through which to embody his
preoccupations with films and his role in
making them; these are some of the kinds
of films that Truffaut grew up
on?potboilers, gangster films, detective
stories?genres that, though we may not be
able to take them too seriously, still
shaped, if in complex ways, the sensibilities
of directors like Truffaut. Even in his
earliest films, Shoot The Piano Player, for
instance, Truffaut displayed his ironic
affection for these genre films (there the
gangster film); his The Bride Wore Black
was a homage to Hitchcock. And so the
fact that the self-reflexive Day For Night
should concern the making of a film about
a rather melodramatic doomed love affair
is fitting enough.
And indeed, while the subject matter of
Meet Pamela is an implicit
acknowledgement of the importance that
such movies had for Truffaut, Day For
Night is full of yet more explicit references
to films. The movie is dedicated to Lillian
and Dorothy Gish. At one point in the
film, Ferrand, in the midst of shooting
Meet Pamela, takes time out to look

through several film books, the titles of
which we can see; later on one of the film
crew refers disparagingly to the
predilection of the actress who plays
Pamela (played in the film by Jacqueline
Bisset) for molded butter by quoting a line
from Renoir's Rules of the Game("I cater
to diets but not to fads"). Other examples:
a member of the crew and his wife are
referred to as the 'sorrow and the pity';at
one point the whole set of Meet Pamela,
being shot in Nice, is moved to the Place
Jean Vigo; and throughout the shooting of
the film we see the actor who plays
Alphonse (Jean-Pierre Leaud plays the
actor) constantly running to movie theatres
in Nice in his spare time. The most overt
reference to film in Day For Night occurs
in a dream that the director Ferrand has
repeatedly as he tries to make his movie.
He dreams of himself as a young boy
sneaking into the lobby of a closed theatre
to pilfer stills from Citizen Kane. This
scene is very poignant and probably the
most obviously autobiographical in the
film.
Besides suggesting a small part of the
tradition out of which Truffaut has
worked, Day For Night reveals some of the
illusions, at least some of the visual ones,
for which the director consciously strives
and the reality behind them. We see the
opening scene of Day For Night which is
the closing scene of Meet Pamela, shot and
reshot several times; we finally see the set
in its true perspective with a cameraman on
a crane gradually rising to encompass all
the action while the director, on the fringes
of the scene, shouts out instructions to
extras as they walk across the set. Again, a
rather breathtaking car crash over a cliff in
Meet Pamela is revealed to be, through
several slow motion replays on a monitor,
nothing more than a routine exercise of a
stunt driver. Indeed the title of the film
Day For Night (in French La Nuit
Americaine) refers to the visual trick,
shown concretely in Meet Pamela, of
shooting a night scene in the daytime by
means of a lens filter. It's these glimpses
into the technical facade of movie-making
which make Truffaut's film different from
others of this kind? B'A or Goddard's La
Meprise. Truffaut's film is as much
concerned about how films are made as it
is about the external events, the real focus
of the two films just mentioned, which
surround the film-makingprocess.
Yet Day For Night is also about these
external events. It's about the petty

aggravations that tax a director?putting up
with agents and financial backers, meeting
absurd deadlines and equipment failures,
soothing the egos of performers. The film
details the little dramas off the set?the
tragi-comical breakup of Leaud's affair with
the script-girl and his one night fling with
Jacqueline Bisset who attempts to restore
his confidence; the love of Jacqueline
Bisset for her doctor-husband who comes
to watch the making of the film; and
finally the 'real' death near the end of the
shooting of the actor who plays the father
of Alphonse. In showing the lines of
illusion and reality that run through Meet
Pamela (though ultimately of course the
whole thing is a film and one treads shaky
ground in making 'reality-illusion
distinctions), Truffaut suggests the tension
between the two, present in this case in the
making of a movie. It is the tension
between a movie in which everything
'works out,' gets resolved, is shown to be a
game-shown to be so both by the eventual
'justice' meted out neatly to Alphonse's
father and by the very exposure of the
visual illusions which I mentioned
earlier?and 'real life' situations in which
one affair breaks up and a marriage comes
close to doing so because of the incipient
affair betweenLeaud and Bisset off the set;
in which the whole movie is threatened
because of the absurd accidental, almost
Camus-like death of one of the actors.
Truffaut himself through Ferrand suggests
this tension when he tries at once to
console and con Leaud into returning to
the set after his affair with Jacqueline
Bisset breaks up. Only in the movies,
Ferrand says, do things work out perfectly.
And while for the most part the lines of
movie illusion and the 'real' remain
separate, by the end of the film they do
cross, out of necessity. When the actor who
plays Alexandre, Alphonse's father, is
killed near the end of the shooting,
Ferrand, in a voice-over, suggests that
"From now on there will be no more
movies like Meet Pamela. Movies will be
shot in the streets without actors." The
illusion of the cinema and the chaos of
one's ordinary experience may in the
future, Ferrand implies, become,.if never
one because the experience will always be
altered and stylized, at least less disparate.
And certainly the parallel lines cross when,
after, a one-night affair and after Leaud's
childish honesty almost breaks up
Jacqueline Bisset's marriage, Leaud and
(Continued on page 17)
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PRESIDENT MONAD

Representative Maurice Stanley Fixer: Petty Grafter

(In emulation of my great mentor Jill
Johnston of the Village Voice, I have
decided to start a feature column in this
august newspaper entitled "Margo's Dance
Journal." It will include campus
commentary, movie and record reviews,
and in general the whole dance of artistic
and social activity. It should be noted that
while athletic coverage is not planned at
present, the columnist is a charter member
of the League Uprooting Patriarchy In
Campus Athletics (LUPICA for short).
For this week, I have decided to give up
my usual space to bring you the complete,
unexpurgated and unexorcised text of the
recent address, direct from Botolph House,
ofPresident JamesMonad.

***

My fellowBoston Collegians:
Over the past few days, we have been
confronted with both domestic and
intercollegiate tension. Some critics of this
administration have called for my
resignation or impeachment, and have
received a very disproportionate amount in
coverage in our printed and electronic
media. According to a few so-called
"objective sources," I am on the brink of
mental collapse.
As I speak before you, I am anxious to
get down to the substantive issues at
question. But first, I want to set aside any
suggestions that I am mentally unfit for
office. To me, this allegation is not new.
Last Christmas, as you will recall, I made
my most serious and difficult decision up
to that point in time-the bombing of
Lower McElroy Hall with paper airplanes.
When I made that hard decision, many
members of the media called me insane, or
suggested that I should leave office. But
thanks to my resolute course, we now have

peace with honor between the Stylus office
and the Chess Club. At that time, it was
alleged that we were intentionallybombing
innocent civilians?I know that,
regrettably, there might have been some
accidental minor damage to the Back My
Heights Baseball Team.
My point is that despite all the heat
from the media, I kept calm and collected,
even while taking more abuse than had ever
before been directed at this great office.
Many of you will remember my fine
predecessor Sleevy Rejoyce; he had a great
saying which he passed on to me. I
understand that it was actually coined by
that great philosopher and opponent of
heresy, St. Thomas Acquirer. It goes like
this: "When the Inferno gets hotter, my
syllogisms get cooler." Let me make it
perfectly clear ?substantially and
transubstantially clear?that I will not be
moved from my game plan by petty
lampoonery.
Now that I have established my mental
competency, let me reply to the frivolous
fabrications of a few critics who wish to
weaken the most important office on our
campus. First of all, it is charged that I
have refused to obey the order of the
Board of Conflict Resolution to turn over
the Botolph House Tapes regarding the
so-called "Howard Johnson Affair." It
appears that indeed some of my esteemed
colleagues may have been involved in
burglary at that former dormitory, in order
to document the involvement of some
radical outsiders in aiding obstruction of
military recruitment and free access to our
campus.
Of course, as I have promised, there will
be an open investigation of both the
Howard Johnson break-in, and the alleged

cover-up. In the meantime, I promise you
that I had neither prior nor subsequent
knowledge of this overzealous pursuit of an
open campus.
Last week, I offered a compromise
which would make the substance of these
tapes available without compromising the
confidentiality of presidential documents. I
offered to permit James McDoughnut, a
trusted representative of the people, to
audit the tapes and confirm a Botolph
House summary. Unfortunately, after both
representative McDoughnut and high
members of the Select UGBC Howard
Johnson Investigating Committee had
accepted this committee, Special
Prosecutor Lizzy "Wyatt Earp" Borden
insisted on challenging this compromise in
the Board of Conflict Resolution.
At that point, I had no choice but to
dismiss Special Prosecutor Borden, who
was, after all, my employee;Nevertheless, I
promise to appoint a new Howard Johnson
Special Prosecutor who will be totally
independent, except when it comes to
seizing presidential papers which might
undermine collegiate security.
Of course, McDoughnut is the logical
person to review these tapes. Perhaps while
giving this public servant his due acclaim, I
can despose of another excuse for
impeachment. Again, in order to meet the
regrettable necessities of collegiate
security, I was forced to order the secret
bombing of the Student Transfer Center.
This was not for fun, I promise you. We
acted on the best intelligence reports,
which indicated that this region was being
used for the spread of subversive ideologies
from neighboring feminist strongholds, by
route of the Ho Chi Brien Trail. We are
now defending the neutrality of the
Student Transfer Center, while helping the
people there to modernize their economy.
Special credit goes to our ambassador of
good will to that region, Mick Loophole,
who is negotiating a 99-year lease for
athletic bases for the Eagles.
During the secret bombing of the
Student Transfer Center to guarantee its
neutrality, I am happy to say that
Representative McDoughnut kept a

dignified silence even though he knew
about the bombing, and could have
become an instant media hero by spilling
the beans. It seems to me that such a wise
and discreet person is ideally suited to deal
with the Botolph House Tapes.
Nevertheless, I have agreed to release
the tapes also to the Board of Conflict
Resolution, where they may be used as
evidence in any disciplinary proceedings.
As my counsel, D. .Mien Wrong, has said,
"This is a President who obeys the law."
Finally, there are rumors of the
continued operation of the so-called
"Botolph House Plumbers Unit." In 1971,
before my entrance to this office, certain
radical journalists, and perhaps even
members of the administration, were
involved in news leaks concerning sensitive
collegiate security issues. At that point in
time, you must recall, this was not merely
a matter of embarrassment to the
administration then in office, or even
merely of violation of the confidentiality
of the executive branch's deliberativeand
policy-making processes. There was
evidence that foreign espionage egencies,
including the Boston Globe were receiving
these secrets.
In order to assure collegiate security,
the Botolph House Plumbers Unit was
formed. It is true that they did sponsor a
forced entrance at our notorious and
obnoxious radical chic scandal sheet, thj
Boston College Depths, in order to prevent
its continued use of valuable domestic
space for subversivepurposes.
In addition to this break-in at the Depth
office I understand that there was also
another burglary at the office of radical
investigative reporter B. Barker Belljar's
pizza dealer's office. This burglary was
allegedly directed by a member of the
Botolph House Plumbers, Quarterback Eat
Crow Eagle of the identically named
gridiron squad.
The purpose of this break-in was
apparently to compile a culinaryprofile on
Belljar. Some people claim that this was
illegal, since the Campus Intelligence
Agency, the CIA, was involved in gathering
domestic intelligence. However, I believe
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hat Belljar's culinary profile was sought
or serious reasons involving the
ntercollegiate power balance, not just to
iolate the legal confidentiality and
\u25a0rivilege of the chef-customer relationship,
ir to discredit Belljar for his suspicious
ireference for red peppers on his pizzas.
During those days, remember, many
eople were under indictment for giving
way the secrets of our executive branch to
he press, including even the notorious
ioston University Daily Free Press, at a
ime when our ace negotiator O. Leary
assoff was involved in sensitive talks to
chieve detente and consortium with this
lajor power on the intercollegiate scene,
/c had intelligence reports that Belljar,
yen
while under indictment, was
imultaneously selling secrets about Boston
'ollege high-level executive deliberations
3 the Daily Free Press while peddling poor
uality red pepper pizza on that campus,
'herefore Belljar's culinary profile was
roperly a matter of intercollegiate
itelligence which the Campus Intelligence
Lgency had not only the right but the duty
o pursue.
Since I was not in this office in 1971,1
ive the record only as background. But in
:spect to certain irresponsible reports of
he media, I must stress that the Botolph
louse Plumbers Unit was dissolved upon
ly assumption of office. None of the
>eople indicted in 1971 went to prison.
r inally, I would like categorically to deny
hat under my presidency O. Leary Kissoff,
ow illustrious Secretary of Intercollegiate
iffairs, has everordered collegiatesecurity
wiretaps on any newsperson or member of
ly administration. This is only another
abricated excuse for an impeachment bee.
Now that I have destroyed thes
nproper allegations which some have
rged as grounds for impeachment or
ssignation, I would like to pay a moment
f respect to a great public servant who
esigned under very unfortunate
onditions. Of course, I mean my colleague
laurice Stanley Fixer.
Indeed, it is true that Fixer was
onvicted of taking a two cent kickback in
eturn for a deal with a friendly contractor

to clean up the UGBC office. Fixer would
be the first to admit that with best intents
he was technically guilty of wrongdoing-I
congratulate him on his courageous
decision to resign, placing the collegiate
interest above his personal comfort. It
takes guts to cop a plea.
Now let's just put the whole thing in
perspective; I think that former
representative Fixer himself does this in
the following comment which compareshis
petty grafting with the insidious subversion
of the pure masculine Trinity which is now
a daily theologicalrisk on campus. He says:
"At a time when we must confront freaky
and fickle feminists who seek to install a
grotesque gynandric God, and to
overthrow the proper patriarchal primacy
of the Papal power, I believe that a little
petty pecuniary profit and peculation
deserves the most momentary and
minuscule mention."
Now that I have disposed of the
impeachment craze, and have paid a
respectful tribute to Fixer, I must speak to
the present intercollegiatecrisis. I refer to
the crisis in Middle East Newton between
Newton College of the Sacred Heart and its
surrounding neighbors. Of course,
Secretary Kissoff has been directed to
work for an early cease-fire-and I
guarantee that we will try to use the
University Consortium as well as other
diplomatic channels in the search for peace
in that region. We have always supported a
UC Peacekeeping Force to prevent armed
together and avoid a superpower
confrontation. In fact, I believe that
chances for peace in Middle East Newton
are better than ever in the past twenty
years.
However, the good news does not end
there. I believe that this crisis gives us an
oppourtunity to right our fiscal situation
and to solve our campus crime problem,
even as we move toward a new generation
of peace on the intercollegiatescene.
As you know, our budget is often tight
in these times. Some critics have charged
that this is due to the wheat deal with
Boston University. Since SAGA had a
surplus of Puffed Wheat cereal, we

Monad

James

arranged a deal to sell this surplus grain to
the George Sherman Union of that key
campus in superpower politics. Credit must
go to innovative SAGA Secretary of
Intercollegiate Trade Earl Buttinsky. It is
strange that radical critics dislike this
humanitarian gesture because it might have
cost us a few bucks profit from the
treasury.

Nevertheless, today we are faced with
an uncomfortable close profit margin,
which the crisis permits us to resolve.
Partial credit must go to UGBC leader
Tim Flint, who has fulfilled his inspiring
campaign slogan "Back to the Stone Age
with Flint." He has resisted inflationary
radiclib programs such as so-called
"self-defense for women." Thanks to the
present intercollegiate crisis, however, we
will be able to solve the security and fiscal
problems, as well as UGBC organization
problems, once and for all.
As of this hour, in response to the
continuing intercollegiate tension, I have
ordered an alert of all campus security
forces. Further, I have ordered that for
their own protection all university
personnel, including full-time and part-time
students, will remain in their homes or
other local residences as listed in the latest
issue of the Student Directory.
Further, since our public officials
require special protection, I have
specifically ordered that all administration
and student government units, including
the Select UGBC Howard Johnson
Investigating Committee and the
Impeachment Investigating Committee, as
well as the Board of Conflict Resolution,
should be regarded as temporarily dissolved
until the intercollegiate crisis is fully
resolved and the alert of our security forces
can be lifted. I believe that this policy will

Campus Dissident Supports Impeachment

Dr. Kissoff?Jesuit Strangelove?

Reporter Belljar's Bi|

jlarized Pizza Palace

Presidnt
1

strife between Newton College of the
Sacred Heart and the neighboring powers.
However, in the past 24 hours the
Middle East Newton situation has taken on
serious proportions. Just last evening, I
heard grave intelligence reports that a
major collegiate power, Boston University,
was preparing to intervene in Middle East
Newton, to enforce its own version of a
cease-fire.
Now we simply cannot risk the
superpower detente by encouraging such
unilateral intervention in regional conflicts.
Therefore I spoke directly this morning
with Premier Earl Sillyberg about these
reports. Frankly, we both used some rough
language. But remember, we are good
buddies, and we understand one another.
After all, both of us are troubled by
immature dissidents who plague all
campuses, in the East and in the West.
The Commonwealth Avenue Concrete
Curtain has no been opened, by the efforts
of Dr. Kissoff, so we could talk frankly
effectively and economically provide
perfect defense against crime for women,
and for all other citizens of our college.
This temporary protective measure will
be waived in the collegiate interest for one
special group: our football team. We shall
not allow this crisis to interfere with our
game plan for excellence around the globe.
While the action goes on, we must keep
well-meaning spectators as well as defiant
disrupters off the field, to keep the
innocent from getting hurt and to prevent
the radicals from delaying the game. Once
again, I stress that the alert is strictly a
measure for the duration of this period of
tension.
My fellow Boston Collegians, let me
close by giving best blessings to each and
every one ofyou. Bully for old BC!
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CHARLEY VERRICK: OFF THE MARK
With the 1971 release of Dirty
Don Siegel apparently
concluded a semi-trilogy of police
films begun with 1967's Madigan
and continued in Coogan's Bluff
(1968). With the appearance of
these films, particularly the latter,
Harry

Siegel skillfully developed his
theme of the detective isolated
from the society in which he
functions and had attained for
himself a reputation as a director

lends any hint of unity to the
picture's diverse elements. The
movie's only moments of
brilliance come when the
emphasis is directly on Charley

and his adversaries, and such
episodes occur only twice: the
first is the expertly edited
sequence which opens the film
and captures the robbery and
highpowered chase that ensues,
and the second being the

montage that was concluding
segment where
surpassed only, perhaps, by the Varrick, in a crop-dusting biplane
likes of a Sam Peckinpah or a plays tag with the syndicate's
John Boorman. However, in gunman and his supercharged
Charley Varrick (at the Sack
automobile. Both of these
Cinema 57), Siegel has completely sequences are expertly contrived
reversed the narrative point of and executed, but unfortunately,

of action

view

which characterized his there is little of merit between

previous films and has them.
unfortunately reversed the extent

of his success as well.
The overt shift in Siegel's
frame of reference is obvious
with Varrick our attention is
turned towards the criminal
instead of the police. The story is
relatively simple: Varrick, his wife
and two accomplices rob an
obscure Western Fidelity Bank in
Tres Cruces New Mexico. After a
disastrous escape in which
Varrick's wife and one of the
hold-up men are killed, Varrick
and the surviving gunman discover
that their efforts have netted
them a very unexpected windfall,
some $750,000. Varrick decides
that the sum is inconsistent with
the size of the bank and wisely
deduces that they have
accidentally stumbled into a
?

Varrick's skillful manipulation
of his partner and the syndicate
killer, and the thoroughness with
which he disposes of his pursuers
are essentially intellectual
gratifications which might have
worked somewhere else, but
which here translate from script

to film very poorly.
The only other point of
interest in Charley Varrick is its
characterizations. A key to
Siegel's interest here is the film's
subtitle, which refers to Varrick as
"the last of the independents".
Thus, while shifting perspectives,
Siegel's underlying interests
remain unchanged: with the
outcast, the loner isolated from
the conventions of society. In
Coogan's Bluff this isolation was
basically geographical (Coogan, an
Arizona detective is uprooted and
replanted in New York when a
prisoner being extradited in his
care escapes) while with Madigan
and Dirty Harry it is essentially
moral (they become outlawed
because of their suspension of
traditional values and safeguards
in order to re-establish the balance
of order which as been upset by
the criminal act). In Charley

hitman (Joe Don Baker) is a
stereotyped sadist, full of the
syndicate drop. From this point
traditional scruples ("I don't sleep
on, the film chronicles Varrick's
with no whores"), but tough
attempts to elude the police, set
up his witless partner, avoid the
only for the sake of being tough
and totally lacking the kind of
syndicate's hit man, deceive the
quiet harness which gave
syndicate bosses, and escape with
the money.
Eastwood's portrayal of Harry
All this occurs in 90 minutes, a
Callahan its depth in Siegel's last
effort. All of the minor characters
fact which underscores the
ultimate downfall of the film. For
are corrupt and generally
in Charley Varrick.Don Siegel has
underlings of the syndicate
dangerously overextended
(indicative, one supposes, of
himself, and unable to keep rein Varrick however, this Siegel's view of the general
over the previous successes, one independance is redefined. Here corruption that pervades society)
observes that the essence of the Siegel's protagonist is isolated by and they are depicted with a
conflict has always been centered virtue of his own self conceived callousness that allows a child
on two characters only, and action, and
his ethic becomes, in (Charley Matthau) to come
developed via expansion of the contrast to earlier Siegel heroes, strolling through the carnage of
relationship. That this is true is one of survival instead of justice. bodies outside the devastated
plainly evident in Dirty Harry Varrick must rely solely on his bank and view the whole
where all of the film's attention is
individual strength and wit to proceeding with a tone of
localized and concentrated in a overcome the forces arrayed admittedly innocent but
series
of one-on-one against him (the police, the none-the-less decided amusement.
confrontations between synidcate, his partner) and he is Only the police achieve any
Eastwood's Callahan and Andy governed by an instinct which is dignity in the picture, but as is the
Robinson's killer. Callahan totally amoral.
case with Dirty Harry, they are
dominates the film in terms of
too bound up in rule and
Thus, a lack of innocence convention to be effective, and
dramatic presence and all our
attentions are focussed on him pervades the movie making this there is no Callahan type hero to
(thus we have the extended far and away the most cynical and re-establish equilibrium.
delineation of his almost bitter of Siegel's recent crime
In the end then, Charley
superhuman qualities as he films. Varrick himself is only Varrick presents a bleak,
singlehandedly thwarts the bank fleetingly concerned with his depressing world in a film which
heist and rescues the would-be wife's death because he has lacks the drive of a superior genre
suicide). The result, whatever one become so hardened and piece and the consistency of an
may think of the film's morality, pragmatic that he disregards all intelligent thriller (Peckinpah's
is an incredibly tight, close knit that does not serve expedience. The Getaway
itself a
suspense drama relentlessly drawn He has no qualms about disappointment, is nevertheless
out (and only momentarily dynamiting her corpse along with remarkably similar and a good
relieved by its "pseudo" climaxes) the getaway car, and really seems deal more successful). So don't be
until the final shootout by the quite undisturbed by the whole deceived by advertising which
affair even though Siegel does implicitly suggests that Charley
lake.
But with Charley Varrick the offer us a brief moment of Varrick measures up to Dirty
interests of the film are so widely poignance as a concession to our Harry for any similaritiesbetween
diffused that none of this tension sensibilities. (After all, the film is the two are, regrettably, quite
is allowed to develop. Walter about Varrick so we have to like unimportant. Save yourself three
Matthau, as Varrick, is on the him at least a little bit.) Harmon bucks and wait for the Dirty
screen for perhaps only 60 of the Sullivan is a greedy, mindless and Harry sequel, Magnum Force
film's 100 or so minutes, and he is totally negative character (played which is due for release in the
the focal point only by to perfection by Andy Robinson, winter. It may not be much
comparison to the contributions repeating his superlative better, but it certainly won't be
of the others and only then performance as the maniac of much worse.
because he is the sole element that Dirty Harry) and the syndicate
Warren Ross

"...THE BEST AMERICAN MOVIE OF THE YEAR BARRING NONE!...
DESTINED, THINK, TO BECOME A CLASSIC OF ITS KIND!... A MOVIE
OF SUCH OVERWHELMING IMPACT THAT IT STUNS THE AUDIENCE

I

INTO SILENCE!"

-kcvinkclly.boston globs

"...A PROVOCATIVE FILM WITH SPLENDID ACTING!... A WORK OF
INTENSE COMMITMENT AND INTEGRITY ON THE PART OF EVERYONE
INVOLVED." JOHNKOCH. BOSTONHERAIC-AMBICAN
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MUSIC

BY JOHN BURBAGE
Combining a touch of class
with a volume that must have
registered a six on the Richter
Scale, lan Hunter and Company
blasted the "Hooplophiles,"at the
Orpheum with one of the best
rock n* roll shows in recent

months.

Opening the* second sell-out
performance of the evening was

Aerosmith, the local heavies,

whose style and energy more than

compensated for the lack of
originality in their act. Lead singer
Stephen Tyler, decked out in a
sequined, silver jump suit, utilized

his excellent voice with a top
flight display of Jagger/Stewart
mimicry to carry the act. They
performed most of their current
album and previewed a few cuts
from their next release. Overall,
WOggT J MVERS
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RMOTSILOCKS!

their act was quite enjoyable. In
the Alice Cooper market, where
distortion is big and superior
musicianship is not a requisite,
they'll carve quite a niche for

themselves.
The next performance of the
evening was staged by Mott and
Aerosmith's roadies, whose
combined efforts in dismantling
the latter's equipment and setting
up the former's clocked in at just
under 25 minutes, setting an
unofficial Orpheum Theater
record.
Following an orchestral
introduction, Mott the Hoople
exploded onstage with "Drivin'
Sister", a rousing rocker from
their new album, MOTT
(Columbia Records) after which
the audience was treated to a
variety of selections from the last
three albums. Lan Hunter's vocals
were great throughout, especially
on "Rose," their new single,
which Hunter knelt on the atge to
sing. Aerial Bender's guitar runs
seared and plowed through such
songs as "Angeline," "All the
Young Dudes," and "All the Way
from Memphis," but I still can't
help missing Mick Ralphs in the
lead slot. And let us not forget the
driving rhythm section of this
awesome quartet. Buffin's
drumming was solid, and
hell-words just can't adequately

fabrication of the
the Rose Garden. My
attorneys, along with those of
Mr. Shakespeare, will see you

yl«

outrageous

War

of

in court.
?Victor Gold, Former Press Secretary
to Vice President Agnew
Something had to come out of
Watergate that I could enjoy and

"The Tragedy

of

Richard II"

is it. "
?John Osborne, Noted Nixon Watcher

Pep up your outlook with The
'Tragedy of Richard 11. Paradoxical? Maybe. This satire on the
current political scene is plotted
along the line of Shakespeare's
Richard 11, a kind of formula
Barbara Garson successfully used
in Macßird. But if the Bard has
supplied the plot, Myers has provided up-to-date punch and insightful humor. It's fresh as tomorrow's headline, perennial as
a classic, witty, clever, funny,
good satire!

describe Overend Watts.
Exiting with a flair, Mott chose
to do a medley of rock and roll
songs which culminated in their
own epic, "Violence," which
brought the crowd to its feet,
screaming for more. The resulting
encore was an ear-blistering
version of "Walking on a
Mountain" from the MAD
SHADOWS (Atlantic). Lan Hunter

even lifted his 'shades' for a

fleeting moment, surely a concert

"first!"
Those who decided to pass on
this show for reasons related to
the recent departures of Verden
Allen and Mick Ralphs should be
informed that Mott can still rock.
These "celluloid heroes" of the
British rock scene have finally
seen commercial failure give way
to success in their "walk down the
boulevard," and anybody who
recognizes this fact know that
these 'boys' will be with us for a
longtime.

THE TRAGEDY OF RICHARD II:
The Life and Times of Richard II
(1367-1400), King of England (1377-1399) Compared to those of Richard
of America in his Second Administration, by Robert J. Myers; 128 pages;
illustrated;
'.. In
Mail

..

Lan Hunter: Getta load of that guitar

..

Lanuit...
husband and her compassion for
Leaud's predicament (one of the
funniest scenes in the film is when
Leaud in a ridiculous nightshirt,
walks down the hotel corridor
where the crew is staying and
confronts the cast with a
off the screen.
mumbling request in English for
Finally, Day For Night is a money to go to a whorehouse).
good film but, I think, hardly a The enthusiasm of the crew, their
great one. The performances are exuberance over bringing off a
uniformly fine with the exception completed film also shows
of Miss Bisset who acts very through nicely.
woodenly. Leaud, a Truffaut
As a film about film-making, as
favorite, gives his usual bumbling a homage to moives, as a
and endearing, if limited, statement of Truffaut's past, Day
performance as the young man For Night works rather well. Its
one step out of time. The film weaknesses, I think, lie in the fact
also seemed to me to have, if that Meet Pamela seems to me
briefly, a core of feeling, centering personally as not the greatest
around Miss Bisset's love for her vehicle, certainly not the most

(Continued from page 13)
Bisset
Alphonse and
Pamela?meet on the set to shoot
one of the film's last scenes.
Certainly this scene, one in which
husband and wife are reunited, is
altered in some way by the events
?

THE HEIGHTS
McElroy Commons

Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
copies of THE
Please send me
TRAGEDY OF RICHARD II at $4.95
(hardbound) per copy and
copies
of the paperback cd. at $2.75 each.
My check for $
is enclosed.
Name
Street
City

,
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ambitious, for Truffaut to reflect
on the act of making movies. Now
this may not be an entirely fair
criticism since Truffaut's purpose
certainly wasn't that of an
aesthetician or a philosopher on
the subject of self-conscious art.
His movies, all of them, despite
the intelligence that is always
present and which critics insist on
crediting him with, in reaction no
doubt to all sorts of lesser movies,
and in spite of an ironic and
whimsical method with which to
tell his 'stories,' still, despite all
this, his movies are
entertainments, very good
entertainments and ones not
afraid to acknowledge their roots.
One may personally be dissatisfied
with this past, find some of the
films which Truffaut alludes to to
be less than first-rate, find the
vehicle for Truffaut's
concerns-Meer Pamela with all its
frantic silliness-to be, if not
surprising, perhaps not the best
way to embody what is surely
interest on Truffaut's part with
movies and finally with himself.
Still, as a really fascinating look at
the process of movie-making and

ultimately as a glimpse, if only a
glimpse, at the past and present of
a talented director, Day For Night
is well worth seeing.

MUSIC

THE HEIGHTS

CROSBY AND NASH CONCERT REVIEW
BY THE SPECTRE
We did a few studio cuts a few
months back, but the atmosphere
wasn't right and we suspended all
recording. Now it looks like we'll
be cutting the next Crosby, Stills,
Nash, and Young album sometime
in December," said an exhausted
David Crosby in the crowded
dressing room, after he and
Graham Nash teamed up with
their new band to "wow" a wildly
appreciative sell-out crowd at the

Music Hall with some new
selectionsand old favorites.
The second night of a six week
tour, the purpose of which,
Crosby explained, "is to feature
songs from Graham's new album
and just because we like to gig,"
began with their versions of "Deja
Vu" and "Wooden Ships." The
former was weak, owing to
underamplified instrumentation,
and the latter was a bit loud, but
well coordinated, and featured an

excellent steel guitar solo by
David Lindley, who, along with
Tim Drummond on bass and
Johnny Barbata on drums, fills
out the Crosby/Nash troupe. A
great

measure of credit for the

performance has to go to the
sidemen, because the combined
musical talents of Crosby and
Nash don't add up to much.

After

the

usual

onstage

dialogue, which accompanies any
concert by CSNY or any
combination thereof, they
previewed 'So It Goes," "Great
Concern," and the short but
rocking "Take It as It Comes."
From all the indications generated
by the performances of these
numbers, Graham's next album

should be far better than his

Songs

HfuAVID
Mb GRAHAM UkWM
®5[&£

SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

J II

For Each Adult Member of Your Party

for

Beginners (Atlantic)

album. From here, they moved
through the always beautiful
"Leeshore" and into a mellow
solo section which saw David
Crosby do Joni Mitchell's "For
Free." Graham Nash followed
with "Our House." At his point,
they decided that the crowd was
relaxed enough and proceeded to
play an assortment of rockers
with the band, including "Almost
Cut My Hair," "Immigration
Man," and perhaps the best song
of the evening, "Military
Madness," which once again
featured the talents of David
Lindley on lead guitar. "Long
Time" ended the regular set and
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left the audience clamoring for
In light of the recent efforts by
the encore, which turned out to Young and Stills, Crosby and
be a spirited rendition of Nash may be better off if a
"Chicago" from Nash's first CSN&Y reunion never takes place.
album.
Backstage, David Crosby
appeared relaxed in spite of his
busy schedule, and spoke candidly
about his future plans and recent
activities. "Don't hold your
breath waiting for another Byrds
album," he jokingly warned.
"We're too busy for that right
now."
He also made comment on a
recent benefit concert he did in
Cocoanut Grove, Florida, for the
World Dolphin Foundation, which
I attended. "Yeah, that was the
first time I was ever alone on stage
before...man, I was scared
shitless!" He followed up this
statement with a pun concerning
his having kept the organization
"afloat for another year," which
prompted me to ask him if he was
aware of the local reaction to his
recent "Cambridge is the hippest
place in the country" statement.
"I'm amazed that anyone would
take a remark like that seriously,"
he commented, "and besides, we
both know that the hippest place
in the country is really Cocoanut
Grove."
As a road manager prompted
Crosby to vacate the dressing
room, the man with the
moustache commented "I really
hope that the crowd came to see
us, and not just in anticipation of David "Laughing Boy" Crosby
Neil or Steve showing up."
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AN ERRANT AMERICAN'S RETURN TO GREAT BRITAIN

Saturday, 28 July, 1973
"I have great pleasure in
conversing with the lower part

of mankind, who have very
curious ideas."
?James Boswell
London Journal
The next morning, when I
brushed aside the luxuriant
draperies and glimpsed out the
window, the cloudy grey gloom
was still in grim evidence above
the dull greenery of Hyde Park. I
felt fatigued and oppressed by the
overcast weather and hoped that
the sun would raise enough
courage and strength to penetrate

the thick cloud cover. However,
despite my burdened disposition,
I felt fortunate that the beastly
depressing weather was for me
temporary as I was only a visitor,
but I nonetheless yearned for the
bright cheer of the ardent sun to
enliven the days.
Breakfast ?that continual
struggle to ward off that damn
demon hunger and maintain some
was
metabolic equilibrium
uneventful as the weather had
begun to dull my weary senses. I
had no notion of how Londoners
could tolerate the constant assault
of this tedious weather, which in
me produced a shameless lethargy
and unsympathetic temperament
towards the whole of creation. Its
effects through the years,
accumulated like rust on the
mettle of one's mind, I reasoned,
could only serve to blunt a
person's character, which, I think,
has accounted in part for the
reserved demeanor of the
Londoner, for his dignity under
?

Bedford Sloane and Rye Kilburn
Peckham, enthralled me with their
mock British mellifluence.
The activities at Portobello
Road had been in session since
nine o'clock this morning, but I
was still strictly adhering to my
resolution not to set foot upon
London pavement until the pubs
had opened their doors and taps
at eleven; there was no necessity
in taking needless risks. Some
time later, when the eleventh hour
finally arrived, I abandoned my
lukewarm tea and ventured
outside into the grim London air.
I walked up Park Lane to the
Marble Arch
that pointless
where I
waste of good stone
took the subway to Nottinghill
Gate Station, which is a short
walk past the impressive
?

?

Pembridge Crescent to the
beginning of Portobello Road.
Oh I could have ridden on the
London subway all day, it is so
fascinating, changing at the main
stations for swift excursions to
the conclusion of all the various
lines. The only problem with the
subway stations was that they all
appeared alike with their concave
walls, plastered with
advertisement posters for plays,

movies and female underwear, and

rising to a smooth arch ceiling
overhead, shaped similarly to a
long low tube, hence the
expression "the tube" in reference
to the London subway. If only
had been able to
they
differentiate the numerous
stations, then riding the subway
would become a pleasure instead
of a chore for those many people

the neighborhood, but they do
nothing to preserve the
architectural integrity of the area.
I saw many fine houses painted
pink, purple or some other
equally ghastly colour. Seeing this
awful situation did little to
improve my bleak and dismal
temper, while the farther I walked
up Portobello Road, the more
populated became the streets. I
vented my ill-humour on the
populace with well-times but
discreet shots of my umbrella at
the ankles of passing people.
Sometimes I became overtly bold
and extended my elbow to catch
some unexpecting child with an
abrupt nudge to his youthful
shoulder.
Within a few minutes I was in
the midst of the market with the
assembled crowds milling around
the sidewalk stalls inspecting the
merchandise for any possible
bargains. Of course there were no
bargains to be had. Watching all
this activity cheered me and I
began to enjoy myself, and I
stationed my unruly umbrella at
my side where it could no longer
reach anyone. I even began to
seriously examine the antiques for
sale, but I could locate nothing
that I had not seen elsewhere for
less money. Still I persisted and
wove my way through the throngs
of bargain-hunters whom I
recognized as representing many
nationalities.
After an

hour

at

the

fleamarket, I had advanced far

enough up Portobello Road to
reach The Duke of Wellington, an
old pub also referred to as Finch's
by its thjrsty patrons. The pub
dates back to the 18th century
and possesses an extraordinary
amount of period charm, although
it was restored to its present glory
some ten years ago in 1963. It
contains much handsome and
woodwork, cut-glass
ornate
windows and mirrors, and a truly
beautiful ceiling of lincrusta

plasterwork painted brown, thus
imbuing the pub with a dark,
warm and ancient atmosphere.
The pub was extremely
crowded?-many people were
standing outside with their pint
mugs--and I could only consume
one pint as I had no desire to

battle with the 100 other patrons
who all simultaneously wanted
their empty mugs refilled.
I certainly enjoyed the pub?its
decore was as impressive as any
pub I had visited?but the
fleamarket would be slackening
soon after one o'clock, so I left
the pub's safety and re-entered
the human horde swarming among
the antique stalls. 1 had not gone
more than a few feet before I
overheard some barker, an elderly
woman with a few teeth missing
and wearing a tight red kerchief,
presenting an admirable sales
pitch to what appeared to be an
American couple in the middle
years of their lives. They were
depression. I think this was how who utilize its services daily.
Some sections of the sorely interested in the silver
they have developed their
Nottinghill Gate area, originally candelabra which the saleswoman
axiomatic stiff upper lip.
The London Times held no developed in the early 19th was handling. She claimed with a
grand news today, especially with century with many adequate maximum of authority that the
regard to the fascinating examples of late Georgian valuable treasure had been
Watergate hearings (here I admit, architecture, had been cleared for acquired from the 17th century
as one of Mr. Nixon's former modern redevelopment. This was estate of the Earl of Hnslow. In all
admirers, that my man erred unfortunate as it had disrupted probability, the candelabra was
monstrously). Again I found the the unity of the remaining small not composed of solid silver as she
obituary column the most Georgian houses with their simple claimed, nor was it more than 60
engaging section of the flat facades. Currently, many or 70 years old, and probably not
newspaper, where more names, people of the younger generation from the non-existent estate of
such as Barnaby Dulwich Taylor, and of foreign persuasion inhabit the surely fictitious Earl of

Hounslow, I was not aware of the
bargain price which the woman
was asking for her priceless
bauble, but I was again certain
that it was at least three times
more than the candelabra was
worth. The female member of the
couple was hanging onto her
spouse's arm and telling him in
her most urgent voice, "We have
to get that George. Just think
what Emily and Jim will say." It
was at. that point that I caught the
elderly woman's eye and gave her
a knowing wink of my eye which
she immediately returned along
with the slight sneer of a toothless
grin.
After the couple had paid the
exhorbitant price for their
treasure, 1 imagined them placing
it with muc pride on the
mantlepiece of their false fireplace
in their suburban home, flanked
by
matching framed prints
acquired from a Woolworth's
department store. It was an
1 was
amusing scene, but

somewhat annoyed

by the
couple's complete lack of
intelligence. It was almost certain
that they would never discover
the peckniffery of the seasoned
barker, so she and they would
both remain greatly satisfied by
the

shrewd

deal

each had

perpetrated.
I continued even further up the
street until the fleamarket became
a haymarket with vegetables,
fruits and some clothes at a 30%
markdown from their weekday
price. I crossed the street to the
opposite sidewalk and turned into
the direction whence I came,
viewing what these stalls had to
offer this American with grey
hair. There were some interesting
items which appealed to my
worldly sensibilities: a Victorian
inkwell in the stomach of a brass
bear; door-knockers in owl shapes;
a brace of firearms with pearl
handles; doorknobs from the HMS
Kinsbury, decommissioned in
(Continued on page 20)
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(Continued from page 19)
1908; and an uncompromising
picture of Prince Albert posed
with a horse-groomer. I by-passed

blue-jeaned members of a jug nearby lady, who seemed to be wearing a long gingham dress
band. I approached closer to the about 30 years younger than reaching down to the ankles of
harmonious group and vied among myself, if she would grant me the her bare feet. She referred to me
the gathered crowdfor a favorable extreme pleasure of her dancing as "Pops" and said that if I was
the investment of my money in position from which I could view company. It is not often that I amenable, she would consent to
these splendid articles ofimmense the merry music makers. The song allow myself the infrequent dance with me. Being in a
historical and antiquarian they were rendering concerned a pleasure of dancing in public relatively happy and rollicking
importance in favor of the certain individual who left his (incidentally, rather than sing in mood, I readily assented to her
purchase of an unpatented humble hilltop home for the big the shower, I prefer to tap dance proposal, and we soon
Victorian invention, a very city where he set about in the tub to the accompaniment commenced the bobbing steps of
curious but handsome instrument establishing his fortune; needless of the cascading water), but she a hoe-down, kicking our knees,
which could open bottles, locate to recount, he was eminently was obviously unaware of that strutting, and swinging around in
consideration as she politely circles with our hooked arms. She
constellations in the night sky, successful.
The music was joyously refused my overture. I was then was a thoroughly delightful
and assist in decifering of
cunieform, with an hour-glass at contagious and, not content just approached by a tall but young dancerand very pretty.
one end and while a picture of the to tap my foot along with its and slim woman, a mere lass of
After a few minutes the music
young Queen Victoria graced the stomping melody, I asked a either 22 or 23 years, who was suddenly stopped, but my partner
other end. It was a truly
remarkable gadget whose expense
was minimal when considered to
its numerous applications.
Farther ahead I heard the

home-made strains of music
played by six shaggy haired and
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thought momentarily that he
would expire on us and ruin the
next dance, but ashamed at my
own selfishness, I bent over the

young man and administered
some brandy, kept stashed in a
tightly capped small hip flask
which I was in the custom of
carrying, to the pained fellow. He
soon recovered from his over
exertion, and I suggested some
more music, this time slower as
not to cause any disruption to the
frollicking activities. The weary
musician said that he would
require some more alcoholic
first-aid before he would be fully
able to continue, and as everyone
agreed that his suggestion would
(Continued on page 21)
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members pro on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right
20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and wae devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full"
no
starvation
because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, givr
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service)
cash is O.K.
to Coastal
Products, P. O. 4792, Santa Barbara.
Calif. 93103. Don't order unless you
expect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks!
Because that's what the Ski Team
?
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and myself were enjoying our
dancing too much to stop, and the
band, sensing our sprightly mood,
was soon playing more music. We
continued dancing thusly for
some more minutes amidst the
handclapping glee of the crowd,
until the wash-board strummer
collapsed to the pavement with
heaving lungs inside his aching
chest, caused by his hoarse vocal
accompaniment, and with his
strumming hand wedged in an
armpit for comfort from pain of
his badly bruised fingertips. I
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(Continued from page 20)
be best applied to all, the
musicians raised their instruments;
a fiddle, a wash tub and wooden
spoon, a guitar, a gallon jug, and
the wash board, and asked that
myself, the young woman with
whom I had danced, and anyone
from the crowd to follow them to
a pub. I gingerly placed my arm

around the nubile young woman's
vibrant waist and in appreciation
for her dancing I bussed her
squarely on the cheek. She said
that she had never seen any man
as old as myself shake his leg as
vigorously as I had. Then she
reciprocated my gesture and with
a tight caress (oh how sweet and
young she was) and a long slow

BARACUTA
The

ORIGINAL "Made in
?England" BARACUTA Jacket
is again available in America
for a limited time only.
STYLE G9 Waist Length
Jacket $31.00 plus $1.50 Postage & Handling. Even sizes 34
to 46 reg., 38 to 46 long.
COLORS: Nat. Tan - Navy British Tan - Gold. 10-Day
Money-Back Guarantee or exchange privilege. Please send
check or money order to:

kiss

which was immensely
satisfying and which brought the
crowd to cheer their applause at
our public display of affection.
With the young woman hanging
onto my arm we proceeded in a
boisterous procession following
the musicians to the pub while
some of the crowd followed us to

by the young woman who was
sitting snugly against my body
and leaning into my shoulder,
teasingly fingering my ear lobes
and the frames of my spectacles;
and on my right by the jug player
who had filled his gallon ceramic
jug with stout and was in the
hasty process of emptying the jug
of its alcoholic contents in a most
uncouth and slobbering manner,
drenching all those adjacent with
the dark froth. They spoke of
music and hoisted pint after pint
in my direction. I quaffed each
successive pint, related stories of
the jazz musicians I had known in
New York during the 1920s and
19305; Red Nichols, Eddie Lang,
Jack Teagarden, and Bix

the pub.
It was only a short walk down
a tight side street with fine
examples of Georgian architecture
and an uneven cobblestone street.
Inside the pub?l was too
occupied with the proceedings to
have caught its name and exact
location?about 20 of us huddled
ourselves into one entire corner
on wooden benches by the walls
and numerous chairs around a few Beiderbecke. After each story
tables. I sat elbowed on my left they toasted me with their pints,
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wishing me one hundred more
years of drinking and dancing. I
offered to pay for the next round
after my pint had been dealt
with, but they consistently
shouted me down and another
brimming pintful was invariably
pushed into my hands.
The merriment was
momentarily suppressed by my
loud emission of a sharp sound
characteristic of acute pain. It had
been prompted in me by the
young woman at my side, who
had in a private passion bitten
uncontrollably on one of my
pliant ear lobes. She availed me
with a hug of her long arms
around my shoulder and a tender
kiss on my cheek. I brushed the
matter off as being perfectly
understandable and placed my

hand ever so reassuringly in her
soft and smooth gingham covered
lap, in a tender assurance of my
pleasure with her. The jug player
realized that a sharp bite on the
lobe of the ear can be rather
painful, and probablyremembering
my first-aid to the wash-board
player, he applied some of his
own first-aid by dousing my
bitten ear with some stout poured
from his jug. This caused tb
silence to dissolve in a scrannel 01
hilarity and mirth, and another
glorious round of pints was
ordered. Surprisingly I was not
annoyed by the fact that my suit
was soggy with stout which, when
it dried, would leave a most

unpleasant stain.

?J. Phineas Pijewski
(Continued next week)

Sunday?2:oo P.M.?November 18
Boston Garden
Bobby Orr coaches
American Junior Hockey League
New England Allstars
vs.
Canadian Junior Hockey League
Montreal-Repentignay Olympics

Co-sponsored by
Senator & Mrs. Edward Kennedy
Governor & Mrs. Frank Sargent
& Bobby Orr
For the
Massachusetts Children's Lobby
3 Joy Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
723-3977
$2.00, $3.00 & $4.00
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Students Call For Impeachment
BY RICK MALONE
Amherst, Mass.?Some 64
student government presidents
and newspaper editors,
representing

thirty-five

colleges

and universities throughout New
England, met Saturday at UMass
as the "New England Student
Conference for the Impeachment
of the President."
The student leaders, headed by
Nick Apostola, President of the
UMass student body, represented
over 150,000 New England
college students, and called for a
five point resolution condemning
the Nixon administration for
crimes and misdemeanors
by McCue "high
"Impeach
Nixon"
drive.
Photo
in
the
participating
governments
UGBC is one of over 60 student
against the American people."
The resolution reads:
Resolved: That we, the New
England Student Conference for
Impeachment call for the
The meeting opened at 4:20 Executive Committee will be a
emphasis is to be placed on
p.m. on October 29, 1973 in steering committee, keeping
sharpening of questions, immediate impeachment of
Richard M. Nixon for
McElroy 114. All were present liaison with the three
gathering of information and on President
crimes
and misdemeanors
high
ideas for making policies against
except members Murphy and committees by meeting, perhaps
the American people.
van Beeck.
chairmen
in
addition
to
operational,
week,
with the
once a
Resolved: That we, the New
broad, general policy statements
The Executive Committee of the committees. The
England Student Conference for
presented the following list of interaction of the University
themselves.
members of the three EPC Planning Council shall be,
In response to a specific
planning committees.
inquiry concerning
directly, with the College of Arts
confidentiality of deliberations
I Departments: EPC members and Sciences and, through it,
A. Bourneuf (temporary indirectly, with the departments. of the three committees, the
EPC agreed that the chairman of
chairman), R. Faulkner, P. The final result of the work of
O'Malley, J. Rosser, C. Regan, J. the three EPC committees will
each committee should act as
Volunteers to collect
Trzaska and, from outside the be a report of the EPC, which
the one spokesman for the
signatures
EPC, R. Carovillano, M. will also be information supplied
committee.
to impeach Nixon
Connolly, T. Owens, R. Reiter, to the UAPC.
The final item of business
are needed
R. Malone and M. Mirande.
On the question of timelines,
concerned an entirely different
at the polls on Tuesday,
1974 is
II Liberal Arts: EPC members 15 February
matter: a proposed single failing
call: Mike Segel
E. Dunn, T. O'Malley contemplated as the date for
grade. At present, there are two
at 646-0202
(temporary chairman), R. final reports to the EPC by the
types of failing grades in A&S,
or 426-3040
Uritam and, from outside the three planning committees. In
namely, E and F. E is the
EPC, J. Baker, R. Hughes, D. the immediate future, by 19
"regular" failing grade, along
Lowenthal, J. Mahoney, T. November, the UAPC goals
with A,B,C, and D, and carries a seconded:
O'Connor, R. O'Malley, R. statement should be available for
numerical equivalent of 55,
BE IT RESOLVED, That
Stevens, J. Martin and T. Mullen. EPC reaction, and the threeEPC
which is averaged into a there be only one failing gradein
student's record. F is the the Collegeof Arts and Sciences.
111 Academic Design: EPC planning committees should
opposite of P in Pass/Fail This grade shall carry the
members A. Folkard, J. Gilroy, have begun their work. Before
courses; it carries no numerical
W. Jenks, J. McDonough, H. Christmas, an A&S faculty
numerical equivalent of 55. The
equivalent and is not averaged
McMahon, R. Murphy, F. J. van meeting might be held to
letter of the alphabetassigned to
discuss,
among other things, the into a student's record. The
Beeck, T. Wangler
this grade shall be left open, to
majority of the EPC agreedwith
(temporary chairman) and, from UAPC goals statement.
be determined by administrative
The list of topics in the
three observations about this
outside the EPC, J. Heineman,
decision.
plan: needless confusion is
R. Williams, J. Brennan, S. Minutes of the 123rd EPC
A motion to table the
Meeting shall form the nucleus
caused by two types of failing resolution failed
Brogan and P. Collela.
to receive a
A discussion followed of matters considered by the
grades; a very small number of
The original motion
second.
centered on the question of the planning committees. students receive F grades to passed by
vote: 11 yes, 0 no, 5
charge of these committees and Overlapping and duplication of
justify this confusion by a
abstaining.
by
thier relation to the EPC, the effort should be forestalled
possible advantage of greater
The meeting adjourned at
professional schools and the steering committee liaison. All
precision in grading; the
5:40
p.m. The next meeting of
university community. In the interested parties should be
motivation of Pass/Fail courses
the
EPC will be held on
from,
if
need
be
is
to
minimize
of
through
gradations
course of this, the following heard
passing performance, as well as Monday, 19 November, at 4:15
points were made. All three ''hearings'' and the
committees are committees of incorporation into committee to reduce the penalties of p.m. in McElroy 114.
Respectfully submitted.
the EPC of the College of Arts deliberations of persons with
failure.
Rein Uritam
Consequently, the following
and Sciences; their reports will special expertise, at least on a
Secretary
come back to the EPC. The temporary basis. A great resolution was moved and
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Impeachment demand that new
Presidential and Vice Presidential
elections be called following the
impeachment and conviction of
Richard M. Nixon.
Resolved: That we, the New
England Student Conference for
Impeachment, call for the
Congress to appoint an
Independent Special Prosecutor
for the Watergate affair and
related crimes.
Resolved: That we, the New
England Student Conference for
Impeachment, demand that the
confirmation of any person
nominated for the offices of the
Vice Presidency or Attorney
General be delayed until such
time as impeachment proceedings
have been implemented and the
President has been tried t>y the
Senate.

Resolved: That we, the New
England Conference for
Impeachment demand that
together with its investigation of
the Watergate affair and related
crimes, the Congress include the
following within the impeachment
proceedings:
?The ITT scandal
?The misspending of campaign
funds
The illegal bombings of
South East Asia and other war
?

crimes

?The military take-over of the
Allende Government in Chile
-The establishment of a secret
police force for five days in 1970
-The harassment and
imprisonment of political
dissentors.

considering
ABORTION?
for counseling and
medical care
call PRETERM
(617) 738-6210

rt
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a licensed non-profit clinic

1842 Beacon Street
Brookline, MA. 02146
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Buckminster Fuller Thinks Aloud
BY JOHN BRENNAN
The crowd waiting outside of
the Orpheum Theatre seemed
little different than most
pre-concert crowds. Indeed,
except for the seeming abscence
of grass and the usual wine
bottles, and the occasional
appearance of an "over 30-ite,"
they could have been the group
that pounded to Aerosmith and
Mott the Hoople the previous

view, the man is uncatagorizable.
There is no way to define just
what he is. Call him architect,
poet, engineer, philosopher,
inventor, no term encapsulates his
work. His books do not lie side by
side on library shelves; he is all
over the card catalogue, in
Education, Philosophy, English,
Industrial Design, Sociology, not
fitting anywhere into a
bureaucratic system of categories
which he himself would abhor.

evening.

to only
10% of
mankind being benefited by
higher living standards than the
machinery

present highest."

He is a comprehensivist, one

Our power, air, water, metal
and chemical resources are wasted
today to such a great degree that it
appears there is a crisis for
survival. But if one uses only a
small part of a valuable and
throws the rest away, it is one's
own actions that created a lack of
that valuable. Take, for instance,
the car. The metal in them sits in
parking lots rusting 75% of their
existence: the Southeast
Expressway is crowded with
individual drivers using equipment
and fuel meant for six persons or
more. They take up valuable land
in out center cities, and create a
wealth of air and noise pollution.
The message appears clear?the car
is a gross waste?it is therefore a
detriment and should be made
obsolete by the formation of

But no rock concert awaited
these people inside. They were
not here to forget the reality of
the world in drums, electric
guitars, and smoke. They were
here to try to discover it, to listen
to a 78 year old little man in a
black suit and bow tic tell them
how they can make the world
work better. Bucky Fuller didn't
let them down. For over two
hours he "thought outloud" to
the audience, explaining the story
of his long life and how he had
come to dedicating himself to
bringing "Spaceship Earth" into a
new, greater stage ofexistence.
Many of the persons present
did not understand what he was
talking about. In fact, as he
rambled on and on, a full hundred
people must have walked out,
unable to comprehend what he
was getting at. I myself found my

who feels that if this planet's
problems are to be solved, they
will have to be attacked from a
global standpoint. He is an
anticipator, dedicating himself to
developing a viable plan for
efficient resource use in the
future. And he is a designer, who
asserts that the best hope for the
years ahead is to utilize our
knowledge of technology to
create the best toolsfor living. His

common phrase: "The Universe is
a success; there is no reason why
man should be an exception; there
is no reason why he should fail."
Fuller's ideas revolve around
his theory that the efficient use of
the world's resources, both
physical and metaphysical, can
provide a decent life for 100% of
the earth's population.
Considering the state the earth is
mind occassionally wandering, in today, this could be looked at
wondering what point was being as laughable, and indeed it is
scorned by many. But Bucky is
made.
Buckminster Fuller is not perturbed by this-he gives the
definitely not an easy man to world itself as as his verification:
follow, for his mode of lecture is "The world's economy is now
completely different from operating at the appalling low
anything most people are overall mechanical efficiency level
accustomed to. He projects his at which only 4% of the energy
thoughts in an extemperaneous consumed is realized as effective
manner, sometimes wandering and work. Reciprocating engines are
nebulous, other times definitive; 15%, turbines 30%, jet engines
only leading you to the answers, 65% efficient. Efficiencies of 72%
never forcing them onto you. You in atomic reactors?employing
have to really concentrate to their by-product heat in
understand him, and after a while desalination?and up to 80% in
you recognize why this little bald fuel cells are now everyday design
headed guy is as important as he reality. Increasing the overall
is.
mechanical efficiency of the
From the standard point of world's prime movers and

better transportationsystems.
If energy resources could be
allocated on a global basis, power
crises could be reduced to a
minimum. Fuller has proposed a
worldwideintegration of electrical
energy systems, to be put under
the Bering Straits, which could
link the hemispheres. In this way,
with generators functioning
constantly, L.A. at night could
produce energy for Tokyo at its
peak hours, and vice versa. He has
advocated investigation of tidal
power as an augmentive source, to
say nothing of the power of the
wind. He regards fossil fuels as
back up resources, which he
contends are only primers to

utilize in the search for more
permanent sources of energy.
In the field of housing he has
shown, perhaps better than
anyone else, how the concept of
efficiency, of "doing more with
less," can save us from the waste
which is such a part of our present
technology. By the use of
efficient principles, by utilizing
the laws of the Universe, he has
created the famed geodesic dome,
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a structure renowned for its to the point where its
amazing lightness, strength, and specialization has developed
insulating capabilities. In fission and the atomicbomb while
designing the dome, Fuller used unable to self-coordinate
the concept that a sphere, being the sufficiently to realistically
solid structure with the least guarantee that one of the lopsided
surface area per interior volume,is specialists will not push the
most able to hold heat or air man-annihilating buttons."
conditioning the longest, and
Because our educational
could enclose the most space with system stifles interdisciplinary
the least amount of materials thinking and rewards
used. Made with aluminum from specialization, dividing art from
simple triangular units, they are social science, and social science
found in use in scores of nations, from science, the most intelligent
and are the principle structure of individuals spend their lives in
the Air Force in its DEW Line and libraries and laboratories working
Arctic Research installations. on minute problems and
Even the largest domes can be put experiments while the world slips
up in a matter of days, and weigh towards destruction. Universities,
only 1/2000th of a conventional educators, students are not doing
structure with comparable interior the necessary job. They spend
area.
their time looking around,
The use of Universal principles reading, investigating, and
is the key here. Fuller terms it his classifying, but are incapable of
"rudder concept." The Universe making plans to implement their
has a wind which blows in certain discoveries in a total design
directions; to best utilize it, one strategy for optimum survival.
must point one's ship in the right The task of running the world,
direction, instead of steering then, is left to Jhe diplomats,
against it, with the result of no who, because they act on precepts
progress. To find these principles, of world power years behind
one must envoke synergetic technology have no idea how to
thought processes, synergy being make the world work. This
the behavior of a system mentality is the result, Fuller says,
unpredicted by the actions of its of a lack of comprehensive
parts. "There is nothing about an thinking on the part of everyone
atom which predicts the involved. The fact is that no one
formation of molecules, nothing really knows what's going on in
about molecules which predict the world, and politicians are less
proteins, and nothing about and less able to handle their
proteins which predict living responsibilities every day."The
protoplasm," says Bucky. There is fundemental and highest priority
something extra, some need for responsibility for man's interim
discernment here that is more survival success on this little
important than the assembled raw sunorbiting spaceship, Earth, does
data. The process of discovering not fall directly within the
that knowledge is to think problem-solving capabilities of

synergetically; to integrate, and it
is by this mental process, Fuller
contends, that some of science's
greatest leaps forward have been
made. Today, however, we are
plagued by overspecialization that
most intelligent men have lost the
ability to pool their resources for
the comprehensive advantage of
society. This is having disasterous
consequences, he says: "In the

political theory, nor with the
obtainable by politics
greatest
ultimately

results

lever?war?hot, subsersive, cool,
or cold. Either war is obsolete,or
men are.
"Take away all the inventions
from humanity and within six
months half of humanity will die
of starvation and disease. Take
away all of the politicians and

of inexorable, political ideologies and leave all
comprehensive, and universal the inventions in operation and
physical evolution, when species more will eat and prosper than
become overspecialized through now while racing to take care of
successive inbreeding of special 100% humanity."
behavior characteristics and
And so we have not realized
concurrent outbreeding of our potentialities, he says,
comprehensive adaptability, there potentialities which make Utopia
inevitably comes a time when not an idle dream, but an
evolution develops steps?or wave inevitability, if we can beat the
lengths?that are too big or too inertia of past ages and develop
small for the specialist to this design science he speaks of.
negotiate. Suddenly there are After looking down from the
increasing species mishaps of balcony at this little man in thick
non-adaptability?suddenly
the glasses, I wonder if what he is
species is extinct. We can say that saying can possibly have any
world society through credibility. But then, after seeing
overspecialization has reached the what Nixon, Mao, and Brezhnev
brink of extinction. It has come are doing with the world, he
face
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seems more and more believable.
After seeing the manner in which
people waste the world's gifts, he
seems to speak more truth. And
after seeing the state of Education
in this and other institutions, it
almost seems impossible to deny
what he is saying.
One more thing: Buckminster
Fuller was thrown out of Harvard
twice. He never received his B.A.
degree. After seeing what all of
the people with "Honorable" in
front of their names, and Ph.D.'s
after them have done with our
world, I might just be willing to
get thrown out of this place and
spend some time reading and
investigating what this man has to
say. It might be infinitely more
profitable than what I am doing
now.
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31, a dark corner of the basement
adorned with a Nixon-faced
dattboard. This office was
donated by Intercollegiate Studies
when the original YAF office at
McElroy 123 was given to the
Transfer Center. "We came by
during the summer last year and
found the locks changed," said
responsibility by attempting to Henry Luthin, the Massachusetts
make people aware of what is state chairman.
"YAF has been at BC
going wrong in politics and also
attempting to clean up approximately ten years. There
are about twenty to twenty-five
government.
The YAF is housed in Carney members. The number of people
BY KERRY SULLIVAN

"In this time of moral and
political crisis it is the
responsibility of the youth of
America to affirm certain eternal
truths." This is the opening of the
Young Americans for Freedom
beliefs. The BC YAF, as other
YAF chapters, tries to fulfill this

we get in each year tend to

equalize the people leaving,
though it is steadily but slowly
increasing. The current BC
chairman is Tony Squillicioti."
YAF is based on promoting the
American Constitution, working
against Communism, and working

for

a free market economy,

according to its pamphlet, "Voice
of the New Politics." Luthin said.

The BC YAF activities include
an occasional information table in
McElroy foyer, a PIRG refund
campaign last year, selling various

economics and philosophy
paperbacks in their office at cheap

rates, counterdemonstrations for
military recruiting, letter writing
to Congress, and formerly a
monthly publication of El
Alcazar.
Members frequent the office

and they encourage anyone to
drop in to sit down, talk, or play
darts. "YAF exists only to get its
ideas across," said Luthin. "We
present our philosophy and hope
someone will see it and see that The Door of the BC YAF Office,
it's good.
Carney 31. Photo by McCue.

WithTWA
it pays to be young
We save you money when you fly.

Winter's a great time to visit Europe. The crowds are gone.
prices
are down. And TWA's YouthFares are even lower
The
than they are during the summer.
lb qualify, you have to be between 12 and 23 and make your
reservations within seven days of your departure.
Airfare doesnot include local airport tax or securitycharges.

Paris

Madrid
Geneva

Rome

Athens

$233
$233
$238
$238
$323

Internationalairfares change Jan. 1,74

We save you money when you land.

You'll getguaranteed accommodations without
advance reservations at a student hotel for just $5.20
a night, in 50 European cities. That includes breakfast,
tips, service charges and, believe it or not, even some
sightseeing. Nobody else gives you anything like it.
Pick up your Stutelpass* Coupon Books at any TWA
Office Or See your CampUS Rep.

24

When you land, take your boarding pass or ticket*
to any TWA Ticket Office in London, Paris, Frankfurt,
Rome, Madrid, Athens or Amsterdam, and you'll get
a book of bonus coupons good for all kinds of free things
as well as discounted extras like bicycles, theater

tickets, sightseeing, meals and lots, lots more.
*Stutelpass is a service mark owned exclusivelyby TWA.
tAny airline ticket is acceptable.

is what travel should be.
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A&S Sets November 7th Aside for Freshman Advisement
The

of

Arts

and
aside
Sciences is
Wednesday, November 7, as a day
for Freshmen in the College of
A&S to consult with faculty
members about majors, programs,
and choice of courses for second
semester, 1973-74. As the time
for pre-registration approaches,
the college urges freshmen to
reflect on next semester, and, in
fact, on the next seven semesters.
Students are advised to speak with
Freshman Assistants, other
students, or faculty members.

College

setting

HONORS

PROGRAM

-

Discuss

to

PREMEDICAL AND
PREDENTAL - students should
come to a meeting scheduled for 6
November, Tuesday, at 4:20 pm,
in Devlin 8; and, afterwards if still

necessary, make an appointment
with one of the following faculty
members or administrators:
Dr. Frederick White, Higgins

261

Dean Henry McMahon, Gasson
105
Dean Thomas Wangler, Gasson

105
Dr. Walter Finian, Higgins 125

students should speak with their
professor in Modern Man, or with

UAS

the Director of the Honors
Program, Mr. A. Folkard (Lyons
132).

Judicial Code,

Professor Bourneuf, Carney
Professor Longo, Carney 449
Dr. Pheme Perkins, Carney 409
The following faculty members 230
Professor Misner, Carney 410
Professor Brazier, McGuinn
will be available on Wednesday,
Professor O'Brien, S.J., Carney
214
November 7, from 9-4, except for 228
Professor Brightman, Carney
class times and lunch at the places
Professor Regan, Carney 453
Professor Shanahan, Carney
noted below for advisement of 467, 11-12;2-4
Professor Bruhn, Carney 358, 322, 11-12; 24
students who have not been
2-4
directed to a specific faculty
Professor Shine, S.J., Carney
Professor Caulfield, S.J., 216
advisor. The individual professor
Professor Sweeney, S.J.,
will post a notice on the office Carney 323
Professor Connolly, Carney McGuinn 112,9-10; 1-4
door indicating
times of
Professor Taylor, Carney 434
availability; more specific times 236
Professor Feeney, S.J., Carney
Professor Trzaska, S.J., Devlin
are posted below in some
409, 1-4
361
cases.
Professor Goldsmith, Higgins
Professor Uritam, Higgins 561,
Professor Adelmann, S.J., 453, 9-1 l;l-4
9-1
Carney 219
Professor Healey, S.J., Carney
Professor Van Beeck, S.J.,
Professor Blits, McGuinn 225, 406
Carney 414
10-12,1-3
Professor Hillgarth, Carney
The Deans and the Director of
161, 11-12; 4-5
the Honors Program will be
Professor Holmstrom, generally available (no

Freshman Year

BY MARY PAT MCENRUE
Action Committees on

of new action committees.
formed in '72 "to make
the
The agenda also includes an recommendations regarding
Common Freshman Year, election of faculty members to overall administrative and
Minority Education, the Judicial the University Conduct Board and curricular features of minority
Code, and University Security will to the Appeals Board.
education" and "recommend a
Two of the action committees, feasible judicial code for the
release reports at a meeting of the
University Academic Senate to be Common Freshman Year and University."
held Wednesday evening in Security, are making statements
The Standing Committees will
McGuinn Auditorium. In to the UAS for the first time since
addition, the UAS will receive their inception in '73. The former address themselves to the topics
reports from the Standing was established to "study the suggested at the UAS meeting on
Committees on Academic and advisibility of admitting all September 21st. Those subjects
Student Affairs regarding the freshmen to the University and include continuing education,
topics for action committees not to individual schools and of financial aid and the Council on
suggested at Round Hill as well as having them complete a common Liberal Education, which
a report from the Executive freshman year". Minority administers and governs the core
Committee on the extablishment Education and Judicial Code were curriculum.

bulletin

. . . bulletin bulletin . . . bulletin

Food Prices Due To Increase
Therefore: Checkout the New deli-bar in
the Eagles Nest
2nd Floor
?

McElroy
Grand Opening Friday Nov. 7th and each Friday from 2:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Lower than Supermarket Prices on all your
favorite Deli Items, Sliced Meats and Cold

Cuts.

Watch for our Weekly Specials each week in
the 'Heights'

....

Special This Friday, Nov. 9th

Breakfast link Sausage
at the low, low price of
$.99 alb-

I
I

I

I

Stop in and look at our Prices, you can't go
wrong!!!
We Reserve the Right to limit quantities

...

McGuinn 406, 9-10;3-4

Professor

405

Lawrence, Carney

appointments

necessary) on
November 8, 9, 12, and 13 at the
locations noted above.

Glazov Talk

(Continued from page 26)
leaders to restore continuity in
the Party line."
According to Glazov, Sakharov
is the spokesman for liberalism.
"These three traditions are still
alive in Russia", Glazov

man

from the intelligentsia
movement joins the Party, he
loses his identity with the
intelligentsia."
In closing his talk, Glazov
emphasized that "it depends upon

all of us whether, even after Yakir
broke, these two voices of
Solzhenitsyn and Sakharov, the
voices of our conscience, will be
stifled or not."
Professor Glazov is the author
of a recently published book,
Tesnye Vrata, The Narrow Gates,
there can be more than one view The Revival of the Russian
on a subject." He added that, "if a Intelligentsia.

emphasized. Some of what he
feels are the unifying factors in
the intelligentsia movement are "a
hatred for Stalin, an indifference
to the Communist Party, and a
demand that the intelligentsia
have freedom of expression. The
intelligentsia take for granted that

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased standby air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
LEAVE"
TRIP

Hartford
6.75
New York 9.65
Albany
10.20
Portland
6.40
New Haven 8.10
Ask your

agent

12.85
19.30
19.40
12.20
15.40

5:45 P.M.
8-6 hourly
5:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
5:45 P.M.

YOU
ARRIVE

7:40 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
7:35 P.M.
8:40 P.M.

about additional departures and return trips.

?buses leave from 10St. James Street

~*£W
£mmW

Greyhound

A change for the better
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DiseStonhpGelaafkzsU
Sv nderground
BY MARY DONCHEZ
Yuri Glazov, a lecturer in the
department of Slavic and Eastern

Solzhenitsyn, he said, entered
the University with a Stalin
scholarship, then joined the Army
languages, presented a colloquium but was imprisoned from 1945-53
Wednesday, Oct. 31, on "Detente, because of certain references to
Dissent and the Soviet Stalin in his private letters. Yakir's
Underground" as part of the father was executed by Stalin, and
1973-74 program of the Center Yakir was sent to prison as a boy,
for East Europe, Russia and Asia. where he grew up in the company
Prof. Glazov, a recent emigre from of prisoners and criminals, until
the Soviet Union, taught his release by Khrushchev.
Dravidian Linguistics at Moscow Sakharov was the only one of the
State University, and has a three, Glazov stated, who was not
first-hand knowledge of many of imprisoned. He was allowed,
the major figures on the Russian because of his academic
capabilities, to continue his
intellectual scene.
Glazov opened his presentation studies at the University of
by calling the underground action Moscow, and he was among the
in the USSR a "moral protest first developers of the H-bomb in
movement," stressing that he Russia.
refrained from using the word
"These men are relics of
"dissent" as it is used here. "In Stalin's period," Glazov said, in
the USSR we have thoughtful underlining the relationship
people," he said, "rather than among the three men. They are all
in their early fifties and they all
dissenters".
Glazov went on to structure his grew up during Stalin's years in
talk around three major figures in power. "The authorities who deal
the Russian intelligentsia: with them must deal with the
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Andrei heritage of Stalin," Glazov stated.
He stressed that these men did
Sakharov, and Peter Yakir.

not begin their protest
immediately after Stalin's death.
Solzhenitsyn "left no stone
unturned" in trying to cooperate

with Khrushchev and with the
authorities in trying to improve
the situation. He was "no
troublemaker," Glazov said, "he
took the Populist view." He had
an admiring attitude towards the
people in his books, but "he
condemned the intelligentsia." He

has what Glazov called "a rather compiling "compromising
retrospective vision. He wants to information"about Sakharov.
understand the prison camp, so he
After Khrushchev's fall, when
goes back to before 1917 to find Stalin's good name was being
the causes. He made the people revived, only Sakharov persisted
who read him understand that in working against this revival of
there is no way to move society his reputation. Solzhenitsyn and
without repenting of previous Yakir were both silent, according
crimes."
to Glazov, although Solzhenitsyn
In 1964, while Khrushchev was had already written Cancer Ward.
Then, in 1967, Solhenitsyn
still in power, Solzhenitsyn was
being considered for the Lenin sent a petition to the union of
prize. But, Glazov said, some writers protesting the persecutions
party members, including that were going on. This was "a
Brezhnev realized Solzhenitsyn's landmark, an important turning
potential for danger even then, point," in the activities of both
and he was not given the Solhenitsyn and the Russian
prize. Yakir, having been intelligentsia movement, Glazov

ONCE BEMEATH A CAMPUS TREE,

UNDAUNTED BY REBUKE, HE PIP
ATTEMPT, BY CUNNING AND GUILE,
TO DISCOVER THE EXACT CULT TO
WHICH THE MAID WAS COMMITTED
AND THEREBY PREY UPON HER
SYMFATHIES. BUT SHE PROVED
LITTLE IMPRESSED WITH HIS BO6ART.

AND THE KNIGHT DID APPROACH THE
MAIDEN FULL OF HOPE THAT SHE
WOUU? FALL FOR THE OLD PRINCEIN-THI -PROG ROUTINE AND PLANT
A K.'SC- ON HIM.

AND SHE DIP, AS PREDICTED, KISS
HIM MOST FONDLY.

A KNIGHT DID COURT WITH LITTLE
SUCCESS A COMELY MAID, KNOWN
BY ONE AND ALL TO BE A CULTIST.

released and reinstated after
Stalin's death, was spending his
time in Moscow studying and
editing materials about his father.
Then, at the end of the 19505,
Sakharov "woke up," Glazov said.
He resisted Khrushchev's attempts
to break the nuclear moratorium,
and, Glazov went on, at the time
of Khrushchev's fall, Sakharov
was involved in work against
Khrushchev who, in turn, was

AND EVEN LESS WITH MIS JAGGER.

said.

Since then, he added there has
been "extreme suppression, trial,
exiles and a stifling of the moral
protest movement."
At this time, he said, Yakir also
began to add his voice to the
movement, and all three men were
threatened with prison.
There is "prevailing talk,"
according to Glazov, that Yakir
was a "provocator," a member of
the KGB police organization. He
broke down during his trial and
incriminated some of his friends
who were exiled, while his
sentence was lightened.
However, Glazov doesn't feel
that he can be condemned for sure
as a provocator. "He must be
understood in the light of his
prison background. Hate towards
Stalin is the keynote in his
activity."

"These three personalities are
remnants of
Stalin's
regime, "Glazov stated, "They are
struggling with Stalin's regime
against the efforts of present
(Continued on page 25)

WHEREUPON A FRIENDLY DRAGON
PIP PULL HIS COAT AND SAY THAT
THE MAIDEN WAS IN FACT INTO
THE CULT OF THE FROG, AND
THAT THE KNIGHT MUST PON A
FROG SUIT AND CARRY TWO SIXOF SCHAEFER BEER
CSCHAEFER BEING THE IRREFUTABLE
SYMBOL OF ENCHANTMENT
BECAUSE OF ITS ENCHANTED FLAVOR
THAT NEVER FADES SOBLET AFTER
FROSTY-COLD GOBLET,).

WHEREUPON ZOUNDS'

Schaefer Breweries. New York,||.Y.,

Baltimore. Md

,

LehighValley.Pa
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BC Economists Predict US Economic Future in Forum
BY MICHAEL J. RAFFERTY
On Wednesday, October 31st,
the Undergraduate Economics
Club of Boston College sponsored
a panel discussion by BC
professors on the U.S. economy
and the paths it is likely to take in
the near future. The forum,
entitled "What's Up, Doc? BC
Economists Predict the Future,"
included Professors James
Anderson, H. Michael Mann, J.
Huston McCulloch, and Robert
Wallace, all of the Economics
Department. The topics covered
by the individual speakers were,
respectively, the balance of trade,

shortage as

a case in point, monopolies. Criticizing recent
McCulloch predicted that the articles by liberal economists such
government will ignore any as John Kenneth Galbraith, Mann
plausible solutions and instead argued that the blame for high
will move toward "increasingly prices is too easily placed on large
incredible intervention." As firms. The situation, Mann said,
examples, McCulloch suggested "is much more complicated than
that the government would place relying on the premise that
a ban on all recently-recquired inflation will go away" if
anti-pollution devices to increase monopolies are broken up.
The most common source of
the efficient use of fuel and would
initiate a nationwide "program of inflationary influences, Mann
book-burning, to which President continued, is the service sector
Nixon would probably contribute (that is, those who provide
services---such as medical
his records."
treatment or skilled labor?as
The next speaker, Prof. Mann, opposed to goods, such as
dealt with the relationship manufactured products). Mann
inflation, government actions, and
between
inflation and further maintained that we always
unemployment.

"should expect 3 to 4% inflation
per year. It's inevitable."

next year.

A brief question-and-answer
followed. The topics
covered included the effects of
the competitive market as
opposed to monopolies in
stimulating innovations, and the
likelihood of increased
socialization of industries in the
near future.
Prof. Bluestone told The
Heights that the Economics Club
period

The final speaker was Prof.
Anderson, who elaborated on the
probably future of the balance of
imports and exports. Anderson
conceded that while international
economic policies generally do
not have a major influence on the
more bread-and-butter economics
that concern most Americans,
that, since these policies do affect
international politics, they are
important to consider. Anderson
contended that the balance of
trade, while presently in the red,
is picking up, and predicted a
surplus of exports over imports

hopes to sponsor more panel
discussions in the near future,
depending upon student interest.
"We'll have at least one and
maybe two per semester,"

Bluestone said.

Duffy Sees Vandalism Fitting Into Larger Problem of Security

Approximately thirty persons,
both students and faculty,
attended the panel presentation,
which was held in McGuinn's BY B.T. GALLAGHER
According to Kevin Duffy,
third floor lounge.
The discussion opened with Director of Housing, "Vandalism
Professor Wallace. Speaking on is a problem at Boston College but
the unemployment picture in it is only one part of a much
Boston, Wallace suggested that,as broader problem, that of security
might be expected, some segments and safety."
Duffy told THE HEIGHTS
of the work force will be happy
with the outlook while many will "Vandalism and the theft of
not. Wallace indicated that personal and university property
employment among women, for are the reasons that security has
example, is likely to climb, while become one of the most urgent
those whose jobs are dependent problems facing this and most
federal funds may find hard times other schools."
not far off. Prof. McCulloch
The
theft of university
added a lighter note to the property became a large problem
evening with a satirical lambasting this year with the opening of the
of the government efforts to Hillside apartments. Within the
correct economic problems.
first month over one half of all
By intervening, McCulloch the lobby furniture in Hillsides A
contended, the government and B was stolen, most of it Duffy
"worsens the situation and then feels, "to be used to furnish
intervenes again." Citing the fuel individual apartments and rooms.

U

It is virtually impossible to keep a suspicious. Don't wait to get
lobby completely furnished."
robbed before becoming
Duffy feels that although concerned."
The theft of personal property
vandalism and theft are major
problems, there are solutions to has increased from past years and
them. "If people would become is the single largest problem facing
more aware of the fact that every security. Over 70 robberies have
time they steal or destroy been reported thus far in the
university property they are only semester. The reason that personal
taking money away from areas theft has become such a large
such as tuition reduction and
11
educational improvement than I
feel sure they would think twice
a treat
about committing acts that in the
long run are only taking money
out of their own pockets." As to
the prevention of personal theft,
Duffy recommends "that, all
students keep their doors locked
and shut when not at home and
be aware of strangers in their
buildings and willing to call
security about situations that are
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1920A Beacon St.
Cleveland Circle
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Each line in our classified advertising contains forty-five (45) characters, which includes
punctuation (e.g. colons) and spaces; all advertising copy should be received by The
Heights ad manager by 5:00 pm on Thursday for appearance in the paper distributed the
following Monday. We charge $1.00/ line (see above) but only $1.00 for three lines for
Boston College students; all classified ads must be prepaid.
Why trouble yourself with the bulletin boards? Advertise in The Heights. Thank you.
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needs

There are probably as many answers
as there are individual Maryknoll
priests and Brothers. Some men are
deeply moved when they hear of
babies dying in their mother's arms
because of hunger or disease. Others
are distressed by the growing antagonism and separation between the
rich and the poor nations. More are
concerned about the great injustices
that have been inflicted upon the
poor by those who possess wealth

MISCELLANEOUS:

bartenders, dish- None can be called happy untillhat day when
?\u25a0\u25a0'hers, wallers, waitresses, childcare he carries his
happiness down to the grave in
ami dnvers with or without curs. No peace
room apartments; $12, $15. $18 weekly,
bimonthly or monthy; excellent refernces. 244- -M'cncnce necessary Car! fine: work your
?'"" hour<: SJ/huur. 'all .44-i4o.v
3926 or 254-5979.
WANT OUT? The Transfer Center has information for people who want a school they like
Help Wanted: Typist: speed and accuracy Blood ?ded-Red Cross blood drive.coming better. McElroy 123 Ext. 2284.
n '-"*"\u25a0
most important. Approximately 20 hours per
week. Your schedule. Call 734-8086 or 738- "
KNOW someone who wants IN? The Transfer
Center will help the whole transfer process.
0339. Evenings.
RIDES"
Ride for 2to Syracuse wknd. of BC/Sy game. CaM or visit McElr0 > 123 Ext 2284
~
VOLUNTEERS: Need four volunteers to help wiM share expenses
7.
~7
and/or driving. Call Tim Are you thinking
of transferring within the unhandicapped kids in a pre-vocational shop at 965-1346 If not there
leave message
'
iversity?
Call
969from
A&S to Education or whatever?
Thursdays.
situation 12:45-1:30 on
0100 ext. 2455.
The dates are from Nov. 5 to Nov. 16 and the
Transfer Center can help you. McElroy 123
AVAILABLE:
Babysitter to live in or near 8.C., no mornings, ice-cream truck for sale. $10,000 profit per Ext. 2284.
afternoons and evenings. 4 weekends, hours to season. Call 469-9404.
be arranged. 332-6645.
w OODWORMN(F~cusIo,n aoodworkinr
69
4"
a
M V HY s m < ONSt RL< TIONSecond-hand electric typewriter wanted call Barrei
?
Hv
($1,200) Call Jim
Excelienl Condition
LAST Contact The Heights Thankee.
Bcnnis at "4-4103.
244-6911 (snows & accessories included).
Desired: recording oi "Long Tall Saill" hs the
equalls
Kinks All conditions are
n
acceptable. For Sale: 1965 Impala $150 or 8.0. Call Ken Joshua Center is now open 24 Sirs, a day
<j.lvs i( wce|
Be so kind to contact John at 522-3074. '?
731-5267 after 6 p.m.
c;t| o^.siojt).
<
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w/:2" 181. and DAII Y LITURGICAL SCHEDI LE
I'm-reccrb head 527 5. Leslie S2> w. 12" SRO Cushing- Mon-Fri 8:30 & 12:00: Si. Inseph's:
$4110. < -ill Tim al
cxi 2581,
Mnn-l-n 7.45. 4:45. and 11:00: Si Man's:
l>cpt. Northeastern I niversit\ 4.' '-.«'77.
\ton-Ln 11-:<10. 12:00. 1:00: St. Joseph's: Sat
',=.?,?
,Kung Rosewood Soprano recorder ion. Ideal 4:1*1 & 12:00 pin. Sun 10:00. 11 15.4:00; South
Polls .old 'iters wanted Drop .our works off tenor recorder, mops, oil and booklet. Contact Street Lounge Sal 12:00 pm: Hillside V time
Heights Ad Manage:.
and place to he announced.
m Sis ius office.

Stutterers needed lor federally I'tindcd research
progtam \ge 16-50?subject will be paid.
Phone oi i.riic Anne Newman. Psychology

\u25a0

'

566-6468

and power to an excessive degree,
Others look to learn from peoples
who have grown up with a different
mentality than that which is theirs,
All feel that the only solution to the
crises that threaten to split men

asunder is the love of God as shown
in the life of His Son, Jesus Christ,
This love of God urges men to go
forward and be missioners so men
can love one another. What could be
your reason for joining Maryknoll?

If you keep saying you want to do something
with your life - here's your chance to prove it
;s»,_+

i

'

>

For information, write or
CHESTNUT

phone to:

50 DUNST6R RD
HILLMA 02167 (6171 232-6050

MARYKNOLL
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MISSIONERS.
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me information about becoming a
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Pre-CBS fender showman

?

HOUSE

why does a man
join Maryknoll?

I

Situations Warned: 2 experienced
housecleaners will thoroughly clean I, 2, or 3

A variety of subs

PINCS
PIZZA

.

WANTED:

the security precautions in the
world aren't going to Ire effective
if people are just going to
disregard them anyway."

Pizza of all kinds

I

B

"All

fulfilled.

Give yourself

Dear Ad Manager,
Please run the following ad

l

problem Duffy feels is because
"the student body in general has
developed no sense of campus
security. Security is a community
responsibility that just isn't being

Address
! %ia,
r~ v
!
" City
? I do want to

i

-

do

something.

Age

i
|
,
j

State
phone

Zip
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Maybe the way to change the world
is to join a large corporation.
We don't make a lot of noise, but this is where it's
reallyhappening.You see, a large corporationlikeKodak has
the resources and the skill to make thisworld a little more dccent place to live. And we intend to do what we can to see
that this is exactly what happens.
Take our home city, Rochester, New York for exampie. We cut water pollution in the Genesee River by using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air
pollution by using electrostatic precipitators in a new combustible waste disposal facility. We helped set up a black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we'vebeen
experimentingwith film as a way to trainboth teachersand
students?including some students who wouldn't respond to
anything else.
And we didn't stop with Rochester.Kodak is involved
in 47 countriesall over the world. Actively involved.

Km

ES

Why? Because it's good business. Helping to clean
the Genesee River not only benefits society...but helps protect another possible source for the clean water we need to
make our film. Our combustible waste disposal facility not
only reduces pollution... but just about pays for itself in
heat and power production and silver recovery. Our black
enterprise program not onlyprovides an opportunityfor the
economicallydisadvantaged... but helps stabilize communitiesin which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to teachers and students not only helps
motivate the children...but helps create a wholenew market,
In short, it's simply good business. And we're inbusiness to make a profit. But in furthering our business interests,
we also further society's interests.
And that's good. After all, our business depends on
society. So we care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
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BC Soccer Recovers to Beat Braintree, Tie BU
BY JOHN FLORESCU
BC soccer swiftly recovered
from it's PC sent ulcers by
trouncing Brandeis University 5-1
and at the close of last week tieing
Boston University 2-2. As far as
the thrashing against Brandeis is
concerned, the hero worship goes
to Duke McGuire who shuttled
three of the five goals for BC. The
other two goals were scored by
Billy Fraser and John Campiello.
The victory over Brandeis gave BC
a 1-1-1 record in the Greater
Boston League. The five team
league consists of Brandeis, BU,

MIT, Tufts and BC.

Saturday morning's skirmish
with the BU Terriers left their
soccer homecoming fans quite
glum. Despite BU's new polyturf
which out-witted the BC players
and despite BU's formidable tribe
of foreign players, dubbing
ceremonies for that evening's
queen would have to have been
forstalled. They were

unvictorious.
The whistle sounded at 10:30
AM and about four seconds later,
the Terriers had lost the ball. A
perky BC offense, propped up by
Co-captain Priestly, mesmerized
the BU defense (which incidently
I wouldn't give a cleat for) and
pressed hard on BU's supremely
talented goalie. But time
scorelessly ticked away. Finally
the inevitable BC offense and the
inevitable Duke McGuire, after
about 35 minutes into the first
half, joined hands. A pass to
McGuire on the right wing was

with a sensational
cross-field shot which nestled
nicely in the upper left side of the
BU net. The half time buzzer blew
with BC enjoying a one point
answered

edge.
The BU coach, must have
orated to his players something of
a cross between a pep talk and a
war chant during the fifteen
minute half time break. They
returned to the fields swearing at
BC players, the referees, our
coach and other concerned
parties. The Terriers were as tough
and rogue-like as they could be.
At least in the first moments of
the second half, the Terriers
played heart and soul. Generally
they beat BC to the ball and
surely to the heading of it. Ten
minutes into the second half, BC's
defense somewhat mal-functioned
and scored on its own goal. BU
and BC were at a stalemate. Soon
it became evident that either the
ball was rigged or magnetized or
that the BU polyturf was laid out
in such a way so that every
twenty or some odd yards, the
ball would take an uncanny 30
degree turn to the left or to the
right. As though that wasn't
enough, the surrounding high rise
BU dorms assisted in creating
something of a whirlwind which
blew always against the BC kicker.
Sadly as a result of an updraft,
Billy Fraser missed a twelve yard
penalty kick. All tallied up, the
effects were devastating. .BU
moved hard up on the BC defense
and soon had BC goalie Ryder

BC's soccermen in Alumni Stadium, preparing for a Bermuda trip. (Rich Silver photo.)
dElia reeling. With

a BU forward
down and the ball looming
ominously at his feet and only 10
feet from the goal, Ryder stepped
out hoping to punt the ball away.
The Terrier quickly managed a

kick, Ryder threw up his hands
and the later's deflection assisted
the ball into the BC goal. Even
with BU's one point advantage,
the Terriers insisted on foul play.
Yet elbowing, tripping, pushing,

Len DeLuca

Guess Who's Coming

to

Boston?

My Saturday was ruined. It should not have been, but it was. On a

beautiful breezy Fall afternoon, I walked by my TV and saw a junior
football player play running hack and single-handedly bring his team

back from a 14 point halftime deficit to a 28 point victory. His name
was Roosevelt Leaks. His team was the Texas Longhorns. And do you
know what?
Roosevelt Leaks will open his senior year against Boston College.
For those who missed the news, Athletic Director Bill Flynn quite
possibly topped his summer stunt?signing Notre Dame to open the
1975 season?with the announcement that the University of Texas will
pay a visit to New England next year and open the 1974 football season
on September 14 against Boston College. So now BC, who was having
all sorts of trouble matching an 11th date with someone, will have a
six-game home slate to offer its fans, students and alumni. Harvard fell
through, Ball State looked like a potential Northern Illinois (the
"breather" of two seasons past), and Ohio State probably wanted to
come just so Woody Hayes could get back at Joe Yukica for beating
him to the three New England households the Czar of Ohio visited last
Spring.
There are several reasons, not immediately obvious, why Texas
would bother taking a plane ride some 2,000 miles to play a team
whose name in the Southwest Conference is right there next to Idaho
State in terms ofreputation. Briefly, they are these:
1) Boston College has gone into that reign of country disguised as
"The Lone Star State" twice in three years and should have come away
with two wins. The 14-6 loss to Texas Tech was similar to this year's
"escapables". This year, the game which seems like it happened many
years and a different football team ago, the heroic calming of the
Aggies of Texas A&M, must have proven to the fat Texans that there
are other things in Massachusetts besides rebellious, perceptive voters.
2) In one of the aforementioned "escapables," BC dropped a 15-10

high kicking and ankle stepping
couldn't quite frustrate BC's
Marty Carney. And when the ball
was up and approximately five
yards from the BC goal, Carney
offered his head (inevitable pun)
making the 2-2 tic.
At weeks end, BC soccer
boasted a 6-4-3 record yet braced

itself for four more

rigorous
games. The Commav Clash (BU y
BC for you out-of-staters) drew
the Greater Boston League
matches to a close, where BC
placed third, and now puts BC on
the road to a demanding game

with high-ranking University of
Rhode Island this Tuesday.
While most of the BC

The men who made the arrangements for the 1975 Notre Dame?BC
opener: Bill Flynn (left) and "Moose" Krause, the Eagles' and the Irish'

A.D.'s.
decision to Miami. Yes, Darrell. The same Miami which had upended
the Longhorns the night before BC lost in the Sugar Bowl. Darrell
Royal was quoted this week as saying that early in the year he would
have thought BC an unworthy foe, but since had changed his outlook.
3) New England is a nice place to visit in Autumn.
The happenings of the week were another from the pages of that
much-heralded novel, "The Irony of Adversity" (author unknown).
Boston College's football team is coming off two gameswhich make us
feel that a more suitable eleventh game opponent for 1974 might have
been someone as prestigious as Brown or Colgate. With all the
frustration and dissappointment of being 4 and 3 when possibly (as the
events turned) we could be 7 and 0, there has been the outcries of
disbelief and cynicism?whether or not these feelings are grounded will
not be known until the morning of September 15.
But taking those feelings in perspective: the bad tastes of poor
(Continued on page S4)

community might still be
shuffling about in their galoshes,
Westercamp's team will be
packing their bain dc soleil lotion
and soccer balls. In addition to its
being en vogue, spring trips offer
playful amusement and stauch
competition. Though in this
Watergate world, I hesitate to use
the word deal, a "deal" is what
Coach Westercamp has arranged
for his team in regards to a flight
and stay in Bermuda. They shall
enjoy a week in the Caribbean sun
and suffer a trifle amount of
hours with a class C professional
soccer team.

Inside
Heights Sports
Mike Lupica
An Unsung Hero's Song
Rival's Week
Water Polo
West Virginia Preview
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I FEELING RIPPED OFF? TRY BRANDS MART WHERE
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WHOLESALE INDUSTRY OPENS
ITS DOORS TO STUDENTS
SPEAKERS
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REFRIGERATORS

We're one of the few places with
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J? Olympic,
! stockinPhilco,
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RANGES, DISHWASHERS
AIR-CONDITIONERS, FREEZERS
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CARPETS
FURNITURE,
CLOSED CIRCUIT & VIDEO
NEW CARS & TIRES
JEWELRY

TV'S

SONY, Panasonic, GBC, Hitachi, Philco,
RCA, Sanyo, Sylvania, and Zenith.
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Temple, Pitt Register Wins; Climb In Lambert Balloting
BY KEN RIVETZ
TEMPLE 31 AT DELAWARE 8
The Temple Owls led by
quarterback Steve Joachim
defeated Delaware 31-8 in
Newark, Delaware.
Joachim accounted for three
Owl touchdowns as he helped
hand the Mud Hens, the
second-ranked small college team
in the country, their second
consecutive loss.
Delaware, which had the
longest winning streak in the
country until last week has now
lost two games in a row for the
first time in six years.
Temple with the win raised
their record to a fine six wins and
one loss.

BAYLOR 22 AT TEXAS A&M 28
Texas A&M withstood a Baylor
rush in the second half to record a
28-22 victory over the Bears.
The Aggies gained a 28-0 lead
early in the second half behind
the passing of quarterback Dave
Walker and the running of
fullback Bucky Sams, before
Baylor began their comeback.
After being held to three first
downs in the first half, Baylor
scored three touchdowns in the
third and fourth quarters. They
also had the ball in excellent field
position in the final minutes of
the game but failed to pull out the
win.
The Texas A&M record is now
four wins and three losses.

NAVY 17 AT PITTSBURGH 22
The University of Pittsburgh
thanks

to

a

last

minute

WEST VIRGINIA 14 AT PENN
STATE 62
Fifth ranked Perm State got a
four touchdown performance
from running back John
Cappalletti to lead the Nittany
Lions over West Virginia 62-14.
Perm State jumped out to a
21-0 lead before Danny Buggs
scored on a 96 yard pass run play
from substitute quarterback Ben
Williams. With the score 28-7 the
Mountaineers scored their final
touchdown on a 95 yard kickoff
return by Artie Owens.
Perm State then did the scoring
for the remainder of the
afternoon in piling up 62 points.
Indicative of Perm State's
Bill Smyth.
defensive strength was holding the
Pitt's record is now 4-2-1 while Mountaineers to zero yards
Navy drops to 3-4.
rushing in the game.
West Virginia's record is now
3-4 as they lost their fourth
MIAMI 34 AT SYRACUSE 23
University of Miami
The
travelled to Syracuse and handed
the Orangemen a 34-23 defeat.
touchdown by quarterback Bill
Daniels defeated Navy 22-17.
Trailing 17-16 with just a few
minutes remaining the Panthers
took the ball over on their own 33
yard line. With just 33 seconds
remaining Daniels capped the
drive on a three yard run.
Pitt had taken a 16-0 lead on
three Carson Long field goals and
a one yard touchdown run by
freshman running back Tony
Dorsett. Navy came back to take
the lead by one point, however,
on a four yard touchdown run by
running back Cleveland Cooper, a
21 yard field goal by Steve Dykes,
and a 33 yard touchdown pass
from qb Al Glenny to tight end

consecutive game.

HOLY CROSS 17 AT ARMY 10
In what coach Ed Doherty
called "one of the greatest
victories ever by Holy Cross," the
Crusaders defeated Army 17-10.
Leading the way for Holy
Cross was quarterback Pete Vaas
who scored two touchdowns and
fullback Steve Buchanan.
Buchanan, who had been out
for several weeks with a shoulder
separation gained over 100 yards
on 28 carries.
Jerrey Kelley kicked a 34 yard
field goal for the other HC points.
The game which was marred by
ten fumbles and four pass
interceptions wasn't decided until
Vaas snuck in for the game
winning score with less than five

UMASS 6 AT CONNECTICUT 28
In a game that most likely will
decide the Yankee Conference
championship the University of
Connecticut defeated the UMass
Minutemen 28-6 in Storrs, Conn.
With Connecticut in a
commanding position to take the
title they came from a 6-0 deficit
champion,
to defeat
UMass.
Scoring the only UMass
touchdown was quarterback Peil
Pennington on a 21 yard run from
a fake field goal attempt.
Leading the way for the
Huskies was halfback Eric
Torkelson who gained over 100
yards for the fifth time this year
minutes remaining.
and scored one touchdown.
The loss drops UMass to .500
The win raised the Crusader
with four wins and four defeats. record to five wins and two losses.

Cronan: A Man from Marion

Miami in sending Syracuse
down to their seventh consecutive
loss was led by quarterback Ed
Carney who was starting his first
BY TOM BRADY
varsity game. He scored one
While most freshmen are
for
passed
touchdown and
worrying
about how far the Green
another to wide receiver Steve
Line goes, or when the Eagle's
Marcantonio.
Nest closes, Pete Cronan just
Syracuse had jumped out to a
wants to
anybody
9-0 lead in the second quarter on that tries incapacitate
get by him.
to
by
Bernie
yard
goal
a 22
field
Pete Cronan is the defensive
Ruoff and a nine yard run by
tackle on the BC football team.
running back Dennis Blatt.
The 6-1, 235-lb. freshman
The Hurricanes then scored 26
unanswered points to take came to Boston Collegy out of
Marion High
School in
command of the game.
Framingham
where
he was an
Miami's record is now four
All-Scholastic in his senior year.
wins and two losses.
Cronan began playing organized

football

as a freshman at
Marion?a venture that did not
begin with complete agreement.
"My parents didn't want me to
play football," Pete recalls, "... I
only weighed 140 lbs. my first
year out.
"Football really wasn't
important to me until my
sophomore year. I started the
second game into the season and
ended up starting every game after
that." Cronan played both ways
at Marion, offensive guard and
"virtually every position in the

Lupica
Mike

Uncage The Eagle!
And so all the bright promise is faded now, the hopeful veneer tarnished, and we go grimly through the motions. The brave words
from coaches are glib charade, the proud posture of "still being 8-3"
a cynical joke to football fans at this place. These fans know, have
seen with their own eyes, what has happened to the Boston College
football team. They know all too well what could have been. Some
are angry; some are indifferent.
They see each Saturday the painful spectacle of one superb football player?Michael Esposito?being asked by his coach to be an
entire offense, being asked to make up for deficiencies in strategy or
personnel or coaching. Mike Esposito, Saturday's Hero?tired and

bruised.
He stood back there at his tailback position against Villanova,
hands on his hips, allowing himself one quick deep breath before the
snap of the ball. The play would begin; the play would be one of two
plays on our Ready List. One is Esposito off tackle. The other is a
toss to Esposito, left or right. Thirty-eight times he carried the football that Saturday, for 161 yards. One touchdown. In the words of
Darrel Royal, Mike Esposito "danced every dance."
Many more games like that and Boston College is going to have to
retire his No. 26 after the season. In memoriam. Here lies Mike
Esposito. Died at the Battle of UMass. On a toss left.
After the Miami game (West Virginia beat Miami Friday night
in the Orange Bowl, gang), Joe Yukica explained why he had sent
?Esposito on a toss left with fourth-and-one at the Miami one-yard
line right at the end of thefirst half. Yukica said, "If you can't make
one yard with your best player on your best play . "
The trouble this season is that too often it has looked like his only
player. Running his only play.
But it is far too easy to blame Yukica, though for the most part he
calls the plays from the sidelines. There are facts that must be considered in an evaluation of this football season.
The Miami game, for all the opportunities that BC had to win
that game outright, did come down to the worst call 1 have ever seen
on a football field?holding on Gordon Browne on the Miami two.
Without that, even if BC doesn't get the touchdown, Miami must
begin its drive one or two minutes later than it did, and from the one-
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yard line or so.

*Nobody to blame but yourselves for Pittsburgh, fellows. You got
beat. I don't know whether you all were trying to protect sunburns or
not, but there was one team out there playing football on a dank
Saturday, and it wasn't the Eagles.
*Phil Bennett's injury absence was far more crucial than anyone
ever dreamed. He is ready to play again and none too soon; it is a
rare thing to have such a talented runner coming off the bench. If
Phil had been out of the lineup any longer, Esposito would have
weighed 125 pounds by the Holy Cross game.
*BC too often gets beat in the line. The losses of Steve Turner and
Joe Sullivan also turned out to be more significant than anyone
dreamed. Sullivan in particular was in the process of becoming an
excellent tackle with injured against Texas A&M. In the offensive
line, one man always seems to be breaking down in critical
situations; the man varies from play to play.

There are more reasons, as complex as this football season. But it
is getting tedious to dwell on seven football games gone, don't you
think?

I get the feeling sometimes, talking to both coaches and players on
this football team, that they think football is their private domain, a
closed society stretching from Roberts Center to Shea Field to
Alumni Stadium. It isn't.
You see, not only has this team let itself down this season, it has
let a school down. These are good fans here. Very good fans. They
deserve better than they are being given.
Sure, it would have been a helluva 9-2. It is 4-3 now. There are
four games left, and it is time for the Boston College football team to
prove that it ever deserved to be called any manner of "good," by me
or anyone else. It is time for both players and coaches to woo back a
college. It is time for both players and coaches to become winners.

interior on defense." Paul Moran,

one of Pete's teammates at Marion
and now at BC, was the one
getting the print those first three
years. "Paul had a fantastic junior
year and I simply wasn't
measuring the publicity he had
because, personally, nothing
happened," Cronan said in a
complimentary tone. Moran and
Cronan, however, led the Marion

gridders to the division
championship that year.
"We had a gung-ho attitude our
senior year, coming to that
championship season, but injuries

hurt us ... 30 seconds before the
half of the first game, Moran
broke his leg." Cronan saw this as
the turning point. "This opened it
up. 1 became the representative
figure on the team. Before I knew
it, The Globe and The Herald
were calling my home."
Cronan found the college
choosing process easy. "There was
no doubt in my mind where I
wanted to go. It was definitely
Boston College." Although
approached by other schools like
Ohio State, Columbia, Notre
Dame, UNH, Holy Cross, UMass,
and University of Connecticut,
Pete was impressed with BC. "It
was the first college campus I had
ever visited and I just fell in love
with the atmosphere, the
everything about it."
people
Pete was particularly impressed
with the BC coaching staff.
"Coach Gunther first approached
me. He didn't treat me like a
dummy, he treated me on his own
level. As their interest increased in
me, Joe Yukica came to see me,
four times. Three times he had
missed me. It really showed their
interest."
Cronan has starter, at defensive
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Pete Cronan has jven himself
The Heights ar he should be
to
At the end of the Villanova game a week ago, the keeper of BC's
to waici iri the future.
eagle mascot picked it up by its legs, held it upside down and placed interesting
And you can't miss him.
it in its cage.
As Pete said with a grin, "Just
It was the symbol of the '73 season. The caged eagle.
look for the little guy. I'm as tall
as I am wide."
Uncage the eagle, Joe.

HEIGHTS SPORTS

any Ifs?,.
OToneM?
UConn Drowns Eagles
BY DAN SULLIVAN
I believe that the familiar
refrain goes something like, "So
close yet so far away." A cute

fall. However he is a postgraduate
by as many years. As the water
polo division in which BC
competes was officially designated
little phrase; it covers a lot of as a club schedule, he and Bill
ground. Singers sing it, ex-lovers Buckley, another postgrad were
cry about it, sportsmen argue allowed to play. Championship
about it; but in all cases, it hurts. time rolls around and all of a
A week ago last Friday, the sudden postgrads are ineligible.
water polo club left for Brown The Heights of October 30 gives
University for a three game, details of Groden's protest. In a
round-robin championship meeting of captains before the
playoff. The first game was that games, it was generously allowed
afternoon with Trinity being that Bill Buckley could play,
knocked out 6-5. Up and at 'em Groden could not. At least BC
Saturday morning, they saw to it entered the tournament with half
that Bowdoin went to the showers a victory.
Trinity came first and exited
score,
on the losing end of a
but just as the football team was quickly. As if wanting to prove his
sputtering to a win over Villanova, right to be there, Buckley led off
the club had just succumbed to the scoring for BC in the first
the University of Connecticut by period. Kevin Donnelly soon
a 9-5 score. Ah well, second place followed by converting a pass
in New England isn't quite as bad from Don Gross. Trinity scored a
as kissing your sister, especially loner and at the end of a very
when you're a second year club conservatively played first period
up against an established varsity it was BC 2, Trinity 1. Things
team. Yet what hurts is that we were looking good.
will never really know if we could
Kevin Donnelly swam in alone
have had first place, because the for the only BC goal in the second
no. 1 scorer during the season was period, but as Trinity scored 2, it
not allowed to play.
was tied 3-3 at the half.
Clutch Defensive player John
Tom Groden, swimming
director of the sports complex Chessare scored in the third
and coach of the club, played Tiis period, so did Trinity, it was 4-4.
second season of water polo this Last period comin' up, gotta pull

out all the stops.
BC's waterbug in residence,
Don Gross, pulled the first one by
skittering over the water for the
first of two BC goals. He was
assisted by Steve Pike who is
usually the man behind the play
setup, who controls the ball until
opportunity opens the door. Bill
Buckley, continuing his bid to
show everyone he deserved to
play, scored the winning goal. BC
had survived one test, 6-5.

Defense dominated definitively
in the Bowdoin game the next
morning. Gross and Pike scored in
the first period but Bowdoin kept
the pace. Buckley scored 2 in the
second period and it was neck and
neck at the half, 44. Nobody
wanted to win in the third period
so nobody scored, but in the
fourth it was Big Bill again with
the winning goal. Along the way,
Buckley and Pike got assists, but
the consistency of the defense,
especially goalie Dick Hug, was
the factor that bouyed them up in
these first two games. Hug
handled the ball 14 times in each
and 25 in the final UConn game.
Undoubtedly, he would have been
the Most Valuable Player of the
tournament had BC won the final
game.
Yes, the final game; it began
well enough. Kevin Donnelly
scored one in the first period, so
did UConn, it was even after one.
Halfway through the second

BC's Next Test: Stamp Out Buggs
BY JIM TRENGROVE
Now that the Eagles have had
an extra weekend to tend the
wounds of the Villanova contest,
they must pick up where they left
off and face the Mountaineers of
West Virginia at Morgantown.
Saturday's game will be the
fourth meeting between the two
schools with WVU leading the
series 2-1. Their 45-14 opening
thrashing of the Eagles two years
ago was one of two losses BC
suffered in 1971.

will be the next Johnny Rodgers.
He runs the 100-yard dash in 9.5,
which is not bad for a two-legged
vertebrae. He also scored 14 TD's
last year, and puts points on the
board every fifth time he touched
the ball. I'm surprised he doesn't
carry the ball every play. They
should let him center!
WVU will probably be
quarterbacked by sophomore Ben
Wiliams, who made the first
varsity start of his career against
Perm State. Senior Ade Dillion
and sophomore Chuck Fiorante,
Morgantown is a striving
metropolis, culturally compared the two top signal calling
to the "big apple." Located just candidates this fall, have both
west of the Allegheny Mountains, been plagued by injuries.
Williams has three capable
it's a beautiful drive which will
take you about half a day. It's a receivers to aim at; Split end
fantabulous way to waste a Marshall Mills, 25 receptions for
weekend. But since the Eagles will 337 yards; tight end Dave
be there too, it's better than Jagdmann, 22 catches for 282
studying.
yards, and of course, Danny Buggs
WVU would have preferred to who has grabbed 20 aerials for
end their 1973 season after just 488 yards.
three games. Beating Maryland,
The
Mountaineers running
Virginia Tech and Illinois, the game, which was limited to zero
Mountaineers found themselves in yards by the Nittany Lions, has
the untouchable "top 20's." they tailback Dwayne Woods with 477
showed a potent offense and yards on 109 attempts, tailback
tenacious defense.
Artie Owens with 166 yards on 45
But since then, they have carries and fullback Mike Nelson
suffered four consecutive setbacks with 159 on 43 lugs.
at the hands of Indiana,
Their offensive punch has been
Pittsburgh, Richmond and a 62-14 somewhat of a love tap in recent
squeaker to Perm State. They games. They have not reached 20
once lost to Michigan 130-0. points since their second game
Needless to say, WVU will not see against Virginia Tech. The Eagles
the "top 20's" again in 1973.
will hope to jump to a quick lead
They're tough, though, and as the Mountaineers have scored
they'll give the Eagles everything only 9 points in the first quarter
they came to Morgantown all year.
for
hopefully a win.
Their punter, Chuck Brooks, is
Having faced Miami last somewhat effective with a 36.6
weekend, WVU will pick up the average and a 61 yard high.
pieces and assemble for Saturday.
Frank Nester is the scoring
It's at 1:30 pm.
foot at WVU and leads the team
The Mountaineers are led by with 33 points. He hasn't missed a
junior wide receiver Danny PAT and is 7-9 on field goals.
"Lightening" Buggs. Besides being
So the Eagles will have their
regarded as "faster than a hands full of Mountaineers.
speeding bullet," many feel he Presupposing the Mountaineers
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lost to the Hurricanes, they will
be very much in favor of winning
this one. BC, on the other hand, is
shooting for an 8-3 record and
WVU is probably the toughest of
the four games remaining.

So show up in Morgantown
Saturday, have a few B's and
enjoy the game. It's not every day
that you get to see West Virginia.
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however, UConn pulled a quarter, BC was recorded as the
shift in their game plan. Coach runner up champion
to UConn on
Groden had counted on them a score of 9-5.
playing a rushing defense. In the
As Groden said afterwards,
end of the second quarter and "We just
lost our composure in
throughout the third, they
the two middle periods." He
dropped back and forced the BC
out that Steve Pike and
forwards to spread out. BC didn't pointed
Bill Buckley, who had done so
go anywhere but UConn did, they
well
the first two games, didn't
got a goal and it was 2-1, UConn, get insingle
a
shot off in this game.
at the half.
Gross attempted 7 and scored on
Their strategy really took hold
3, so we are left with a lot of ifs.
in the third period when they What if
Groden had played, what
exploded for 5 goals and held BC
if they had shot more, what
to 2, both by Don Gross. BC if
? I suppose such thoughts
began to adapt to the new game are the thoughts
of losers, que
towards the end of the period but sera sera, and all that. Yet we
it was too late, the damage was were so close, at least a lot closer
done and although both teams than some who dream of whistling
scored only 2 goals in the last "For Boston" down in Dixieland.
period
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Texas Visits Boston in Fall
(Continuedfrom page SI)

passing, uneven sustinence of attack, and the constant failure to deliver
what hunters call the "neck shot"-the crushing final blow?one must
realize that Boston College has made it, schedule-wise now and who
knows what in the future, into the big boys' backyards. When I was a
freshman the games I covered for The Heights were VMI and Buffalo.
Since then, Buffalo has dropped football, VMl's "Immortal"
signal-caller, Murphy Sprinkel is gone-and forgotten, and BC has
played Perm State, Air Force, Texas Tech, A&M, Miami, Tulane?and
now Texas and Notre Dame.
No longer will it seem an occasion for celebration when BC's name
enters the pages of Sports Illustrated. When BC plays Texas and the
Irish in Schaefer Stadium to open their next two campains, you can be
certain the eyes of fans nationally, and the hearts of underdog loyalists
all over will be with the Eagles.
But once the game starts the image-making will be out of the hands
of the press, and estranged from the constant efforts of Bill Flynn. The
game, the image, the program will be in the hands of Joe Yukica, Mike
Esposito, Keith Barnette, Mike Kruzcek and all those who constitute
the final products of the Boston College Football Club.
Come next September, I will again be watching Roosevelt Leaks
doing his thing. Whether or not that Saturday is ruined by his efforts is
a matter the braintrust ofBC football will determine to a large part.
But I assure you. Win or lose, there is still Notre Dame. And who
would have ever believed that in the VMI-BC press box?

Attention Students!
to See The Eagles
Nov. 24: UMass (at Alumni Stadium) $2 w/ ID
Dec. 2: Holy Cross (at Worcester) $3

Last Chance

Basketball and Hockey Season Tickets
Basketball: On Sale Tues. Nov. 13
11 Home Games for $11
Join the Courtside Club, save $5.50 and be entitled to join the
at a Beer Bash at Roberts Center, Thursday, November 27.

Eagles

fNDIVIDUAL SEATS: $1.50 PER GAME

Hockey: On Sale Tues. Nov. 6
12 Home Games for $12
INDIVIDUAL SEATS: $1.50 PER GAME

All Tickets Sold

at

Roberts Center

